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Vehicles torched 
A disturbing trend has come to 
Terrace and that's the burning of 
vehicles\NEWS A9 
! 
Military matrimony 
They met in the U.S. Marine Corps 
and have made Terrace their 
home\COMMUNITY B1 
Barton bags two 
I 
A local swimmer brings home 
medals won at provincials held in 
Richmond\SPORTS B6 
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City may rip up damaged roads 
HOMEOWNERS who won't pay to 
repave the street in front of their houses 
may see the city rip up the pavement and 
turn it back to gravel. 
It's the ultimate option city officials 
are looking at after much of the city's 
budget set aside for local improvemem 
projects (LIPs) went untouched this year. 
The city adopted a policy late in 1995 
that split streets up into arterial and local 
categories. 
Only the major streets that act as 
feeders or main arteries would be rebuilt 
entirely at the cost of the city. 
All more residential streets, where traf- 
fie is primarily that of residents, would have never come close to using the entire 
only be repaved if residents vote as part amount, let alone turning anyone away. 
of a local improvement project to pay 
about 60 per cent of the cost. 
The first neighbourhoods to organize 
and request paving of their streets would 
get priority. Later requests would be 
turned away after the city budget for its 
40 per cent share of the LIPs ran out for 
the year, 
But locals turned out to be not as eager 
to use the new system as councillors 
originally expected. 
The city has budgeted $400,000 in 
each of the last two years for LIPs, but 
This year the city expects to spend 
about $280,000 of that figure on local 
improvements. 
And streets the city hopes to see resi- 
dents agree to pave sometime aren't 
showing up when requests come in. 
Most of the streets that have been 
paved by LIP have been gravel ones. 
City councillors, who met for a closed- 
door think tank session June 25, decided 
to look at other options to deal with 
deteriorated residential streets. 
City director of engineering Stew 
Christensen says that includes the pos- 
sibility of turning some roads back to 
gravel. 
City councillor David Hull added that 
some streets in the old horseshoe and 
southside now consist of.a "collection of 
patches loosely tied together." 
"The reality is some roads should be 
turned back to gravel," Hull said. "A 
good gravel standard with some dust 
control on it is probably better than what 
it is now." 
"It's a false economy to keep patching 
them," he added. 
Critics of the LIP system in 1995 
predicted it would result in a patchwork 
of good and poor quality streets that cor- 
respond to the city's rich and poor neigh- 
bourhoods. 
Councillors who ,coted for the system 
said it's fair because it ties a direct 
benefit to payment and doesn't force 
blanket higher taxes on people that 
would be necessary tomake city streets a
consistently good quality. 
Hull said the LIP system does stretch 
city tax dollars further and abandoning it 
would be a disaster for road infrastruc- 
ture work ill the city. 
He predicts more of the old and heav- 
ing paved streets will eventually get 
repaved under LIPs. 
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Trustees oppose 
promotion of gay 
life,, l:yle in schools 
TWO SCHOOL trustees contacted last 
week say homosexuality shouldn't be 
taught as an acceptable lifestyle. 
One of those, school board chair George 
Nenmann, does favour the idea of having 
teachers taking workshops on combating 
homophobia . . . . . . . . . .  
"I was brought up to believe the family 
as we know it is the core of society," said 
Nenmann. He thinks acceptance of same- 
sex parents hould be taught at home. 
But lqeumann says it's useless to specu- 
late on what the provincial government 
may want to introduce into schools until the 
material is assembled and released. 
Neumann's comments follow two rallies 
last week on the question of teaching ac- 
ceptance in public schools of 
homosexuality. One was in favour; the 
other wasn't. 
Neumann is from Kitimat and wasn't at 
either of the rallies. But the other trustee 
who agrees with him, Terrace Stew 
Christensen, did attend the one featuring 
Karl Simpson who says parents are losing 
control over what their children are taught. 
"We must have tolerance towards gays 
For more on tMs Is~,.ue, see 
Pages A8 and AIO. 
and lesbians, but not necessarily promotion 
of that lifestyle," said Christensen. 
He said he knew a large number of people 
at the rally, and that hey probably voted for 
him so he'll support heir views on the 
board. 
Another Terrace trustee, Gary Turner, 
came down in support of the idea of teach- 
ing children to respect differences in sexual 
orientation. 
And if it came to a board vote, Turner 
said he would support those efforts. But he 
recognized that some parents wouldn't 
want their children to be taught acceptance 
of homosexuality, and said• they should be 
free to remove their children from those 
classes. "It's the only way out of it," he 
said. 
Unsuccessful attempts were also made :, 
contact he two other Terrace trustees 
Marj Erown and Roger Leclere. 
[] Fr igate fr iends 
SEA CADETS from Kitimat gave the docking 
sailors of the HMCS Calgary a hand when the Ca- 
nadian naval frigate arrived in that city for one 
nlght recently, On board was Lieutenant Governqr 
Garde Gardom who hosted a reception as part of 
a tour of coastal cities and ports. HMCS Calgary 
is one of 12 new and welcomed additions to the 
navy. For more on the ship, see Page A5, 
IWA promotes work plan 
HUNDREDS OF IWA members laid off when Skcena "We would run this as a non-profit project because the 
Cellulose shut its sawmill here may have work if a plan by IWA is a non-profit group. We did this in the early 1980s 
their union materializes, and it worked then," said Maihotra. 
Under discussion with the company is a large scale sil- This time, Malholra says Forest Renewal B.C. (FRBC) 
viculture program on areas planted by Skeena Cellulose, would be asked to finance the employment effort. There's 
says local IWA business agent Surinder Malhotra. already a precedent for the provincial crown corporation 
Nearly 300 IWA loggers and millworkers in the area are assisting laid off Skeena Cellulose workers. 
either drawing employment insurance or will so soon be- Earlier this year, when the company shut down its 
cause of the shutdown. Camaby mill near Hazelton, FRBC provided $500,000 for 
"Our responsibility is toward our members," said Mal- a training program for laid off workers. 
hotra of the plan. "What we're in right now is the thinking Loggers would be paired up with sawmill workers when 
process of how this might come about." out in the bush, he added. 
In some ways the IWA plan is close to the massive of- In the meantime, Skeens Cellulose continues to operate 
forts of the federal and provincial governments here in, the its planer mill here after shutting down its main operations. 
curly 1980s when they employed people affected by a But the stockpile to be planed is running down and those 
forestry shutdown, workers may receive their notices by the end of July. 
From fall 1983 to spring 1984 the federal government "k * ~ * ~" 
provided maximum unemployment insurance payments A regional committee made up of government agencies 
and the provincial government paid for associated costs of in response to the Skeena Cellulose shutdown met yester- 
an employment bridging assistance program (EBAP), The day. It heard reports about committees being set up in each 
program became a federal-only project after mid-1984, of the communities affected by the shutdown. 
Forces gathering 
to recall Giesbrecht 
RAY PRAUGHT signs up for recall at 
Karl Simpson rally In arena last week. 
THE FIRST public sign of a campaign to 
recall NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht sur- 
faced last week at rally attended by 
hundreds of people in the arena. 
The rally, held by the local chapter of the 
Active Citizens of B.C., featured Langley- 
based social issues activist Karl Simpson 
on the issue of homosexuality in public 
school curricula. 
Those at the rally were invited to leave 
their names and phone numbers for those 
putting together a recall campaign. 
Mike Rosenau, a local representative for
Active Citizens of B.C. and one of those in- 
volved in the recall proposal, said the group 
wouldn't be the main body behind recall 
but that its members would be involved. 
"We knew recall was an iss/le and we 
wanted to see what the response was," said 
Rosensu. 
He ended up with approximately 130 
names of people willing to work on a recall 
campaign. 
Rosensu said that even though Giesbrecht 
was absent from the rally because of the ex- 
tended legislative session in Victoria, he in- 
dicated he wouldn't have attended even if 
he was in Terrace. 
Giesbrecht as said he is in favour of the 
teaching in public schools of tolerance 
toward homosexuality. 
'*To me that not only means I'm not 
being represented," said Rosenau. 
"Glesbrecht has also treated us with dis- 
dain, He's not asked if we could meet with 
us and at least hear what we have to say." 
Rosenau said that recall proponents 
gathering around on the issue of 
homosexuality have also made contact with 
those affected by the Skeens Cellulose 
shutdown. 
And while that contact hasn't bcen ex- 
tensive yet, Rosenau said thereare common 
themes emerging such as representation and 
response to questions from local voters. 
Glesbrecht, as did his government, came 
under heavy criticism earlier this year from 
those affected by Skeena Cellulose, then 
known as Repap. 
',This is a way to send a strong message 
to the govenunent that they can't forever 
disregard the voters," said Rosenau of a 
recall campaign aimed at Glesbrecht 
Cont'd Page A2 
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Benefit raises money 
MORE THAN $7,000 was raised at a benefit concert in 
Lower Little Park for accident victim Amy Ross Sunday 
and from canvassing around the city. 
"I visited Amy Monday and her spirits were certainly 
raised," said concert organizer Sy Sterritt. 
He estimated that more than 1,000 people came to the 
park over the eight-hour concert featuring northwest musi- 
cians. Rain fell in the late afternoon but the people stayed, 
said Sterritt. 
Employees at Mount Layton Hotsprings, where Ross 
works, are also raising money. 
Youth falls into river 
SEARCHERS, INCLUDING members of the local 
search and rescue team, resumed looking early yesterday 
morning for a 14-year-old Alberta youth who fell into the 
Nass River near Stewart July 21. 
Stewart RCMP report hat initial efforts were hampered 
by a fast-flowing and dirty Nass. The youth wasn't wear- 
ing a flotation device. 
A Vancouver Island Helicopter helicopter plucked a 27- 
year-old man from a rock in the middle of the Nass after he 
attempted torescue the youth. 
Finalists chosen 
THE THREE top finishers from the July 20 Miss Terrace 
Pageant alent night will repeat heir performances this 
Saturday when the pageant wraps up at the REM Lee. 
Lisa~l-arinus played a pie-oz-b-T-Handel on the-pim~u, 
Tracy Warner played "Amazing Grace" on an organ while 
Natalie Zavaglia presented a video of her volunteer work 
for the local community channel. 
The pageant begins at 7 p.m. Tickets are available at the 
door. 
Gallery gets licence back 
TERRACE CITY council decided Monday to reinstate a
pawn shop's revoked business licence. 
The city yanked the Gold Gallery's pawnbroker licence 
July 4 for not providing police with adequate information 
on what was received and who was bringing it in to the 
shop. 
City building inspector Paul Oipps recommended the 
licence be reinstated after the Gallery's owner appealed the 
decision. 
"I think he's made considerable fforts to meet the 
requirements ofthe bylaw," said Gipps. 
From front 
Forces gather 
He added that the slim NDP majority makes every poten- 
tial electoral defeat amajor worry for the government. 
And :a large majority of those at the rally raised their . 
hands when asked if they supported recall, ,,+ 
Rosenau acknowledged that a successful recall campaign 
will be cballenging. 
Legislation passed several years ago places strict 
guidelines and requirements for there to he a successful 
recall campaign resulting in a by-election. 
Organizers targeting an MLA must collect he signatures 
of 40 per cent of those who were on the voters list for the 
MLA's riding for the last election. Those people must also 
be registered to vote anywhere in B.C. at the time they 
signed the petition. 
Given that the voters list for the election last year num- 
bered more than 18,000, approximately 7,500 signatures 
would be needed here. 
There are strict spending uidelines and organizers aren't 
permitted to use hired help. And they have only 60 days to 
gather the needed signatures cncc an official recall 
campaign is underway. 
Gh, idelines tate that recall campaigns can only start 18 
months after the last election. That makes an official start 
date of this fall. 
The Skeena tiding was tagged as one of 13 vulnerable to 
recall last year by a group which puts out recall informa- 
tion through the Intcrnet. 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for 
your assistance in solving the theft and 
mischief from a Norbird RV sales across 
from Tim Hortons on Keith Ave., Terrace 
BC. 
Sometime between June 30 and July 2, 
1997 unknown culprits(s) broke into the 
fenced compound at Norbird RV sales by 
cutting through the fence, the culprit(s) 
then proceeded to steal two outboard boat 
motors from within the compound. 
The stolen motors are described as: 
1. A 9.9hp Mariner outboard motor, 
valued at $3000. 
2. An 8hp Mariner outboard motor, 
valued at $1800. 
If you have any information about this 
or any similar incidents, or if you know the 
identity of the person or persons responsi- 
ble for this theft, 'Crime Stoppers' would 
like to hear form you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of 
up to $11000.00 for Information leading to 
an arrest and charges being laid against an 
Individual in this or other unsolved crime. If 
you have any Information call Crime 
Stoppers at 635-Tips that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their 
Identity nor testify In court. 
Call 635-T IPS  
Tips pour in. 
Manhunt continues 
THE MANHUNT continues 
in the Kitimat area for sus- 
pected killer Kevin Louis 
Vermette. 
Twenty investigators, 
including a dozen brought in 
from other detachments are 
currently working on the case. 
Two helicopters, one with an 
infrared camera, are also scan- 
ning the vast forests for any 
signs of the suspect. 
Vermette is suspected to 
have been the gunman in a tri- 
ple-murder that killed three 
Kitimat men and critically 
wounded another July 12. 
Police still believe Vermette 
is hiding somewhere in the 
woods surrounding Kitimat 
and say it is unlikely that he 
stowed away on a boat or 
train. He is still considered 
armed and dangerous. 
"We will continue to search 
the area until everybody's sat- 
isfied we've covered every 
last inch of the place and 
there's nowhere lse to look," 
Kitimat staff sergeant Jim 
Howie said yesterday. "And 
we're getting close to that." 
So far the police have 
received about 250 tips from 
the public, but none have led 
tknm *,'~ "~ l=~.+•.  
The tips have come from all 
over the region, including 
Prir.ee Rupert where he was 
supposedly spotted in a 
Kentucky Fried Chicken. 
Kevin Vermette 
Wanted posters have been 
posted throughout the region 
and on the internet. And 
Vermette's mother appealed 
on television for her son to 
turn himself in. 
Meanwhile, residents of 
Kitimat are still dealing with 
the loss of three youths. A 
funeral for the men was held 
Friday and close to 2,000 
mourners turned out to pay 
their respects. 
Many businesses closed 
their doors for the afternoon 
of the funeral and flags were 
flown at half-mast - -  some 
for the entire week. 
Robber sought 
RCMPARE pouring over surveillance camera photos after a 
lone male armed with a knife and wearing a ski mask 
attempted torob the Terrace Inn front desk early July 20. 
The suspect is a white male, between 5 feet 10 inches and 
six feet tall, weighs between 180-200 pounds, has blonde 
hair and was wearing a brown leather jacket, light-coloured 
blue jeans. The ski mask was blue. 
A clerk was ordered into a washroom and the suspect 
looked at a floor safe before leaving empty handed. Anyone 
with information isasked to contact the RCMP. 
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Want to feel l i ken  
million bucks?? 
Come to Hanky's this 
weekend and you might 
just get the chance to win 
the big oneH! 
We will be giving away lottery 
tickets as spot prizes all weekend. 
FRIDAY, JULY 25 & 
SMURDAY, JULY 26 
The Hol+daysr 
Take advantage of Sale Prices in effect 
now for Travel at Christmas... 
# 
I '7.4 
LOS ANGELES ................ $247.00 
LAS VEGAS ................... $214.00 
SAN DIEGO .................... $285.00 
MAZA'rLAN .................... $483.00 
e, 
SAN FRANCISCO .......... $247.00 
RENO ........................... $220.00 
TAmPA/ORLANDO ........ $483.00 
PLUS APPLICABLE TAXES. PRICES ARE FROM VANCOUVER. RESTRICTIONS APPLY. SUBJECT TO CHANGE. 
CarlsonWagonlit 
Owned and operated by First Choice Travel Ltd. 
4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace • 635-2277 • Toll Free 1-800-650-7810. 
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'96 Ford Contour 
LEASE FOR 
.............. i..{i $0901~/mo, 
~~+~m+~.+ UCtW+taxes 
' :  " . ! ' ~ ~  • Power Windows 
& Locks 
• Crulsd Control 
• ~llt Steerl0g 
• Air Conditioning 
b'TIM t'b07 
'95 Ford Taurus 
~ LEASE FOR 
$9QOl~/mo, 
.... ~~' g.K. i JV 6 tares 
• Power Windows 
& Locks 
• Cruise Control 
~:,. * Tilt Steering 
• Air Conditioning 
5/Xt LI~M~ 
'96 Ford Aerostar AWD 
~-- - - - - - - I  LEASE FOR 
]. '~ T .~...,~-"~ I r Conditioning . . . . .  ~::'Z'::~ . . . .  
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 super Cab 
[ LEASE FOR 
$0011/~/m0 
:: ..... = ::::.~ UU~ 6taxes . . . .  ,',.+::i ( " 
5.~.f 
~TIWTIJI~ 
• Automatic 
• V -8  * MC 
• Cruise Control 
• T/It Steering 
• Cassette 
'96 Mercury Mystique 
+ 
[+++++++++++++++ : ~~ ? +i 
ST~ffO 
LEASE FOR 
$~lOIPerlmo. 
UI~IY ~taxes 
• Power Windows 
& Locks 
• Cruise Control 
• T'fll Steering 
• Mr Conditioning 
'95 Ford Escort 
I LEASE FOR 
s17a/ +,,,o 
~ ~  5 Speed 
~ . Air Conditioning 
~ ~ '  ~ ,s~ii.:~i~'ii~ ." 
EIII11617 
'96 Mercury Sable 
~qt, [! 
LEASE FOR 
$~901Per /mo.  
Ur--~F 6taxes 
• Power Windows 
i • & Locks 
! • C~Ise Control 
Tall Steering 
i • Mr conditioning 
'95 Ford Mustang GTS 
i~ : i  ,~ LEASE FOR 
:~ i::~:~: i :~  ~i $~"1A/~er/mo, 
• Air Conditioning 
i 
'96 Ford Explorer . '85 Ford F150 4x4 
I LEASE FOR ~ - -  ~ --i LEASE FOR 
• es  
l ~ ~ l "  PowerWmn.~ 
; • ' :~  ~ ~ ,  :~<~ & Locks  I ~ J  & Locks 
~ ~ ~ ' - ~  • Cruise Control 
• Tilt Steering ~ ~  • Tilt Steering 
~ ~ .  c~ene m, ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , ' ,~~.~. '~.  Air Conditioning 
'96 Ford Windstar 
.... .... ~ SrJOll/per/mo, 
• >'~ . . . . . . . . .  +: UUQF&taxes 
..~:..:: .... ,~ : .~+~. :2 : ; ,~  • Power Windows, 
Locks & Mirrors 
• Mr Conditioning 
• V-6 
• Cassette 
SVXl t6ll  
'95 Chevy Tahoe 
~ LEASE FOR 
Ill 5 t~u'es 
• Power Windows 
& Locks • Y-8 
• Cruise Control 
• Tilt Steering 
• MC • Cassette 
b'llJT¢6~ 
BASED ON 24 MONTH LEASE. $2000 DOWN CASH OR TRADE. 1ST PAYMENT, SECURflY AND TAXES. TPP FORD CONTOUR 
$9,896. TPP MERCURY MYSTIQUE $9,656. TPP FORD ESCORT $6,296. TPP FORD TAURUS $6,496. TPP MERCURY SAra.El 
$9,896, TPP FOR n MUSTANG $8,576, TPP FOR AEROsTAR $11,288. TPP FORD EXPLORER $12,536. TPP FORD F-150 4X4 
$7,160. TPP FORD F-150 SUPERCAB $11,576. TPP FORD WlNDsTAR $11,576. TPP CH[~TAHOE $11,960, 
~ 4631 KeithAve. IRACE " 
}r,~! .j61A~35.4~I4,1.800.463.1128 ~tNOTEM FORD 
Tower  go ing  up  in Greenv i l le  
-istoric church bells revived 
By SALWA FARAH 
AFTER DECADES of silence, church bells 
will soon ring out from St. Andrew's 
Anglican church in Greenville. 
Under construction is a tower to hold two 
antique bells. 
Both bells play an important part of 
church history in the Nass valley com- 
munity, says St. Andrew's church com- 
mittee chairman Wilfred TaR. 
The bells have been in storage for years 
after their first church homes were 
destroyed by fire. 
And they might have stayed there when 
planning began for a bell tower at St. 
Andrew's. 
"We decided to buy new bells but the 
cost was $39,000 Canadian, so I told the 
committee to look at the old bells," said 
TaR. 
The smaller of the two bought for $250 
back in the early 1900s from a foundry in 
New York. 
It was first located in a church at Fishery 
Bay, on the Nass River west of Greenville. 
"Fishery Bay wasn't a permanent village, 
but only a seasonal camp ~ in its heyday 
three to five thousand people would 
gather," said William Moore, manager of 
Greenville Construction Company, the con- 
tractor hired to build the tower. 
From February to May Fishery Bay 
would be busy catching, stringing and 
drying ooliehan. 
The bell survived three fires over the 
years which destroyed the settlement there. 
It was moved to the basement of St. 
Andrew's in the 1960s. 
At about 20-inches in diameter the bell 
weighs over 200-pounds, explained Moore. 
It was only after some cleaning and 
polishing that the silver colour of the b( 
began to gleam. 
"The bell is made of nickel - -  it tak~ 
about three men to pack the small one, 
Tait said of the weight.. 
The other larger bronze bell rings ofa di 
ferent history. It was forged in 1883 at 
foundry in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
"We bought the bell when Greenvil 
turned to the white man's philosophy ,
Christianity," said Wilfred Tail. 
The bell belonged to St. Andrew's, then 
Methodist church, until the elders decid( 
to adopt the beliefs of the Anglican chur( 
early this century, explained Tail. The la~ 
of Methodist missionaries also prompt( 
the change. 
This bell suffered the same fate as tl 
other. 
In March of 1922, while town residen 
were on an oolichan run, St. Andrew 
burned to the ground. 
The people of Greenville built the ne 
church in the mid-50s and have been pla 
ning to build the tower ever since. 
" I t  was a dream we had a long time cot 
ing," said Tait~ adding that the congreg 
tion received no outside help but raised 
of the $142,000 cost through donations an 
fund raisers. 
The 80-foot wooden bell tower is built 
withstand the weight of the bells as well 
earthquakes. 
"We've maintained a space between t 
tower and the church ~ from an enginet_ 
ing point of view we had to consider move- 
ment," explained Moore, adding that in the 
winter times Greenville gets 60km winds. 
'The bells should be hoisted up a finished 
.bell tower in mid-August. 
CROSS AT top of tower under construction at St. 
Andrew's Anglican church in Greenville marks the 
home of two antique bells recently taken out of 
storage. Their history dates back to before the turn of 
the century in the Nass Valley. 
City agrees to airport takeover 
AFTER MONTHS of haggling over how to go 
about taking over the airport, city council has 
decided it should be turned over to a not-for- 
profit corporation. 
An airport authority will be created with a 
beard of dkectors reflecting the region and ex- 
ercising independent control over the airport, 
said city economic development officer Ken 
Veldman. 
At the same time, he says, the city has aban- 
doned efforts to get a better deal with the pro- 
vince for land surroundiug the airport. 
Terrace will take the offer on the table 
include a share of revenues that would be 
gained going to the province. 
The board of directors of the airport authority, 
once appointed, will begin negotiating a final 
airport akeover deal with Transport Canada. 
" I  would expect that all the negotiations 
should be completed within six months of them 
beginning," Veldman said. 
Council is also making preparations to extend 
Terrace city limits out to take in the airport 
lands. 
That would only go ahead, Veldman said, if 
the referendum in October doesn't lead to the 
support he airport run out in March of 2000.pg 
Veidman said the decision to go with indepen- 
dent airport authority ~ rather than the City of 
Terrace ~ in charge of the airport reflects 
what's been successful in other areas. 
He said the city believes the group would 
have fewer restrictions outside the public sector. 
"The most successful and inuovative groups 
were the ones that had that freedom," Veldman 
said. 
He said the city is approaching a number of 
basically that the province will turn over the me[gerofTerrace and Thoruhill. ~, ~ organizations about naming representatives to 
. . . .  ~;serv_e on the airport authority's f irst board of ,.~ 
land on which airport buildings it. Having the airport inside city limits ffil'l " directors. 
But if the city wants extra land to become a ensure the city has control over lax rates there, " It 's going to be important o get a strong 
future light industrial site, then there will be a rather than the province, Veldman said. board of directors and then let them go." 
side deal negotiated for that land which would All subsidies from the federal government to 
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Reformers come to town 
THE THREE men who want to lead the B.C. Reform 
party came to town last week buoyed by a new opinion 
poll putting the party first in the minds of voters. 
The party is now the favourite of 35 per cent of de- 
cided voters, according to a Marktrend poll taken in 
late June. 
That's one point more than the provincial Liberals 
and 10 points more than the governing NDP. 
"It 's great news," said Buruaby lawyer John Motiuk, 
one of the three leadership candidates. 
He and biochemist Adrian Wade of Vancouver and 
Cranbrook petroleum consultant Wilf Hanni are in the 
race to replace Jack Weisgerber who is stepping down 
as leader. 
B.C. Reformers meet in Surrey Aug. 30 to choose 
one of the three. Party members can either mail in their 
ballots or vote at the convention. 
The party has two men,bets in the legislature 
Weisgerber and Richard Neufeld, beth of whom are 
from the Peace River. 
Terrace was one of the first stops for the three in their 
tour of the north. 
They had intended to hold a meeting while in Terrace 
but the timing would have conflicted with the Kari 
Simpson rally on issues in homosexuality. So they 
went to the rally instead. 
Deportation urged 
SKEENA REFORM MP Mike Scott wants the federal 
government to toss out all foreigners who take part in 
anti-logging activities. 
In a letter to immigration minister Lueienne Robillard 
last week, Scott described as outrageous the ability of 
foreigners entering Canada to disrupt loggers. 
"It is time the federal government sent a sVong, clear 
m~sage to foreign activists that their antics will not be 
tolerated in this country," he said. 
Scott also wants the federal government to check the 
backgrounds of those involved in anti logging activity 
to determine if they have criminal records. 
Forest workers merge 
THE LOCAL representing IWA workers in the north- 
west is merging with one ia Vancouver. 
Better epresentation a d service is promised with the 
merger of Local 1-71, covering 4,500 people in Ter- 
race, Prince Rupert, the Queen Charlotte Islands, the 
Sunshine Coast and upper Vancouver Island and Local 
217 which has members in Vancouver, say union offi- 
cials. 
The new local will be the biggest within the IWA 
with approximately 6,500 members. A founding con- 
vention for the new local takes place next February. 
Local IWA business agent Surinder Malhotra became 
the second vice president of Local 1-71 for a two-year 
term Saturday. He was previously third vice presidenL 
Malhotra says he will also run for an executive posi- 
tion when the two locals merge but he hasn't decided 
~;hatp'6Siti6nthat,willbe.,,~.,,i , i-~i i .~i",. 
TOTEM'S COUNTRYWIDE GIGANTIC A ONE DAY SAVINGS SPECTACULAR ON I' 
TENT EVEN HLY ITEMS. i 
SATURDAY. 
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HERE'S A FEW EXAMPLES... 
Maytag Washer & Dryer Pair ................... *999 
Arnana 20 cu.ft. Bottom Mount Fridge.. $1349 
Maytag 20 cu.ft. SidexSide Frid~e ........ $1499 
Hotpoint Built-In Dishwasher ................... $399 
Moffat Self-Cleaning Range .................... $699 
Tappan Self-Cleaning Convection Range. . ,$899 
HERE'S  A FEW EXAMPLES... 
Single Mattress & Boxspring 
Mismatch Set ................................ *249 
5 Piece Kitchen Dinette Set ................. *349 
Computer Work Stations from .............. $199 
sec  ional So a .................................... 899 
Simmons Queen Size Pillowtop 
Mattress & Foundation ...... 549 
;iiii: 
Totem s Countrywide, 
- . .  . ~ . .  , /~NSOF iBAR(YsR~TBEER : o 
lllm'  Furn i tu re  a App l iance  ,, • ', 
m , , i i : NL :WMAYTAG :I ~ ~:~: ~ . ; ' . 0 The value has never been better . . . . . .  ~ ~::: ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~:i ~::;~:~i i~:::~:~:~:~;~:~,~i~i~i~.~i~::~ ~! i i~i~i ~~".:~. ' - .~:~: '.~:'.,~..'..~.:~r ~ ".' 
4501 Lake  se Ave  ,~ ~ ~_  ~. ,  ~:~ .& YOU . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  :.. ':~:':~:~,:,~,:,,B~ ...................... tn~t~ ": ...... ,'.~:~ ................... ~: .......... ~".".~ ...... , ,.~ ' i~ . |R  .~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~i .....
Ter race  , 0 COULD;  . . . .  : .............................. ~ ............. '~": :  ............ ~ i~ ~ :' ........... :~ . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' '  
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Never again 
THE REPORT by northwest mayors on what. 
should happen to the region's forest industry is a 
solid and rational document. Its recommenda- 
tions, stemming from the Repap/Skeena Cel- 
lulose crash and burn, call for forest policy that 
makes sense for the kind of wood we have here 
and offers suggestions on new kinds of employ- 
ment that can be had by processing our wood. 
But its most important recommendation is a 
general call for joint ownership between forest 
companies and their workers. This comes close 
to what many are saying is the heart of what hap- 
pened to Skeena Celullose - -  distant ownership 
which slotted its northwest holdings into a much 
larger game of financial intrigue that, in the end, 
had little to do with the hopes and goals of those 
who live and work here. r 
Would the Skeena Cellulose disaster have oc-~ 
cuffed had there been people within its power~ 
structure from northwest communities with the ' 
authority to report regularly on the company's 
activities? 
Witness the reaction by Prince Rupert pulp mill 
workers to the edict by the banks which now 
control Skeena Cellulose that as many as one- 
third of their jobs Will have to disappear because 
modernization is needed to turn the mill around. 
Even if Skeena Cellulose was still operating, 
that issue of efficiency would still have to be ad- 
dressed. R w:,.::, a central theme just last year 
when the former owners made their pitch to take 
over the forest licence of Orenda Forest Produc- 
ts. They said they needed the licence as collateral 
to borrow money to make improvements. 
Everybody knew then those improvements 
would have meant lob loss but it was never fully 
brought out. Instead it was left to simmer and has 
~nqw, erupted as part of the overall anguish at- 
.)ta~}le¢lTto he Ski~ena Cellulose failure. Had there 
been a different kind of ownership structure, 
would those pulp workers now feel themselves 
victims? 
The company or companies which will take 
over Skeena Cellulose's assets must know they 
are coming to an area coming out of a bad rela- 
tionship with the traditional way of doing busi- 
ness in the woods. The trees in the northwest 
represent he region's stake in its future and that 
has to be recognized. It can't be business as 
usual ever again. 
I II 
Enough 
IT'S MORE than ironic that just as northwest 
mayors last week advocated closer ties between 
forest companies and their workers, Skeena Cel- 
lulose gave its Prince Rupert pulp workers a take 
it or else threat. 
The 'take' was to accept job loss and work 
flexibility provisions while the 'else' was to sell 
the company's sawmills and dismantle the pulp 
mi l l .  
Now that's just the kind of thing the northwest 
doesn't need right now - -  head office corporate 
warriors striding across a battlefield with 
weapons at the ready. 
There have been too many casualties, already. 
II 
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These 'girls' a bit too spicy 
VICTORIA - -  I wasn't going 
to touch this story wi~ a ten- 
foot pole, but then it got so out 
of hand that I decided I conld 
no longer ignore it. 
At the heart of it is the ques- 
tion: what behavior on the part 
of our elected representatives 
is acceptable and what isn't. 
You may already have seen, 
heard and read the news stories 
concerning the incidents in 
question; if not, I should warn 
you: if you're easily offended, 
you should stop reading now. 
As for kids, I 'm fairly certain, 
they aren't too interested in 
reading political colunuls. 
One incident occurred about 
a week ago. With the session 
droning on and providing little 
respite, women MLAs from 
both the NDP and Liberal 
caucuses decided to have an 
imprompt~ party. Also invited 
were female support staff and 
ti~male members of the press 
gallery, of whom only one at- 
tended. 
Sometime during the all-girls 
party, at which alcohol appar- 
ently flowed quite freely, for- 
mer women's equality minister 
Pelmy Priddy came into the 
room carrying a tray with 
bunting candles arranged 
around an object covered by a 
shroud. 
When she whipped off the 
cover, a toy penis was 
revealed, the kind you can buy 
in joke shops, with little feet 
I d :[OlvA I i :  I : lK~: l  d i !:1 q 
HUBERT BEYER 
attached that make the thing 
jump when wound up. 
Had the joke stopped there, 
the story would never have 
found its way into the public 
domain. Unfortunately, the 
women decided to carry the 
joke further by taking the ob- 
jret 'hlto the legislative cham- 
ber, where L~erai MLA Ted 
Nebbeling was on his feet, 
holding a speech. 
With great aplomb, two 
women of the Liberal caucus 
presented the offending evi- 
dence to Nebbeling, after 
which Linda Reid bowed 
ceremoniously to the cameras, 
which had recorded the entire 
incident for posterity. 
The second incident hap- 
pened a day later and involves 
L~eral MLA Mike de Jong. 
As a sign of his undying affec- 
tion, de Jong presented health 
minister Joy MacPhail with a 
fake bomb, accompanying his 
presentation with some advice 
. on where and when to open it. 
De Jong's stunt was outright 
stupid. Had he done something 
like that at an airport, he'd 
have been arrested, charged, 
convicted and probably sent to 
jail to cool his heels. Joking 
about bombs is particularly in- 
appropriate for a man touted 
by bicLean's Magazine as one 
of 100 Canadians to watch. 
The earlier prank could be 
dismissed as a joke that got out 
of and, but the very fact that it 
got out of hand, makes it un- 
acceptable. 
In all fairness, I admit that I 
laughed uncontrollably when I 
first heard about it. I 'm not a 
prude, and I can understand 
how something like his can 
. spin out of control. If I had 
been involved ill a caper like 
this, I would apologize, take 
my lumps and hope that people 
wouldn't hate me too much. 
Not so with the 'girls' who 
got caught. They believe 
everything would have been 
fine if only the media scum 
had kept quiet. Because female 
members of the press gallery 
had been invited, the women 
MLAs claim the incident 
should have been off the 
record, hi other words, we 
broke confidence. Once again 
the messenger is lined up and 
shot. 
The moment thewomen took 
their ill-advised prank into the 
legislature, it was a public dis- 
play, duly recorded by the 
electronic Hansard. No con- 
fidence was broken. 
Others, including Rosemary 
Brown, former NDP MLA and 
life-long women's rights ac- 
tivist, have condemned the in- 
cident as sexist. I don't agree. 
Even the argument that had it 
been men playing this prank on 
women, they would have been 
hung out to dry, doesn't hold 
water. 
In auy human rights situa- 
tion, the minority can do what 
the majority can't. Jewish eo- 
medialts can tell Jewish jokes, 
non-Jews can't dud shouldn't. 
Blacks in the U.S. can have 
all-black universities, whites 
can't have all-white institu- 
tions and shouldn't. 
Aald even though women are 
a majority in numbers in our 
society, for the purposes of 
equality, they are far from a 
majority. That's why it would 
be sexist if men had done what 
the women did. 
But that still doesn't make it 
acceptable behavior for an 
MLA. To their credit, the 
women later apologized, but ill 
future, a little more common 
sense would also be in order. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Tel: (250) 920.9300; Fax: 
(250) 385.6783; E.mail: 
hubert@coolcotn.eom 
Sex toy prank,.is an outrage 
ONE NIGHT recently in Vic- 
toria many female MLAs and 
staff - -  both NDP and Liberal 
- -  took part in a private, 
women-only party that later 
spilled into the legislature to be 
captured on $1000/hour 
Hansard TV. 
The cameras caught two of 
the women - -  Liberals Bomnie 
McKinnon and Linda Reid - -  
turning loose a windup plastic 
penis with feet to dance past 
on forestry critic Ted Nebbel- 
ing's desk as he debated the 
forestry budget in another late 
night sitting of the house. 
Coincidence had no part in 
targeting Hebbeling for this 
on-camera prank. He's openly 
gay. But why they chose to 
subject him to more public 
harassment of the sort he's 
withstood all his life, I don't 
know. I fail to see the humour 
that had them rocking in their 
chairs and made one legislative 
clerk titter coyly behind her 
hand. 
For once I find myself in full 
agreement with Reform MLA 
Jack Weisgerber who said the 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
behaviour of these women 
"trivializes the activities of the 
house." 
I also agree with Progressive 
Democratic Alliance MLA 
Gordon Wilson who said, if a 
man had pulled a stunt like this 
on a female MLA, outrage 
would lead to parliamentary 
discipline. Iustead, speaker 
Lyle Loviek dismissed the 
episode. 
Of 365 calls responding to a 
Province column detailing this 
z.o c'/od" J 
n core.. I g 
NH 
pressed outrage at the 
women's actions in the house. 
My call would have made it 
342. 
MLAs themselves grinned 
and shrugged, saying it was a 
way of letting off steam after 
"working hard 14 hours a 
day." 
Maybe if MLAs shelved 
shenanigans on the job and ac- 
tually paid attention to the 
budget debate, they could do a 
better job of what we elected 
them to do, in less time, at less 
cost to us. 
How, I wonder, do these 
women's families feel sitting 
in front of their home TV 
watching their wife, Mum, or 
daughter snorting with mirth at 
the discomfiture of Nebbeling, 
goosing him so he jumped. 
Social services minister 
Penny Priddy is credited with 
introducing the sex toy to the 
party. If she's so overworked, 
where did she find the time - -  
and the store - -  to buy this sex 
toy? 
After this disgraceful apse 
of her as I did - -  a caring, 
compassionate former nurse 
who courageously fought her 
own breast cancer. 
She's the first minister of so- 
cial services I ever heard call 
welfare mothers morns rather 
than clients. I liked that. I had 
high hopes she'd quickly im- 
plement 'Judge Oove's recom- 
mendations to protect foster 
children. More than any other 
B.C. social services minister, 
Priddy gave me confidence 
we'd finally treat children in 
care as they should be treated. 
Then this. 
As for Joy McPhail, I 'm not 
surprised she participated in 
this disruption of house 
protocol. The two L~erals - -  
MeKilmon and Reid - -  I don't 
know. I hope they're proud of 
themselves. I doubt their con- 
stituents are. 
I 'm embarrassed and angered 
by these elected women's 
antics. They demeaned all 
women with their poor judg- 
ment and lack of respect for 
themselves. 
party prank, 341 callers ex- of judgment, I no longer think 
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New frigates perform many dut=es 
.. Misleading position 
ONE OF the navy's newest 
warships, the IIMCS Cal- 
gary docked for a night in 
Kitimat recently, carrying 
with it Lieutenant- 
Governor Garde Gardom 
who was on a week.long 
visit to coastal ports. 
The stopover also gave 
Fdtlmat residents and 
others a chance to look 
over the Calgary. 
By ROD L INK 
AT FIRST glance it seems 
as if somebody forgot to put 
in a couple of ceiling tiles 
above the dining table in the 
spacious officers' wardroom 
aboard the HMCS Calgary. 
But an explanation from 
Lieutenant Arvinder Aujla 
quickly puts to rest the idea. 
"Look at the lights," he 
says in pointing to two 
• largish ones mounted in the 
open space and a bracket 
awaiting another one. 
They're meant to illumi- 
nate the eating area because 
it's also been designed to 
act as an emergency medical 
station should the frigate's 
main sickbay be disabled or 
filled in case of combat or 
disastrous mishap. 
This is but one example of 
how each inch of space 
aboard one of the Canadian 
navy's new frigates can be 
used for more than one pu;- 
pose. 
In many ways it reflects 
upon the new role given the 
navy as the century draws to 
a close. 
The Calgary is one of 12 
new Halifax class frigates 
now making up the back- 
bone of the Canadian navy. 
At $500 million apiece, 
they're the most expensive 
ship the navy has produced. 
While the Halifax class 
frigates carry a full load of 
modem weapons to fulfill 
military duties, modern 
technology means ships and 
crew to do more than one 
job. 
This enhanced flexibility 
also has a lot to do with 
overall declining budgets 
bringing the need to do 
more with what is on hand. 
In addition to whatever 
awaits on the high seas, the 
~vessels have the capability 
to patrol both coasts and as- 
sist other government de- 
padments. 
"There is more of a co- 
operative nature now," ex- 
plains the Calgary's combat 
officer, Lieutenant- 
LIEUTENANT ARVINDER Aujla examines the large navigational aid screen on 
the bridge of the HMCS Calgary. Aujla is the ship's navigational officer and the 
information relayed on the screen through the Calgary's global positioning sys- 
tem can pinpoint for him the ship's position to within metres. Global positioning 
information is provided through a satellite system orbiting the earth and it is just 
one of the modem devices enabling the Calgary to conduct its duties. The ship's 
navigation systems also contain charts for waterways around the world. 
Commander Steve 
Jorgcnsen. 
The Calgary and its sister 
ships carry nn board RCMP 
officers, customs officers 
and fisheries officers as re- 
quired when on coastal 
patrols. 
" It 's  important to know 
who is in our waters and 
what they are doing," says 
Jorgeuseu. 
Those duties can range 
from checking fishing boats 
than those of other coun- 
tries' navies. 
"We're highly regarded 
by others," says Jorgeusen 
in relaying exercises un- 
dertaken by the frigates with 
other navies. 
The frigate's two gas tur- 
bines can boost the speed up 
to 30 knots in less than 53 
seconds and it can maneuver 
quickly. It can stop dead in 
the water in a length and a 
half. 
t 
The frigate's two gas turbines can boost 
the speed up to 30 knots in less than 53 
seconds and it can maneuver quickly. It 
can stop dead in the water in a length 
and a half. 
Dear Sir:. 
The July 9 issue of The Terrace Standard referred to 
statements by Father John Smith of Sacred Heart 
Parish that the Catholic Church does not tolerate 
homosexuals. 
As a parishioner of this parish, I heard father John's 
statement myself and I also know the official position 
of the Catholic Church that is in complete agreement 
with that statement. 
It is incorrect that the church does not tolerate 
homosexuals. The church leaches tolerance to every 
human being with no exception, however that does not 
mean that activities carried out by every human being 
are approved. It is the lifestyle of homosexuals that the 
church does not find acceptable. The article puts the 
Catholic church in a misleading position in the public. 
Furthermore, the reference to racial discrimination by 
the church based on scripture is another blatant false 
suggestion of intolerance. 
John Krisinger, Terrace B.C. 
to tracking sea-borne drug 
traffickers to search and res- 
cue. 
"We all comlected now to 
the marithne operations 
centre in Esquimalt. We're 
well suited to undertaking a 
variety and a multitude of 
tasks," added Jorgensen. 
Jorgensen and Aujla had 
much to say about the 
frigate's capabilities. 
The ship's anti-air and 
anti-surface missiles and 
guns are on equal or better 
Frigate facts 
Cost.  $500 million for each of the 12 built. 
length - 134.1 metres (440 feet, 4 inches). 
Width - 16.4 metres (53 feet, 10 inches). 
Crew - 224 when its Seak King helicopter is on board. 
Speed - 30 knots. 
Range - 11,400 miles at most economical speed. 
Torpedoes - from launchers on board or from the Sea 
King helicopter. Used for anti submarine warfare. 
Missiles - There are 16 Sea Sparrow missiles to intercept 
incoming missiles or aircraft. There are eight Harpoons, 
the primary anti-surface weapon which skims the sea at 
ranges greater than 60 miles. 
Guns - A Bofors 57mm rapid fire gun mounted forward 
can engage vessels or aircraft. A Phalanx anti-air system 
can fire 3,000 rounds a minute to disable missiles which 
may have avoided outer defences. There are also six .50 
calibre machine guns. 
Countermeasures - There are four six-barrelled launchers 
which throw up chaff to confuse enemy homing systems. 
Aircraft - one Sea King helicopter used for anti submarine 
duties. Used for surveillance and fol search aud rescue. 
Sea Sparrow missiles are 
designed to take out aircraft 
or incoming enemy missiles. 
Harpoon missiles can skim 
the sea's surface at ranges in 
excess of 60 miles to target 
enemy vessels. 
Handling these and other 
weapons is the job of 
Jorgensen as combat officer 
and third in line on the chain 
of command. 
" I 'm the captain's advisor 
on tactics and weapons the 
ship could use ~ how we 
THE SECRET TO a happy crew is a good galley and cook Corporal Faron Brown 
presides over a grill full of thick steaks aboard the HMCS Calgary. The galley 
serves up five full course meal settings a day, each offering three entrees. HMCS 
Calgary's galley also provides baked goods. The crew is served cafeteria style 
while officers have the use of a comfortable wardroom for their meals, 
could fight," he said. 
Modem computer systems 
enhance the ship's combat 
abilities. 
"Remember that before 
we were on ships that were 
30 or 40 years old. There's 
been a massive leap in tech- 
nology from those days of 
steam destroyers and vacu- 
um tubes," said Jorgeusen. 
"We're  on the leading 
edge. The new kids coming 
on board now jump right 
into it. It's been a long 
climb up and it's fabulous." 
The crew of the Calgary 
can close off sections of the 
ship if they are damaged 
and re-route communica- 
tions and electricity around 
those damaged areas. 
The one drawback faced 
by the Calgary is the lack of 
a reliable helicopter as the 
Sea Kings now assigned to 
it and other frigates spend 
mo~e,time being maintained 
then on active duty. 
And there aren't even 
enough of the aging helicop- 
ters they are older than 
Lieutenant 
Commander 
Steve Jorgensen 
on the its bridge which can 
pinpoint its location within 
metres. 
Charts which can guide 
the Calgary around the 
world are available through 
a computer database. 
But Ajula also points out 
the modem amenities on 
board which have increased 
morale within the navy. 
He shares, for instance, a 
cabin with another officer 
that's comparable in Size 
with university dorm rooms 
or accommodation i  log- 
ging camps. 
A large and modem galley 
serves five full-course meal 
settings a day. Each setting 
has three main course offer- 
ings. 
the majority of the frigates' Indeed, the galley might 
crews ~ fit for duty to go be regarded as the most im- 
around, portant location on the ship. 
Ajula, the ship's naviga- "Keep a crew fed and 
tion officer, points out a paid and they're happy," 
global positioning system said Ajula. 
SLEEK LINES of the HMCS Calgary, one of the Canadian navy's new Halifax 
class frigates, make it an impressive ship. The 12 frigates of the class not only 
patrol the high seas but also sail up and down the east and west coasts assisting 
police and federal fisheries officers in a variety of duties. 
More new ships 
THINGS ARE looking up for the navy. Not bnly does it 
now have the ultra-modem frigates, a new class of 
maritime coastal defcnce vessel is coming on stream. 
Just as with the frigates, these coastal vessels are to be 
multi.purpose in their duties. 
Called the Kingston class, the 12 vessels will have as 
their primary mission coastal surveillance and patrol. This 
will involve a wide variety of duties, including general 
naval operations and exercises, search and rescue and sup- 
port to other government departments such as the RCMP, 
and federal fisheries and environmcntai monitoring. 
Their military role will be as mine detectom and nfine 
sweepers, using state of the art technology. 
They'll also be able to carry out surveying duties. 
They'll be crewed chiefly by naval reservists and two 
regular navy electronic technicians, making for a total rain- 
[mum crew of 31 people for coastal patrol and surveil- 
lance. 
That number can rise to 36 depending upon other duties. 
Six of the vessels will be based in Halifax and six at 
EsquimalL The prime contract for construction is worth 
$650 million. 
Details 
The vessels are 55.3m long. A mixed gender crew of up 
to 36 will live in two and three person cabins. 
Range is 5{300 nautical miles. A normal sailing mission 
is to be 18 days, Maximum speed is 15 knots. 
Weapons consist of a 40-mm Bofors gun and two .50- 
calibre machine guns, 
There's a difference 
Dear Sir:. 
I have been reading far too many articles and letters 
stating that people who choose not to have their chil- 
dren taught about homosexuality are intolerant and 
homophobic. 
I must spell out the difference between homosexual 
and homosexuality. One is a person while the other is 
an action, and each are separate, which is an important 
distinction. For instance, while she may hate his ac- 
tions, Alma Vermette still loves Kevin as a person. 
What we, as parents, are concerned about is the blur.. 
ring of the line between tolerating homosexuals as 
people and tolerating the action of homosexuality. I 
myself have had homosexual friends, and have respect 
for them as people, even though I do not approve of 
their choice of lifestyles. They understand this and 
respect my position. 
I don't think that there is a parent in the province who 
would object to a course in general tolerance. This 
would cover differences in race, religion, creed, sexual 
preference, etc. without focusing on certain groups or 
condoning actions that people might find objectionable. 
Not only would changing the emphasis of the pro- 
posed curriculum diminate the tension crested by con- 
centrating on one divisive issue, but would also be 
designed to promote tolerance for all people - -  which 
is a far healthier goal. 
Keith Olson, Terrace, B.C. 
Not a preferred lifestyle 
Dear Sir:. 
We, the parents, protesting the new curriculum that 
the BCTF plans to bring in this fall are not guilty of in- 
tolerance If  anything, we'xe too toler~n~ , ~ 
What we're ~uilW of is loving our kid~ so much that 
we ~ ~10 ;'not:w'~nt' ~ th'ein~ taughf :thar homOSexuality is 
normal, a preferred lifestyle. 
Nancy Penner, Terrace, B.C. 
Recall our MLA 
Dear Sir:. 
Once again Helmut Giesbrecht has opened up a 
hostile argument with his constituents (letter to the 
editor, The Terrace Standard, July 16). 
Not since the Tmdeau one fmger salute have we seen 
a politician so disdainful of those he is supposed to 
represent. 
Mr. Giesbrecht's job is to represent all of the con- 
stituents of Skeena. Nothing more and nothing less. 
Whether you are a parent, a forestry worker, a health 
care worker, a sawmill worker, a student, a 
businessman, a heterosexual, a city councillor, a school 
board member, a fishing guide or a taxpayer, your 
MLA does not represent you. In fact he is openly 
hostile towards yon to s degree unprecedented in B.C. 
political history. 
Perhaps this is a good reason to make Mr. Giesbrecht 
the first politician in Canadian history to be held ac- 
countable by recall. 
Lonne Sexton, Terrace, B.C. 
Seek the goodness 
Dear Sir:. 
The tragic deaths of Michael Mauro, David Nunes 
and Mark Teves on July 12, have shocked the com- 
munity of Kitimat. Michael, David and Mark were 
good young men. They came from wonderful and 
beautiful families. Donny Oliveira, who remains in 
critical condition, is likewise a good man and he too 
comes from a good and beautiful family. 
This tragedy cannot be comprehended. There is no 
logical explanation. It is a hideous crime and a waste of 
human life. It is not right The implied accusations of 
loud music, slashed tires and other stories that are 
being circulated o not help at this time of loss. 
What has precipitated here has far deeper repercus. 
sions. What we can realize at this time is that this trag- 
edy is an act that is void of God's presence and void of 
God's goodness. 
The community of Kitimat and people everywhere 
need to seek and hold onto this goodness. In seeking 
goodness we tam away from the temptation of hatred, 
anger and vengeance that has festered the tragedy. 
It is only by rejecting these temptations that we will 
remain in solidarity and rise above these days of sor- 
row. As we are human beings made in God's image 
and likeness we must refuse to do anything contrary to 
this dignity. 
In light of being made in God's image and likeness 
we must remember that the person who did this crime 
is also a human being. He has parents, siblings, ex- 
tended family and friends. At the same time, what he 
did was evil, for which he will have to accept responsi. 
bUity, but like the rest of us he too can avail himself of 
God's mercy and forgiveness. We pray that he will turn 
himself in and allow the families and the community to 
proceed with the healing process. 
Let us pray and support one another at this tinie of 
great sorrow. May we hold to the truth that somehow 
God will once again bdng light out of this deep dark. 
mess, bring healing and restore peace. 
Fa~er  Terry  ]Brock, Pmtort 
Christ the King Parlslh Klt lmat 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Right on, Lionel 
Dear Sir:. 
Hooray for Lionel Sears if he continues to defy the 
by-law which prevents recycling at the Thornhill 
dump. In this day and age of environmental concise- 
ness it's hard to imagine a law preventing someone 
f~om recycling. 
I understand there might be a level of danger in- 
volved with ~ecycling at the local landfill like bears, 
and heavy equipment and what not, but if Lionel is 
aware of these risks then let him at those bottles and 
CallS. 
Terrace seems to be miles behind the pack of other 
conununities that encourage r cycling. I'm told in parts 
of Europe it is against he law to not participate in the 
reduce, re-use, recycle programs. 
Living in Victoria for the past five years, I had be- 
come accustomed tosorting my trash and attempting to 
be more environmentally aware. There, like other cities 
I have been in Canada, recycling is encouraged, to the 
point of being the norm. 
Here in Terrace things are much different. I personal- 
ly am horrified at the garbage I am forced to throw out 
due to there being no other alternative waste manage- 
ment. 
Maybe Terrace city councilors hould do more to en- 
courage better waste management rather than trying to 
discourage it. 
Keep up the good work, Lionel. 
Patrick B. Lane , Terrace, B.C. 
Spiritual pollution 
Dear Sir:. 
As a concerned citizen, I have noticed the govern- 
ment is leading the people astray by introducing ac- 
tivities, which give people false sense of values. I want 
to try and live old fashion style. 
The governments benefit from not closing liquor 
stores to keep people from drinking and driving. So 
lawyers, police and judges have job security. 
All the governments dois legalize things to make the 
system worse. But they don't legalize the things that 
we should have. 
All we'll get is more corruption, crime, and spiritual 
pollutions. Is this really what we need? 
Mark Baln, Terrace B.C. 
3ENUINE PART 
[] L i fe  saver  
SMOKE DETECTORS save lives, but only if they•are 
properly serviced~ Dave Jephson from the Terrace 
fire department demonsb'ates how to install and ser- 
vice one. The need for detectors was  proven July 15 
when a resident living on the 4700 Block of Soucie 
woke up to a house full of smoke. He had put a pot of 
noodles on the stove to cook, began watching TV 
and then nodded off. The person wasn't harmed. 
I l l  TOYOTA 
TOYOTA 
( • )  TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
4912 HIGHWAY 16W - 635-6558 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE 
1 2 
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Hockey 
8 9 Terrace 
Kernn~e Community 
Friendship Volunteer 
Society Bureau 
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Terrace ' & Eio Sisters Youth Soccer 
Little Theatre Nisga'a Tdbal Kinette Club 
Tar. Anti.Poverty Council Tar. Skating Club 
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School 
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Hockey 
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Terrace Terrace Benevolent Terrace Peaks 
Community Minor Protective Order Gymnastic 
Band Hockey of Elks #425 Club 
1 Te~ace 
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SoftballAssoc. 
Order of 
Royal Purple 
Sat.Afternoon Games ' Doors 11:30 a,m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p,m. Games6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:O0 p,m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
! 4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
A Musical Tribute To 
Elvis, Orbison and Holly...The Show They Never Gave! 
a jaguar production (604) 684-6445 
TA Promotions 
Sunday, August 3 
rickets: $15 at Sight & Sound Doors open 7 p.m., music 'til 2 a,m. 
Must be 19 or older 
KBITfl AVE. MALL CITY CBVTRE SKIB]~ MALL 
TERRACE KITIMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
35T" 
AHNIV£RSARY 
1962.1997 
B In formed: Free phone.f nd $2S.95.a mon!h cdfufa• plan based on • 36 munth ,ransferabJe cons ac~ New cultomers on y, OAC Home Free calls unlimited 
In length • maximum S0 ceils pet" monm. lOCal c~lk only. Home Free UIk must be to primary customer's registered BC TEl. residentiat land fine number. FrN talk 
h o~. a~[<a~e on~ to ulls mad e on the BC TEL.Mobil .i~ neh, pA. lWo4n-On e Plan: N~ 36.month contre~:ts required on both primary phone and secor~ry 
a~'Y~ Prl°;le' ~ec°noaqt Pr~°ne snares Pflmarr Pn°ne Plan ana eppear~ on primer/pnone OtlL Rate of 55r Per minute du ng non-flee daytime periods.Annual 
adio system a¢¢e;s fee of ~48, long distarl<a tharge~ and taxes extra. Early cancellation fees appfy on ell 36.month contracts. Umited time o liar. 
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BUSINES  REVIEW 
Out & About 
Pac Rim LNG still alive 
FIELD WORK to gain approval of Pae Rim LNG's 
liquid natural gas project has been delayed but compa- 
ny officials are dismissing rumours the Kitimat 
megaproj eet is dead. 
The company was to carry out field work this summer 
in order to provide an environmental impact report to 
the province's Environmental Assessment Office by 
Sept. 15. 
But with no final contract o sell the liquified gas to 
Korea Gas and no deal to acquire the gas supply, the 
company decided it should not yet spend the several 
million necessary to get the environmental approvals. 
They're instead delaying that process until the com- 
mercial end of the project is buttoned up. 
"It was a prudent business decision," says project con- 
sultant Wayne Stanley, adding engineering and en- 
vironmental work on the project to date was running 
well in advance of what was necessary at this stage. 
Negotiations with the Koreans is taking longer than 
anticipated, Stanley colffirmed, adding he's hoping for 
a breakthrough in the next month or two. 
He says the delay in environmental work doesn't un- 
dermine the viability of the project because demand for 
LNG remains "really strong" and no potential compe- 
titor has plans to come on stream ahead of Pac Rim. 
New owner at Irly Bird 
THERE's A new owner at Irly Bird Building Sup- 
plies. 
Derrick Gait, manager of Convoy Supply for the last 
13 years, takes over the Irly Bird operation from for- 
mer owners Rod Cousins and Ken Schachner effec- 
tive Aug. 5. Cousins is retiring. 
"I 'm going to keep it as an Irly Bird," says Gait. "It's 
a good buying group." 
Alcan income up 
ALCAN ALUMINUM Ltd. reported net income of 
$116 million in the second quarter, up slightly from a 
year ago. 
President Jacques Bougie predicted slightly higher 
aluminum prices by year's end in response to improv- 
ing aluminum demand worldwide. 
Hydro accounts on line 
B.C. HYDRO customers can now view thek hydro 
account balances and track their energy consumption 
patterns on the Internet. 
The crown corporation's new AccountOnline system 
lets customers with Interuet access call up their ac- 
counts and view information. 
The accounts can only be accessed through a valid 
account number. Personal information about the 
customer isn't available, to ensure added privacy. 
The B.C. Hydro web site is www.bchydro.corn. 
High tech on the rise 
EMPLOYMENT AND gross domestic product in 
British Columbia's high technology sector both jumped 
by 22 per cent from 1994 to 1995, Dan Miller, minister 
responsible for the Information, Science and Technol- 
ogy Agency, announced last week. 
"B.C. saw the net addition of more than 400 high 
tech companies in B.C. in 1995, and nearly 7,300 new 
jobs," Miller said. "There were 41,130 people 
employed in this sector in 1995, and increase of 22 per 
cent." 
Year-to-date construction 
$ millions 
5 '  
4 
3 
2 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
Building permit value issued by City of Terrace by month, 1997 
O 
Construction 
starts slide 
James W, Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
Tax Law ° Trusts, Corporate &Commercial 
1330-1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone:.604-689-0878 Fax: 604-(~89-1386 
ALTHOUGH CONSTRUCTION here is still on a record 
pace for 1997, the number of new building permits issued 
fell offsharply in the month of June. 
Just $2.23 million worth of construction was approved 
that month by city hall, compared to $4.98 million in May. 
J'une's construction total was also lower than figures for 
the same month in 1995 and 1996, when $5 million and 
$2.66 million worth of construction was started. 
Overall, the city ended the first half of 1997 with $16 
million worth of construction permits issued, $700,000 
higher than the number of permits issued to June 31 in 
1996. 
lune's figures are led by new single family houses, with 
eight starts accounting for $1.13 million, or nearly half the 
month's total. Commercial construction added $780,000, 
consisting of four renovations plus new buildings Aqua 
Clear Bottlers on Greig Ave. and 7-Eleven on Lakelse. 
Construction i  1997 has so far been dominated by two 
new commercial buildings m Real Canadian Wholesale 
Club and Canadian Tire. Those two alone account for 
$5.28 million worth of the $16 million year-to-date total. 
Residential construction so far this year exceeds $8 mil- 
lion, with permits issued for 37 single family houses, nine 
suites, six duplexes;a five=plex, and an eight-plex. 
Senior buildingAnspector Paul Gipps:says the mood 
remains one of lofig-term confidence despite the Skeena 
Cellulose crisis gripping the no/thwest. 
" I  do expect residential is going to slow down with the 
Repap situation," Gipps said, adding speculative, builders 
who put up a house and then flip it on the market aren't 
prepared to take risks right now. 
"The smaller spec builders aren't ready to sit and hold 
something any longer than they have to so they're holding 
off." 
Gipps says he expects'a few more small to mid-size com- 
mercial projects this year, including reconstruction Of Cop- 
perside's store on Hwy 16 West. 
"There's till a lot of confidence in Terrace," he added. 
He noted residential construction this year is up over last 
year and the overall number of permits issued in 1997 is at 
170 m well up over the 128 to the same point last year. 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VBG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible • HE,M~:T AND Sl'P.OKE 
SUMMER BLOWOUT 
Firestone LT ............. was $176.48 
235 85tl 16 at 10 Ply 
Firestone LT .............. was $137.73 
235 75R 15 at 6 Ply 
NowS16  
mowSlE8 
PLUS MANY MORE MISCELLANEOUS TIRES 
INCLUDING BRIDGESTONES AND YOKOHAMA. 
"Your Front End Specialists" 
"Ask about our FREE Customer 
Protection Po/icy" 
FREE INSTALLATION-FREE FLAT REPAIR,FREE TIRE 
ROTATION,ROAD HAZARD WARRAN]Y 
You'll like us, for more than our tires... 
KAL TIRE 
' CEDARLAN DT IRE: "S iER  .:: ~: .. . -  .:.~:: . . .  :!. :.:..::;:::-.:i." .. : ! . : . . i .~~.: : . :~i~: : '  "~" -  " . . :  : :  ,.~ ~-..:.~,ILT.D:~i:.:.!, : . ,  • :r .... 
r . ,~v  i 
4712 KEITH AVENUE STORE HOURS 
rOUNd'noN #1 KILLER TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5K1 MON.- THURS. • 9arn-6pm / FRIDAY • 9am-9pm 
BPian C - Fe~ yourY°Ur donationln Memoriamto thegiftaddressiS a la tngabove, tribute.along withPleasethe namSend TEL: (250) ¢35-8 ] 48 SATURDAY 9am-6pm/SUNDAY, ] ]om-5pm 
Criminal ,~  and address and the name and addres~s of the next.of- 
Defence = .~ ~,~ ~ kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
Lawyer 
NORT   63§.4844 "YOUr Complete Automotive supply 5tore" T COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
has limited number of trainina snaees In the 
fonowina Trades Proarams 
• Automotive Repair T~chnician 
• Carpentry/Joinery 
• Commercial Transport Mechanic 
• Industrial Mech. (Millwright) 
• Heavy Duty Repair Mechanic 
Our graduates are employed In the maintenance of automotive, 
Forestry, Mining, Road Building, Transportation & Industrial Equipment 
Maximize Your Potential .  Consider our 
Northwest Advantaae: 
• Entrance Scholarships 
• Learn Close to Home & Save $$ 
• On-Campus Cafeteria & Residence 
• Provincial Curriculums 
• Flexible Start & Completion Dates 
• Modularized, Competency-Based Learning 
• Networked Computer Labs 
• On-Campus Daycare 
Our Capentry/Joinery graduates build, renovate & 
repair residential industrial and commercial buildings 
CALL NWCC AND APPLY TODAY! 
(250) 635-6511 
"R.V." Supplies & Acces. 
"Blue Streak" Ignition 
"Champion", "NGK" & "Autolite" Spark Plugs 
Truck Accessories 
"Raybestos" Brakes 
"Walker" Exhaust 
"Turtle Wax Polishes 
Vent Visor# 
Now Stocking "Marine Supplies" "Moog" front end parts 
"Fram" Filters" "Armor All" cleaners 
"Magna charge" Batteries Running Boards 
3 M Din strioinq and polishes 
We carry one of the lamest selections of Automotive tools in the area! 
Now Stocking 
For All Your Summer Car Care Needs "we,din  Supplies" 
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Tolerance in schools 
group told they've won 
WI-HLE KARl SIMPSON 
told more than 500 people at 
a rally July 15 there's a war 
on for the control of the 
, country and its public 
schools, a lesbian at an op- 
posing gathering two blocks 
away was declaring victory. 
"We have won the war," 
Elizabeth Snyder told about 
60 supporters at the North- 
west Community Health 
Services Society 
auditorium, saying the key 
battle happened in 1996 
when the federal govern- 
ment made it against the law 
to discriminate on the basis 
of sexual orientation. 
"The war is won. We 
have a few skirmishes left 
and this is one of them," 
Snyder said of the campaign 
by Simpson and her Citizens 
Research Institute. 
Sayder told the Tolerance 
in Schools rally she and her 
partner won't be affected, 
even ff the issue gets hotter 
in Terrace. 
"We will go on life as 
'out' lesbians," she said, 
but added the Simpson rally 
is disturbing. 
"They see my life as 
being immoral. They see me 
as being immoral. They see 
me as probably being a per- 
ver t . "  
Snyder told those present 
the real issue is the persecu- 
tion of homosexual students 
in the schools, who most 
often feel isolated and 
without support. 
She said that persecution 
leads to higher suicide rates 
among homosexual stu- 
dents. 
A letter frona Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbreeht 
read at the rally cited a Cal- 
gary study that found the 
suicide rate among young 
homosexual men is 14 times 
higher than for other chil- 
dren. 
POLICE LOOKED on while marchers from a rally 
organized by the Tolerance in Schools group placed 
white doves on the steps of the arena where Kari 
Simpson was addressing a large crowd. The doves 
were removed before the Simpson rally ended. 
And Snyder said 30 per 
cent of all suicides are corn- 
mired by gay and lfsbian 
youths. 
"That is too high," she 
said. " I f  we don't stop this, 
these future citizens will ei- 
ther be dead or very in- 
tolerant." 
Lutheran pastor Pat 
Simonson said pro-tolerance 
advocates uch as herself 
have been accused of in- 
tolerance of parents' wishes 
by those connected to Simp- 
son's appearances. 
If standing in judgment of 
them and saying they are in- 
tolerant is a sin, Simonson 
said, she would take that 
risk. 
"Standing aside and let- 
ting it go unchallenged is a 
greater sin," she said. 
Simonson added that ef- 
forts to assasinate Hitler 
may have been a sin, but a 
greater sin would have been 
letting him continue. 
That wasn't the only 
reference to Nazi Germany. 
Organizers also cited a 
Holocaust quotation: "They 
came for the Jews and I 
didn't help. They came for 
the Gypsies and I didn't 
help. When they came for 
me, there was nobody left to 
help me." 
"We need to stand up at 
any cost to ourselves to help 
those who are vulnerable 
and to walk with them," 
Simonson said. 
Her husband, Terry 
Simonson, also a Lutheran 
pastor here, said the Simp- 
son rally doesn't reflect the 
Lutheran church or other 
mahdine churches. 
"This other rally presents 
the issue of tolerance as a 
threat, as a couspiracy of 
politicians, educators and 
others out to destroy our 
society." 
"This conspiracy theory 
has no basis in fact. It is to- 
tal disinformation. These 
people have not bothered to 
talk to the local school dis- 
trict to find out what the 
plans really are." 
"What this rally does 
provoke is fear, paranoia 
and distrust leading to more 
discrimination against gay 
and lesbian people." 
He took aim at the 
Citizens' Research in- 
stitute's declaration of fam- 
ily rights, which seeks to 
shield students from any 
discussion that portrays the 
lifestyle of homosexuals as 
one which is normal and ac- 
ceptable. 
"This document is against 
tolerance," Simonson said. 
After speaking, the group 
wrote messages on folded 
paper doves of peace. 
They then marched up the 
street o the Simpson rally at 
the arena nd silently placed 
the doves on the doorsteps. 
A heavy RCHP con- 
tingent of both regular of- 
ricers and auxilliaries 
looked on. 
Organizers of the Simpson 
rally had called for the po- 
lice presence, fearing a 
repeat of previous Simpson 
appearances where gay and 
lesbian activists caused dis- 
mptions. 
Government holds off on plan 
to reduce welfare payments 
PEOPLE ON WELFARE 
who can't work for medical 
reasons, have been given a 
reprieve by the provincial 
government. 
Thousands across the pro- 
vince faced shrinking wel- 
fare cheques this xnonth had 
changes gone ahead. 
But now the province has 
pushed back the deadline to 
re-examine the plan. 
Approximately 27,000 
people on welfare get a 
larger cheque, because 
they're deemed medically 
unemployable, due to a 
physical, emotional or men- 
tal disability. A single per- 
son under this category gets 
$96 extra a month. 
Last March the govern- 
ment decided to reclassify 
these people, and told them 
they'd have to reapply for 
Pulp 
loan 
blasted 
IT'S ABSURD for th 
era government o 
other countries devel, 
dustries when Cal 
ones are in trouble, 
Skeena Reform IMP 
Scot. 
He was commeatit 
the $285 milliom f 
government financing 
pulp and paper mill : 
donesia at a time wh( 
Skeena Cellulose shul 
here is putting thousax 
people out of work. 
"What on earth is th 
eral government hi 
about, how can they s 
Ionsly sell out our Car 
pulp and paper htdus 
said Scott in a letter to 
national trade m] 
Sergio Marchl. 
Scott said the Li 
have done this kind of 
before - -  in 1994 w~ 
provided a $60 million 
guarantee to build 
aluminum smelter in 
Africa. 
That South A 
smelter competes wit 
llere to Kltlmat, he said 
benefits under new criteria. 
Those new rules would have 
reduced benefits for about 
15,000 people. 
But five days before the 
changes were to take effect, 
the government back- 
tracked, and has sent its plan 
back to the drawing board. 
While the plan is being 
reviewed, unemployables 
will keep their $96 a month. 
Human resources minister 
Demds Streifel now says the 
criteria for unemployables 
deemed "special needs" 
under the new classification, 
wasn't sensitive nough. 
Helga Kenny, head of Ter- 
race Anti-Poverty, was 
relieved to hear of the ex- 
tension. 
She doesn't know how 
many welfare recipients in 
Terrace were effected. How- 
ever, the anti poverty office 
was helping some of those 
people fde under the new 
classifications. 
Pmwer Smart 
Your Home With A Loan 
Up To ($12,000.00) From 
B.C. Hydro .... 
HOME 
Improvements 
Now available in the Terrace area. 
Call Tony Smith 
Northern Field Manager 
1-888-563-5045 
TOLL FREE 
To enroll. 
Program Covers :  
• Draftproofing 
• Insulation 
• Ventilation 
• Energy rated Windows and 
Doors and much more... 
NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS. 
NORTHERN 
HEALTHCARE 
Is proud to welcome Dean darrett  to our dedicated pro- 
fessional pharmacy staff. Dean is a recent pharmacy grad 
from the University of Alberta, achieving his Bachelor of 
Science in pharmacy with distinction. Mr. Jarrett joins 
Patti Chapman, Shauna Irwin and Eric Durando in pro- 
riding the Northwest with the best in patient care. 
We congratulate Dean on 
winning the Apotex/Pace 
"Future Leader Award". 
The award is presented 
annually to one graduating 
student from each faculty 
of pharmacy across 
Canada. It represents 
academic excellence and 
outstanding leadership 
sldlls throughout 
undergraduating training. 
DEAN JARRE'I~ 
Id 
Certain r~lfic|iom app[)~ 
No purchase nece~saxy 
Spomorcd ~lh 
fik 
ovv~ p~v'~-~, 65Q 15r'~ 
BQ.4"U 
/ Come in to Mr.Mikes Grill during July and enter 
for your chance to win the party that everyone is
and will be talking about. Mr, Mikes Grill will come to 
your house and set up your own BBQ party. 
We'll supply the food and the cook while you and 
your guests it back and enjoy. 
LEAVE EVERYTHING TO USp 
THEN WE'LL  LEAVE EVERYTHING WITH YOU. . .  
INCLUDING THE BARBECUE!  
4736 Lakelse Avenue (across from the Skeena Mall) Teh 635-3077 
Come in on Wednesdays for Wade Days! 
TERRACE CO-OP lll~g ff.l[Kll IP 
1 
& 
JULY  23  - 26  
2 GALLON 
POT 
3 GALLON nn l  POT '  'vl 
5 GALLON ~ ~I r~kf l l l  
SUNSHINE ALL 
PURPOSE SOIL 
27 L i t re  
m 
WILSON'S 
TRANSPLANTER 
SOLUTION 
1 Kg. • 
SUPER SOIL 
32 Lltre 
4617 Avenue- 635-6347 
I 
I 
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Tohv,!eves torch vehicles 
y TAYLOR p ~i~ibli~! o~c! Tc Raar~i ~, , ,~~~~ A RASH of stolen and / 
torched vehicles in the Ter- e l  
raee area has police wonder- ~ S'~::;'°" Juice 29,a Cars to l n  from a"  on J big if there's a con~ection to I 
a televisiou ad. was h~llle ~hone: 731-5864 or ,.800-V66J-4L~ 
In the past month, four Walsh Avenue. It was later 
~', ~iii!:ii!ii!~'~i;.~:::::ii;;i:.::;:.f:i~!Ti~::~'i: ' ~ ~,~Z ~ / 
i 
The costs for pythologic~l 
servi{es are onLn ~over9 oy 
ex enaea heallh benefils 
vehicles have been set 
ablaze, at least three of 
which were stolen. 
Inspector Steve Leach of 
the Terrace RCMP detach- 
= meat says p0]lce have some 
suspects but have made no 
arrests. 
" I 'm finding this is start- 
ing to happen more often," 
Leach says of the blazes. 
But he adds that as far as 
he knows, there has never 
been a similar string of car 
torchings in Terrace. 
And that has him wonder- 
ing if a recent advertising 
campaign by ICBC may 
have unintentionally 
prompted the torehings. 
"It certainly has crossed 
my mind," Leach says. 
The television ads feature 
a blaring rock soundtraek as 
a teens teal a vehicle, take 
it on a joy ride, then set it on 
fire. The ads are supposed to 
remind people to lock their 
car doors and combat theft. 
But some people wonder 
if the ads might actually en- 
courage thefts by glamoriz- 
ing the event. 
"I. can't say for sure," 
says Leach. "But you put 
these kinds of ideas in 
people's heads and you 
never know what they'll 
do." 
Paul McNicholls, manager 
of the Terrace ICBC claims 
office, says the issue was 
Recycle 
bylaw 
backed 
' IF  RECYCLERS insist on 
thwarting the law, they will 
be fined. 
That's the word from the 
Kitimat-Stikine r gional dis- 
' trict after Thonthill.resident 
Lionel Sears fought a $100 
fine for salvaging material 
from the lower part of the 
dump, known as the active 
face. 
Scars says he won't break 
the law again, but points out 
lots of garbage going into 
the dump could be reused 
and he just doesn't want to 
see it go to waste. 
Regional district works 
manager Roger Tooms says 
there are good reasons why 
bylaws prevent scavenging 
at the dump's active face. 
"We already have a recy- 
cling area set up right by the 
gate," "loom says. "There 
are dozens of old bikes, 
lawnmowers, appliances 
etcetera sitting there. People 
are always stripping parts 
off them, taking transmis- 
sions from the car pile and 
pieces of wood from the 
wood pile. We want people 
to take that stuff." 
But "looms says for 
reeyclers to go down to the 
active face is dangerous and 
could be a nuisance for 
those dumping their gar- 
.bage. 
"We've had people call us 
and say, 'Hey, what's going 
on? My garbage hadn't even 
hit the ground before some- 
one was into it," Toms 
says. "Lots of people don't 
want others sifting through 
their bank statements, cor- 
respondence and other per- 
sonal things." 
'looms also says breaking 
open garbage bags before 
they get buried creates un- 
wanted odour and flies 
making life uncomfortable 
for those dropping off their 
garbage. 
Tooms admits that re- 
usable items like clothing 
and toys are brought o the 
dump every day. That's why 
he says the recycling area at 
the dump may be expanded 
in the future. 
In the meantime, he says, 
the two thrift stores in town 
accept used clothing and 
other items, then sell them 
for cheap rices. 
"Let's start by reducing 
the amount of garbage going 
into landrdis," 'looms says. 
"In a perfect world, there 
wouldn't be anything at the 
dump for people to sal- 
vage. ' 
BRIAN LEFRANCOIS of Riverside Auto Wrecking ex- 
amines a recently stolen and then torched van. 
There's been an increase in vehicle thefts as well as 
torchings in the last while 
discussed •when the ad was 
put together. 
"The decision to proceed 
was made because it (car 
torch,rigs) was already hap- 
pening around the pro- 
vince," he says. "The 
reality is this is a big prob- 
lem in B.C." 
McNieholls points out that 
• B.C. has the highest rate of 
auto theft in the country - -  
35,000 vehicles were stolen 
last year. 
Theft numbers here were 
down foi" the f'wst part of 
this year compared to 1996, 
but they have since jumped 
back up, 
" I 'm really hoping this is 
just a blip, not a trend," said 
McNicholls of the latest fig- 
ures. 
Leach and McNicholls 
remind drivers to lock their 
car doors, stow valuables 
safely and keep vehicles in 
garages whenever possible. 
The first theft occurred 
early in the morsing of June 
8, when a vehicle reported 
found a charred Wreck on 
Highway 16 west uear the 
Zymacord River. 
Just two days later, anoth- 
er vehicle was stolen. This 
time it was from a residence 
on Larch. The car was found 
torched on Rifle Range 
Road. 
Finally, on July 6, a 
vehicle parked near the ML 
Layton Hotsprings was 
destroyed by fire, Police 
haven't yet de'tenniued if it 
had first bee'n stolen. 
. School District No. 82 
(Coast Mountains) 
All playing fields at 
the Terrace/Thomhill 
area s.choo, ls will be 
.fertilized monthly. 
,This program will 
run from May 
.through Oct. 1997. 
OFFER EXPIRES 7/31/97 
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 
Open IVeekdays until 7:00p.m. 
i 
Dr. Tom strong 
e@stm.IPsy,.dF~Slst . 
Now Regularly PractlcMg ~{.m ms 
Memiwiel Hospllel 
• Relati0n~nip & FomilyTherapy 
• Full Range of Individual Psytholharapy 
• Training on,'l Seminars 
• Brief resdls oriented 
• Chronic pain & i]]nessconsulfafions 
Ask about he couples consullatlens 
|~ meet hfmm~tk)l I~' t l  b~dm a~mMllwItl phwml ''11" 
1-800-456-7733 
HAl RSTYLI NG ?/~ ~'~O~o~ / 
[] COLOUR 
- - j  
, ,  
W, 
[] MASSAGE ~ g '  "~ 
[] TANNING ~ 6  go~" 
I / 
[] 
4652 Lazelle Avenue 
...... ii!~¢i~:i; 
i! ii'il 
I i  , 
1997 DODGE CARAVAN/PLYMOUTH VOYAGER 
24T SHORT WHEELBASE 
• 3 ,eL  V6  ENGINE • A IR  CONDIT IONING • AUTOMATIC  TRANSMISS ION 
• DUAL  A IR  BAGS • AM/FM STEREO • EASY  OUT ROLLER SEATS ~M 
g , 
;~ : l l l~  I ~-~ 
",7/;/:.:LLI !-:.:. . 
1997 DODGE RAM 2WD 
REGULAR CAB 2WD,  DODGE RAM CARRIES  iTS WEIGHT- -  AND THEN SOME,  
NO OTHER TRUCK OFFERS A MORE POWERFUL L INEUP OF  ENGINES•  
635-4997 
1997 DODGE/PLYMOUTH NEON 22D 
• 2 ,01  16 VALVE 132 HP ENGINE, MOST POWERFUL IN ITS CLASS 
• AIR CONDITIONING • AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
• DUAL AIR BAGS • AM/FM STEREO • CENTRE CONSOLE 
• PLUS 36  STANDARD FEATURES 
@ 
20,988 
MCLUDE$ $790 FRE IGH~_ ~: ' "  . ~ .. . .  ~ , ' 
1997 DODGE STRATUS/PLYMOUTH BREEZE 
OUTPERFORMS THE COMPET IT ION IN  HANDLING.  SAFETY  FEATURES,  
INTERIOR ROOM~ STANDARD FEATURES AND MARATHON VALUE PR IC ING,  
www.bcchrysler.com 
1997 CHRYSLER INTREPID 22C 
• 3 .3L  V6  ENGINE • A IR  CONDIT IONING • DUAL  A IR  BAGS 
, 4 -SPEED AUTOMATIC  TRANSMISS ION • AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE 
• POWER DOOR LOCKS/WINDOWS • INTEGRAL FOG LAMPS 
1997 JEEP,} GRAND CHEROKEE 
OUR LOWEST F INANCING OF  THE YEAR DEL IVERS THE 
LEGENDARY JEEP  PERFORMANCE WITH A WHOLE NEW LEVEL  OF  
LUXURY,  COMFORT.  SAFETY  AND STANDARD FEATURES,  
• •*. THESE ARE LIMI;£O TIME OFECRS AN[) APPLY TO gETAll DELIV[ [~ff S (~F 1997 M:;{~I [', ~R I'f r~l,r~Q[ r r)~ ~ AND M^Y hOT fie (oMffqN[{) Of~ I]SrD VtllH A~Y OIHLfl OH [~S DEALtR TNAD[ M^V [~E HE" .f hSARY DEALFR N~Ay SEHJk EASE Fr~R LESS SEF OFALER FON COMPLEIE DETAILS. Q~tCE 
]NCLUD[5 RETAIL DELIVErer ALLOWMIEI OF $2000 Pelf NTREPID IrKL l% NO(HANG[ .ITI I~(~*,Tt~ ?J (HF~x%LIP ,'lhlV&N',l'l HJ%LIIS A .f~? [P[ OPrOr~ % N~G )~FjI IS INELUOID iN PACKM,E (JR DJRCUS]('~F~SCHF~OSING 3 fK)fJR VFHICLE!;, $500EI¢[DIT AVAIL^BLE).'IO/3.~t4.me~I 
FINANCING ONLY ON APPROVAL fROMCIIRYSLER CNEDIT ~ANAOA LID EXAVPIL $10 Of~) ^ I (I 3 9 4 (* APR 48 I~rJ~lE~ TIE~" P~ J~tl~] ~ I'kYM[ PiT I% $208 33,~$2;5 34'$2~9 B4 E(J:~[ Ur ll0R~0WINb 15 $ffSB16 32/$1 .O ~ 32. 101^L 0hLff, ATFOq $% $10.000/$t0.816 3~$l I 032 32.0% FINANCING 
APPLIES TO kLL 1997NEONS tBASEDONA 30 MOtlTH LEASE TOTALIfM;[ O[~IfGA]ION 559769NI~N H.HIJN[ $10.//OC^,r.V^N~VOYA(,Tr~ FREEKILOMI.T[!¢SAfl[ HI][D10~I.(]O0 CHARGE (]F $O~'~MFOP ~FC[(;% KIIOM~TEI%I~UIIIECT OAPPL~OV~L BY CHRY.SL[~ 
; STRATUS/BflEEIE,$7OOJEEPLAR[DO $630NEoN HIGIILNK ANDEXCLUD[ Lff.FttCl INSURANf[ NIGIr, I;?AH(,qAI¢£)TAXES N[GNHtG)~LINELEASLIIiCLUOESIAi~ESANDSE(:URIIYOEPOSI' )J LPISAi GIS RED ADEMA KLCEPCEO Ot.IIRYSLER t- DALD 
,,...*,,S 
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"It's war," speaker 
tells more than 500 
THE HOTTEST social issue in the pro- 
vince - -  homosexuality and public schools 
drew more than 500 people to a rally 
July 15. 
But those who attended were told that the 
question of public schools teaching 
tolerance toward homosexuality is but a 
small part of a larger issue - -  control over 
who teaches what. 
"This is not a complicated thing. It'swar. 
It's simple," guest speaker Karl Simpson 
told the crowd. 
"It 's a war on your rights as parents and 
concerned citizens." 
Simpson of the Citizens Research In- 
stitute of Langley was brought o town by 
the local chapter of the Active Citizens of 
B.C. 
The research institute acts on social issues 
while the citizens group is a new creation, 
spurred on this spring when the B.C. 
Teachers Federation said it would develop 
a program to eliminate homophobia in pub- 
lic schools. 
The BCTF also said it wanted the pro- 
gram to end what it says is the assumption 
that heterosexuals are superior to 
homosexuals. 
Simpson responded sharply to sugges- 
tions she and like-minded others are against 
homosexuals orare intolerant of them. 
"What I oppose is the duping of a pro- 
vince," said Simpson in adding that there 
are forces who want to use "the education 
system as a vehicle to deliver a political 
agenda, ' '
"That is what I will not tolerate," she 
said. 
"When we start promoting or taking 
away the rights of one group over another, 
we have problems." 
Simpson said homosexuals have to be 
treated with compassion and kindness by 
others. 
But that shouldn't be regarded as ap- 
proval for what she referred to as a 
"deathstyle." 
'I believe homosexuals are equal but 
equality is not the same as sameness," 
Simpson said. 
Simpson, who spoke for more than two 
hours, referred several times to the main is- 
sue as being control over education, 
Eat she also pointed out the larger battle 
is one of traditional va|ues. 
"It 's a war for the identity of our nation 
and children," she said. 
Simpson criticized Tize Terrace Standard 
for its coverage which she described as ir- 
responsible. 
She said her work and that of her institute 
key on providing information and research 
to people who aren't aware of events, ad- 
ding that there has to be a search for the 
troth. 
She said sexual orientation free of dis- 
crimination has been part of the curriculum 
in public schools for 10 years. 
',But they didn't tell the parents," Simp- 
son added. 
Shesaid gay and lesbian literature tells 
them they are mportant. 
"Your importance in society is not de- 
pendent on who you're screwing, but on 
what you contribute to society," said Simp- 
son. 
She comtected the move by the provincial 
NDP govermnent toessentially place same- 
sex relationships on the same level with 
heterosexual marriage to the BCTF cur- 
riculum move. 
"This goventment thinks it can control 
every aspect of our lives," said Simpson. 
"What we need is a pro-democracy 
movement hi this country. Otherwise we're 
going to lose iL" 
"A,-k* * * 
An offering taken by the Terrace chapter 
of Active Citizens of B.C. raised $3,600. 
Simpson's institute will get $1,500 of the 
amount and Active Citizens of B.C. $1,500. 
The remaining amount will go toward cx- 
pc;Lsos. 
Simpson's flight from Vancouver resulted 
from somebody donating from a credit card 
loyalty program. 
SPEAKER AND social activist Karl Simpson chats 
with one of those who attended a rally she addressed 
July 15. More than 500 people turned out to hear her 
case against the teaching of tolerance in public 
schools toward homosexuality. She was brought in 
by the local Active Citizens of B.C, chapter. 
"RF! F FMPl BYMI:ltlT" 
6ot Questions?? 
We've got Answers!! 
August 1 & 2 
Friday, August 1st - 4 p.m. - 9 p.m. Saturday, August 2nd, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Terrace Arena 
Featuring ' 
40 of the Newest Businesses in the Northwest! 
O 
Plus 
15 Government Programs with answers 
about Self-Employment 
Admission: $2 per person or $5 per family 
OFFICERS PACKING video and still cameras were prominently placed outside 
Karl Simpson's rally last week. As many as eight regular and RCMP auxiliaries at 
a time waiting for signs of trouble outside the arena. Officers drove past the 
arena in patrol cars, in police vans or peddled by on mountain bikes. 
Now r~t B.C. Automotive. SLTX: Ever dreamed you could fly? Well, it's time 
to wake up and smell the horsepower of this 3-up performer.. Powerful 1050cc 
3-cylinder engine • 54.88 litre tank for longer rides .Sponsons and Full "V" 
hull design for unheralded stability • Splash deflectors. New hood design with 
built in mirrors. Multi-Function Display standard. I :=OLRRIS 
Be l ieve  It .  
SLT 700: Quite possibly, the most playful and versatile 
3-Up on the water. 
~ AUTOMOT'VE ~t JNDUSTR'IL SUPPLY I 
• 4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 635 6334 
It Would Be A Crime 
To Miss This Years 
"JAIL & BAIL" 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 1 "97 
12:00 Noon - 3 pm 
(Corner of Lakelse Ave. & Emerson 
by Toronto Dominion Bank) 
m 
f 
Don't Miss Terrace Crime 
Stoppers 2nd Annual "JAIL & BAIL" 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
MARC IANDRY OR MIKE DUDAS AT 638-7400 ~ 
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KATHY FLORITTO 
Urban legends 
gone awry 
T HE NEXT thne you hear a story 
that has been passed on from gener- 
ations past, you might want to con- 
sider that of Lawnchair Larry. A 
mere 15 years (July 2, 1982) since Larry's big 
event, the tale has become an urban legend. 
Larry tied helium balloons to his lawnchair 
and, accompanied by only a bottle of soda water 
and a pellet gun, signalled his pals to release 
their grip on the tethers. 
Up, up and away went Larry. For 16,000 feet 
he was the idol of the couch potato set 
travelling in space without moving from his 
chair. What a guyl 
He was spored by Delta and TWA pilots, so 
his flight was, indeed, confirmed. Larry and his 
lawnchair had made the history books. 
But enough was enough. Our Larry was no 
hero. With his trusty gun, he began popping the 
balloons and gradually, he returned to the place 
from whence he came...well...close. He got a 
little wet. 
But in the version currently making the 
rounds, the tale has grown MUCH taller in the 
telling. 
In the current version, his bottle of soda water 
has become a six-pack of Lite beer. His 16,000 
fl flight has mysteriously diminished to 11,000 
ft. The current version mentions his altitude 
control (a pellet gun to pop balloons), but it 
claims that he did not use it. In fact, he did use 
it. That's how he descended. 
The new story presents a preposterous tale of 
pursuit and rescue over the Pacific by a helicop- 
ter and the Delta and TWA pilots who spotted 
him are now, supposedly, from United and 
PanAm. 
His military service in the US Army in Viet- 
nam has been replaced by a tale of failing an 
eye exam and washing out of the US Air Force. 
And, for some unknown reason, the friends 
holding the tethers have become aJeep. 
Let's face facts, even if you make it to 
heaven, most of your friends and rela- 
tives won't, so why not make them as 
comfortable as possible in the infernal 
hereafter? 
The story of Larry Waiters is true. The 
Legend of Lawnehair Larry is, in all likelihood, 
based on a 1981 episode of the old "IV show 
"Chips." 
Using this urban legend as a base, I wonder 
what will become of the following, also true, 
stories... 
Sometime after the first lunar landing, ads be- 
gan appearing in major newspapers, offering 
plots on the moon for sale. Most people chuck- 
led and forgot about it. Some people chuckled 
and bought. Sales haven't been brisk, but 
they've been steady. One new title-holder, ob- 
viously taking the responsibilities of ownership 
quite seriously, writes: 
" I  have a deed for some land on the moon, 
but I suspect I'll have to homestead for 6 
months and improve the land to make my 
ownership legal. 
It's not hard to improve land on the 
moon....just fill in the holesl" 
We'll be hearing about him in a few years, no 
doubt. 
Not to be outdone by Moon Marketing, Ine, 
another enterprising group has been subdividing 
quite a different location. Here's their ad: 
"Luxury lots in Hell available nowl" 
Purchase 200 acre lots in Hell for yourself or 
your friends, only $16.951 
For $16.95 you get a handsome deed, suitable 
for framing, for 200 acres in any circle of Hell 
you selectl Let's face facts, even if you make it 
to heaven, most of your friends and relatives 
won't, so why not make them as comfortable as 
possible in the infernal hereafter? 
Just let us know which sin you think the 
recipient will be condemned furl Are they 
Proud? Are they Lusty? Greedy or Lazy? 
You tell us what they do wrong and we do the 
research. We'll arrange for 200 prime acres 
where they will eternally residel What other gift 
will give for so long?" 
Can't wait for the legends on this one to start 
making the roundsl 
Marria ge made in the Marines 
By SALWA FARAH 
PERSEVERANCE IS one 
of the qualities that a U.S. 
Marine is trained in. 
And that's what it took 
Terrace resident Sgt. 
Richard Blower to win the 
love of Lance Cpl. Tara 
Simmons. 
Earlier last month, on June 
7, Tara finally said, " I  do" 
to Richard. 
The two met last year at 
Camp Pendleton in Califor- 
ilia. 
Strangely enough, it's the 
slow bureaucracy of the Ca- 
nadian armed forces which 
is responsible for the 
couple's meeting. 
In 1990 Richard tried to 
sign up with the Canadian 
forces. But he grew im- 
patient with the bureaucracy 
and the time it took to join. 
So he signed up with the 
U.S. Marines and got ac- 
cepted in a matter of days. 
" It  took me three days to 
join - -  a month later I was 
gone," said Richard adding 
the fact that his dad's an 
American citizen certainly 
helped speed the process. 
Richard soon was scrub- 
bing clean floors cleaner~ 
TERRACE 'S  R ICHARD BLOWER met his wife Tara Simmons while he was teaching an anti-tank assault unit 
in the U.S. Marines. Tara was also a Marine, working in administration. It took Richard three weeks to con- 
vince Tara to go out on a date with him. 
doing push-ups and sit-up~ 
and getting yelled at all the 
time. 
"It was an experience 
I'd think to myself 'ok, 
they're yelling at me but I 
didn't do anything,'" he 
laughed, remembering his 
time at boot camp. 
Boot camp proved to be 
live up to all of Richard's 
expectations, including the a 
severe hair cut and loss of 
identity. 
"One of the fh'st habits 
they broke me of was saying 
'eh' ~ that was the only 
thing they made fun of," 
said Richard about this Ca- 
nadian trademark. 
Tara has fonder memories 
Natalie Zavaglla 
of her time at boot camp. 
She joined the Marines in 
1995. 
"I  actually didn't mind 
boot camp," she said. 
Tara is originally from 
New Jersey, and followed 
her father's footsteps ill 
joining the U.S. Marines. 
" I  didn't want to go to 
college, so I went to the dif- 
ferent recruiting offices ~ I 
checked them out to see 
who had the cutest guys," 
she joked. ~ 
Tara didn't want to work 
in combat, so she chose to 
do administrative work for 
the Marines. 
She was working at Camp 
Pendleton when Richard 
showed up to instruct an 
anti-tank assault unit in the 
use of missiles, demolitions, 
mines and other tactics of 
anti warfare. 
He was just one of 25,000 
others at the camp, but they 
noticed each other. 
Richard affectionately 
referred to his future wife as 
a P.O.G. m meaning Posi- 
tion Other than Grunt - -  in 
other words, administrative 
work. 
While i! would seem that 
the odds of finding a bus, 
band are high in an U.S. 
Marine camp, Tara took her 
time. 
,agreed to go out on a date. 
Their first outing proved 
to be an eventful one. Hav- 
ing spent he evening watch- 
ing the sun set, they 
returned to the car to dis- 
cover that hey were robbed. 
"Well that was about it 
for that date," Tara joked. 
Bat Richard and Tara beat 
the odds. Marriage between 
U.S. Marines is not com- 
mon, partly be~'use there 
are not enough females to 
go aroKnd, ~ they exp!ained. 
.... Most g@~doii't'waat  
huge woman who hauls 
potato sacks, beats dogs, 
drives 4x4's and chews 
After threeweeks ofrufus- dip," Richard said about 
ing Richard, Tara finally most other female Marines. 
Richard explained that 
Marines live in an environ- 
ment that breeds force and 
teaches people to take 
punishment. 
It's necessary training for 
the tough lifestyle. 
While in active service, 
Richard was stationed in 
Hawaii and travelled all 
across the Pacific taking 
part in shows of military 
force. 
But now the couple are 
I!y!ng in Terrace, and 
tliey"re ~xpe6tih~ a child 
next month. 
Tara is trying to adjust to 
living in a small town, and 
Richard is currently looking 
for employment. 
Tara S ims Lola Ventura 
Pageant is this Saturday night 
THE MISS TERRACE Pageant wraps up with a 
big show Saturday night in the REM Lee 
Theatre. 
The three f'malists from the talent contest last 
week will be on stage. And there will be per- 
formances featuring all six contestants. 
The night starts at 7 p.m. and tickets are $113 
at Erwin's Jewellers in the mall and at the door. 
Here are the remaining three candidates for 
this year's title. 
group. 
Natalie entered the Miss Terrace competition 
because of the opportunity for personal growth. 
She also wanted to meet new people. She think 
it would be an honour to be an ambassador for 
the city. 
SUe hopes the contest will teach her more 
about her potential strengths and abilities. 
, Natalie is sponsored by the Terrace Shopping 
Centre. 
Tara Sims 
Tara is going into her grade 12 year at 
Caledonia. She's planning to become apediatric 
oncologist. 
In addition to her academic studies Tara is 
also involved with the Terrace Volunteer 
Bureau and helps out at Terraceview Lodge. 
And she teaches Sunday school at the Salvation 
Army. 
hnproving her public speaking skills and 
meeting new people are why Tara entered the 
Miss Terrace contest. 
Tara is sponsored by Air B.C. 
Lola Ventura 
Lola entered the Miss Terrace contest because 
she thought it would be a good lesming experi. 
once and a wonderful opportunity to meet new 
people. 
She's going into grade 12 at Caledonia and 
plans to attend college, then university when 
she graduates. 
Lola hoped being involved in the contest 
would allow her to learn more about her com- 
munity and what she do for the town. 
She's sponsored by Overwaitca Foods. 
Natalie Zavaglia 
Natalie has graduated from Caledonia nd her 
plans for the future include going to bible col- 
lege, studying journalism and eventually bec- 
oming a missionary. 
During high school she volunteered for the lo- 
cal cable station. Since graduation she's 
primarily been involved with her church youth 
Friday is deadline 
Tor gardeners 
GARDENERS TAKE note. You have two more days to 
enter the Terrace Beautification Society's garden contest. 
July 25 is the new deadline - -  extended from the 21st 
due to a lack of entries in the home residential category. 
As of late last week there were only 17 entries - -  includ- 
ing the business and industrial category. 
"People often think, oh, my garden's not that good. So 
and so's is better," said Chris Hansen from the society, ex- 
plaining why some people might be reluctant to enter. 
Hanson is also looking for more entries from people who 
live iN mobile homes, and group entries front apartment 
blocks, You can pick up your entry form at city hall. 
Windows get facelift 
IF GARDENING isn't your thing, how 
about window decorating? 
The annual Riverboat Days window 
contest is on again. 
Local businesses are being asked to 
create a window display in honour of the 
biggest event of the summer. 
Displays can be based on any theme, as 
long as its an event hat would have oc- 
curred in the early 1900s, 
Usually 20 businesses take part, but this 
year organizers would like to see 30 
entries. The prize makes it worthwhile 
a year's membership with the Chamber of 
Commerce, worth up to $800 depending 
on the number of employees a business 
has. 
Judging takes place July 29, and entry 
forms are available at the Heritage Muse- 
um park or call Mamle Kerby at 635- 
2508. 
Judges will include the newly crowned 
Miss Terrace and someone from a Ter- 
race pi6neer family. 
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MUSIC 
CITY SCENE 
• GEORGE'S PUB has a Saturday 
afternoon jam. 
• THE THORNHILL PUB brings 
back karaokee very Friday. 
• AUGIES LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Roy Sluyter on Wednesday 
night with a jazz trio. Human Nature 
plays Thursday to Saturday, from 9 p.m. 
till midnight. Dance Express plays in 
GiGi's Pub nightly. 
• BULKLEY VALLEY GUITAR 
WORKSHOP will be held Aug. 18-22 
at Tyhee Lake. Features jam sessions, 
small sessions, tudent concert, and pros 
David Essig, Doug Cox and Dan Rubin. 
Call soon to 250-847-4048, or emaih 
tstrong@maii .netshop.net 
plete with truckers and a rowdy bar, 
opens July 31. This is Terrace Little 
Theatre's first musical and first summer 
production. The play runs July 31-Aug. 
4 and Aug. 7-9. Tickets are $15 each at 
Uniglobe Travel. 
Starting Friday 
• Strong man HERCULES hits the big 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
June 27, 1997 at i 1:34 am July 4, 1997 at 4:30 am 
Weight: 61bs i loz. Sex: Female Weight: 6lbs I20z. Sex: Male 
Parents: Nadlne & Dean 'l~mer Parents: Leanne Hampton &Eric 
Vasnick 
Baby's Name: . . . . . . . . . . .  
Andrea Simone Amelia t nouette Baby's Name: 
ET(:ETERA 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
displays a members how until Aug. 30, 
featuring the work of 24 artists, includ- 
ing paintings, drawings, photographs 
and pottery. Gallery hours are noon fo 3 
p.m. from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights from 
6:30-8:30 p.m, Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. 
and Sun, from 1-4 p.m. 
• KITIMAT CENTENNIAL MUSE- 
UM hosts a show of quilts from the 
Kitimat Quilters Guild. Come view this 
colourful exhibition and vote on your 
screen at 7 and 9:15 p.m. And at 7:15 favourite piece. Summer hours are Mon. MOVIES and 9:30 p.m. it's MEN IN BLACK to Sat., 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at 293 City 
starring Tommy Lee Jones and Will Centre, 
A Rene Russo stars in BUDDY at 7 
p.m. And at 9:15 p.m. SPEED 2 con- 
tinues for another w2ek. At 7:15 and 
9:30 p.m. watch wi~_:t happens when 
Nicholas Cage gets on the wrong plane 
in CON AIR. 
Smith. 
THEATRE 
• CRUEL TEARS, a country-western 
vemion of Shakespeare's Othello, com- 
Make the 'Scenel Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
Date & Thne of Birth: 
July 3, 1997 at 3:11 am 
Weight: 61bs 9.5oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Gerald & Loreen Lanouette 
Baby's Name: 
Kimbedy Denise ~ r  
Date & Time of Birth: 
Samantha T mia Shallssa Trtstlan 
: Date &Time of Birth: 
July 5,1997 at 11:39 am 
Weight: 71bs 10oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Dawn Green & IlerbleJ0hnson 
A sister for Kylie 
Baby's Name: 
C~e Fm.~ July 3, 1997 at 10:21 prn 
Weight: 71bs 4oz. Sex: Female Date & Time of Birth: 
Parents: Brian Schathauser & Marie July 5, 1997 at 10:58 pm 
Mlsener Weight: 61bs 4oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Tdsh &Joe Pitzoff 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh? ) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwa,tea 
,,,R m 
Wednesday, July 23 
FAMILY PLACE WORKSHOP 
Painting All Over. This workshop 
from 10 a.m. till noon is for parents 
child care providers and children. 
Have fun with the joys of painting in 
the house, in the garage in the 
yard.., be prepared to get messy 
and bring some extra clothes. 
Suitable for toddlers to kindergarten 
age. For more info call 638-1863. 
Saturday~ July 26 
JULY JAZZ CONCERTS are free 
this Saturday at the Kitimat 
Cenotaph from 1-3 p.m. Take a 
drive and bring the family for some 
excellent music. 
Wednesday, Aufl. 6 
FAMILY PLACE WORKSHOP - -  
Sand and Water. Learn the joys of 
water and sand play. This work- 
shop from 10 a.m. till noon is for 
parents, child care providers, and 
children. You'll get wet and dirty, so 
bring some extra clothes. Suitable 
for toddlers to kindergarten age. 
For more info call 638-1863. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
SUNDAYS 
BEE KEEPERS meet he last Sunday 
of each month at 2 p.m. at the library. 
If you want to find out more about bee 
keeping, drop by. More info, call 
Martin at 635-3289. 
MONDAYS 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
L~s at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thorn.hill Jr. 
'Secondary in the l~rary. 
ORDER OF TRE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
fwst Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Mlchele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board room at 8 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome, 
TUESDAYS ING council meets the first Wednes- 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic day of every month at the boardroom 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
p.m. Information and connselling ou Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
birth control and birth control supplies ' are welcome. For more info call Mary 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at Anne at 635-5449. 
the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door. For more info or 
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. ,, . . . . . . . . . . . .  
FAMILY PI.~ACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8- 
1863. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. Fur more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS - -  The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
• Wednesdays at7 p.m. and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m, at 4542 Park. For more info 
call 638-6114. 
KINETI'E CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
T 'AI  CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West at room 328 to 
learn about public speaking in a posi- 
tive and encouraging environment. 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more info call Andrew Webber at 
635-5776. 
DAIKO J l  SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For lnfo 
phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
September toJune at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets I 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassio I Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 9401 for more info. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call Robert Oliver at 638-0913. 
THE K INEITE CLUB OF TER- 
RACE, a service club for young 
women, meets every second Wednes- 
day of every month from Sept. to June. 
New members are needed. Call Fiona 
at 635-1854 or Debra at 635-3262. 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
'its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at I 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. ,. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more info. call 638- 
8396 or 635-9242. 
SCO'IWISH COUNTRY dancing . . . .  ~. 
happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p,m. ....................... : ' 
in th6 Knox United Church• Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
The Terrace Stamlar d offers the~ 
community calo~r as a public set. 
vice to its readers and" community or- 
ganizations. 
This colug~n b intended for non- 
profU organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. , 
WHEN WE BUILT 
THE 1998 FORESTER, 
WE OUT DID OURSELVES, 
AND THE COMPETITION. 
If you're luoking for a veldcle that sets new standard inthe 
sport-utility category, we'd tike to introduce you to the all new 
1998 Subaru Forester. It's Sport-Utility Tough ~ Car Easyt 
The Subaru Forester beats the 
~ competition hands down, with its tough, 165 
hp engine (Honda's CR-V only has 126 hp, 
the Toyota RAV4, even less). Plus, Forester 
has greater towing 
capacity, better 
headroom and 
more cargo space than both the 
CR-V and RAV4. Not to 
mention a superior 
full-time All- 
Wheel Drive 
system. I,i! 
So if you've just 
bought asport-utility, we 
send our regrets. And ff 
you haven't, get o your 
nearest Subaru dealer to 
test drive the 1998 
Forester. 
mABE THE 811BtBtl m 
Fom~¢ CR.V 
Rtelecat~ (OlOOmph) $,Os ll.9s 
~eetram Fd4im AM) Reel~me 4~4) 
Toveg Capac~ 2,0¢0 h 1,000 ~s 
Cago S~ce (se~ 4) NO lea~ 8311~ 
Hee~ PVm) I0~I/100Q am 1029/9~ mm 
TEST DRIVE Be Forester 
todayl IISUBdUd:IU. 
T~ ~p,  oy/U/Wl~etV~- 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
635-4089 for more info. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys and girls ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN. 
i 
/ 
, • I 
• BIOCHEMISTRY STUDENT Kenna Miskelly will be heading up two girls-only 
science camps next month, In ~he camps students will leam about every-day 
science, Here Miskelly experiments with water-soluble colours. 
Playing with science 
PULP, THE KEY ingredient for making the forestry industry, students will make 
paper, is one of the biggest products of this 
region. But how many people know how 
paper is made'/That's one of the experi- 
ments girls will be doing in unique science 
camps this summer. 
These are the lust girls-only science 
camps ever offered in the Terrace area. 
'. They're for students aged 10-14. 
'- Fourth-year biochemistry student Kenna 
i Miskeily is in charge of the camps. The 
camps are being paid for by a grant hrough 
the Student Works provincial program and 
through the women's centre. 
Aside from making paper and studying 
their phones, see what yogurt really looks 
like, poke around the guts of a computer, 
make rockets. Miskeily is working right 
now to perfect he experiments. 
For instance, with the rockets (okay, 
they're actually revamped plastic bottles), 
students will experiment to see it makes a 
difference to add fins, or vary the amount 
of water inside the rocket. 
The camps take place August 5-8 and Au- 
gust 11-15. Registration is free, but it's 
limited to 10 students per camp. 
Pre-register by calling Kenna at 638- 
0228. 
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I CANADA'S LARGEST VOLUME~CARPET STORES 1 
TERRACE INN 
I II 
....................... .. ........ ......................... ! ........... !i! ........ ............. 
j r~ l  New single-wide modular home complete with skylight, Overpass pro ect corn,_, e[e ,,eve, fridge, drapery, delivered, blocked and leveled 
'• WITH THE ADDITION of within 200 miles. For Only 
a sprinkling system, theTer- [ !. 43,900 - race Beautification OO 
Society's ambitious 'effort o 
spruce up one side of the Q 
overpass i f'mally done. : . . . . .  
Early estimates put the 
cost of the sprinkler system 
', at over $10,000. But another I~:lt~=N~W~t,C~ 
: contractor came in and did - .~ ~ ~ 
;the job for under $2,000, ~-,~'~ 
: ensuring the grass and * ......... ~:r~,~,~ 
'shrubs, the society planted ~, ~.I~j..]~FI ~&'~i'~ .... .  &]" 
: will live on. * N0on~'('~';~10 Midnighl CALLUS NOW! 
; "We got a really good ~'; wilhthebesldon(emuskin ~deal," said project eoor -  
' dinator Chris Hansen. The 
city also chipped in $3,000- , Iown slmting ol6:00 p.m. 
4,000 to bring a water line ----,'W'""J°~ Valley Ridge H o m e s  
: over to the area. 
"Now the whole system is  , .  ~7.zha h High . . . .  
on and working great," said 1956 Hart way . ,-.' , " .......... . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' 
Hansen, Wilh tile ' • :~ . -  ": " 
She's still accepting dana- Jazz Poachers Prince George, B.C. 
, tions of perennial f owers to ,tAugIes. V2K 2X7 . . . .  
help fill the spaces between The best Jazz in town. 
theshrubs. Te l :  (250) 563-5412 
The society's next pcoject - -  i i! i:i?ill !! !i :!~::!il • CALL  TOLL  FREE:  is to complete some work i I:/ 
on the other side of the COMMUNITY COMES TOGETHER ~ It took a lot of ! ' W ~  
overpass, near the Saan cooperation to pretty-up the overpass. Karen Reid, ~I~REGENTHOME 1 8 8 8  3 0 1  2 2 8 8  
SYSTEMS ,:,~/=~ [] [] • 
OF KELOWNA store. It still needs topsoil Chris Hansen and Angela Mills of Terrace Beautified- 
• and fill, then grass seed will . tion worked with Dale McFadden and "tim Downs 
be planted in front of 1 be fur from the city, and Mark Bain and Arlene Morrison 
trees. , from Provincial Networking. 
A Weather Tough PVC Coating Bonded to Lightweight Steel 
STEEL SHAKES 
8 Beautiful Vibrant Colours 
, : ; ! i )  ~, 
NOT JUST 
ANOTHER ROOF! 
All Canad ian  Product  S ince  1979 I !  
[] '~" Sheds Ice, Snow and Debris 
Self Ventilating and Maintenance Free 
'~' 1/3 the Weight of Asphalt Shingles 
Wind Tested at 110 Miles Per Hour 
Our Display 
At K i t imat 
Ci ty  Centre  
LIMITED-TIME OFFER 
We are looking for homes in your locality 
where we may feature our product, to 
demonstrate to others why our 
STEEL SHAKES 
are fast replacing other conventional roofing. 
' You'll receive unbelievable savings off our 
already rock bottom, low pricesl • 
DON'T DELAY • ACT NOW AND SAVE! 
OFFER EXPIRES IN 10 DAYS 
r 
1 
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Help them celebrate 50 years 
TONY AND MARY 
Malinowski celebrated their 
5Oth wedding anniversary 
on June 1, but the big party 
is still to come. 
Their children, relatives 
and friends will help them 
celebrate this milestone 
event at the Elks Hall, July 
27, from 2-6 p.m. during an 
open house. 
Tony and Mary have been 
Terrace residents ince Sep- 
tember, 1956. 
Tony was born on Jan. 7, 
1923 in Wishart, Sas- 
katchewan. He came from a 
family of eight children and 
his dad was a father. 
In September, 1941 Tony 
joined the army and was 
sent to England. He served 
in France, Belgium, Holland 
and northern Germany. 
He returned from overseas 
in January, 1946 and 
received his discharge a 
month later. 
Two of his brothers, Char- 
lie and Johtmie, also served 
overseas, but sadly Johnnie 
did not return. 
Tony is very proud that he 
served for his country at war 
time, but was sad that his 
brother had to die. 
As for Mary, Tony had 
known her since childhood. 
Their parents were good 
friends and their two 
families grew up together. 
Mary was born in the 
same town as Tony and was 
part of a family of seven 
YVONNE MOEN 
children. Her father was 
also a farmer. 
Tony and Mary both went 
to the same school and were 
baptized, confirmed and 
married in the same church. 
As Mary said, Tony's 
mother had her picked out 
long before their marriage. 
The couple became 
engaged one night when 
Tony asked Mary to come 
along on a ride with him and 
his sister and her friend. 
While they were sitting in 
the back seat Tony popped 
the big question, and gave 
her a ring. 
They were married June 1, 
1947 at Our Lady of Per- 
petual Catholic church. 
After they were married 
the couple lived in their own 
little house on part of the 
family homestead. 
The couple has been 
through alot over the last 50 
years. 
TONY and Mary Malinowski were married 50 yrs ago 
Tony was working as a 
mechanic when their two 
ons Mel arid John were 
born. When the couple 
moved to Terrace in 1956 
Tony went to work as a me- 
chanic for Reum Motors. 
Two more boys were born 
in Terrace ~ Joseph and 
David. 
In 1981 Tony retired as a 
mechanie at McEwan 
Motors. 
Mary has been very in- 
volved in the Sacred Heart 
Parish in Terrace as a Sun- 
day school teacher, CWL 
member and president. 
Two of their sons - -  Joe 
and David ~ still live in 
Terrace. 
Tony and Mary now have 
six grandchildren and num- 
ber seven is on its way. 
They ask all their friends 
to drop by the open house at 
the Elks Hall on July 27. 
Happy 50th wedding an- 
niversary and best wishes to 
them both. 
Guiding of children is parents' job 
By LT. CINDY HAMELIN 
Salvatiom Army 
TRYING TO solve racism by education is the common cry 
we hear today. It is hard to believe that we have come this 
far as a society, that all knowledge must come from 
qualified teachers or professionals. 
One group recently was in the news, proclaiming the 
revelation that education is the answer to the problem of 
intolerance toward homosexuality. 
This group has decided anyone who finds fault in a gay 
or lesbian relationship is homophobic and is unable to 
teach their children. 
This group has decided to take on the job of teaching 
morality of our children. They believe they know what is 
best for our children. 
I believe parenting is the hardest job God has blessed my 
husband and I with. God has given as two beautiful chil- 
dren that we are to guide until adulthood. 
Jesus loves children and He gives warning in His word to 
those who would do a child harm. :' ' '~ '" 
In Lake 17 as Jesus speaks to his discii31es, he says, 
'Things that cause people to sin are bound to come, but 
woe to that person that through whom they come. It would 
be better for him to be thrown into the sea with a millstone 
tied around his neck than for him to cause one of these 
little ones to sin.' 
So watch you=elves. If a brother or sister sins, rebuke 
that person. If the person repents, forgive him or her. If 
View Point 
that person sins against you seven times in a day, and 
seven times comes back to you and says, " I  repent," for- 
give him or her. 
Christ speaks to us about accepting responsibility, ob- 
taining repentance and extending unlimited forgiveness. 
He speaks about taking the little faith we have and follow- 
ing His commands. 
As parents Jesus leaves us with these words, "do not ex- 
asperate your children; instead, bring them up in the train- 
ing and instruction of the Lord." And in contrast He says, 
"Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. 
Honour your father and mother.', ~ , ~ " ,* 
This is the first commandment with a promise "That it 
"~i=im?y g~ well with you and that you may enjoy long life on 
the earth." 
Let's just say we do a lot of praying in making the.fight 
decisions about parenting. Our children are the future care 
givers and they need us to stand firm in Christ's teachings 
attd obey. We are called to walk the principals that we 
speak of and not be swayed into taking the popular oute. 
The above article represents he views of the writer, and 
not necessary timt of the Terrace Standard. 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Natural Resources Program 
The Natural Resources Program is currently 
accepting applications for September 1997 in 
Prince Rupert, Terrace and Hazelton. 
Successful  completion of the Certif icate 
Program allows graduation after one year or 
entry into one of three diploma options: Forest 
Technology, In tegrated  Resource  
Management or Coastal Integrated Resource 
Management. 
Many new employment opportunities exist 
for graduates of this program, so call your 
College Centre today for more information. 
Smithers (250) 847-4461 
Hazelton (250) 842-5291 
Terrace (250) 635-6511 
Prince Rupert (250) 624-6054 
PUBLIC NOTICE  
Manalta Coal Ltd., announces the 
ning of the Telkwa Coal Project Office. 
office is located off of Highway 16 in 
the Village of Telkwa and the office hours 
are Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Representative(s) 
of Manalta will be available to discuss the 
issues relating to the Proieet and displays 
will be available for viewing. 
The office is a continuation of Manalta's 
Pub!to Involvement process to ensure that 
the input of the pubhc is incorporated into 
the Project planning process. 
Contact details for the Tilkwa Coal 
Project Office m: 
Telephone: (2S0) 846-$S29 
Fax: (2SO) 846d;Te6 
Mail address: 
Box 598 
Telkwa, B.C. 
VOJ 2XO 
=ram Il= N .  
Dr. Paul Clark, 
Optometrist 
is pleased to announce 
Dr. Meg Sexsmith, 
Optometrist 
as associate 
in his family 
optometry practice 
beginning 
July 1, 1997 
for appointment, call 
638-2020 
Brake Reline Special 
'12500 
$ ~ ~ ~ 00 Tractor Drivers Wheel~, 
" j 
Includes bearing inspection . . . .  
and drum inspection. ~ ~ 
i /11 
We use premium Lining and Stemco Wheel Seals I 
I 
3467 Hwy. 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. 
635 9'198 
24 Hr. Roadside Emergency 
Service (250) 615.6327 
"1" 
You BE THE JUDGE 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
The Bar in Lameque was Hopping 
The motel bar in Lameque was hopping 
and packed to the gills. 
"You guys from out of town?" 
Three English speaking guys were 
squeezed Into the table where Andre and his 
three French.speaking buddies had been 
sitting. 
"Yeah," said Ron 
Andre burst out. 
"Go sit somewhere else. We don't want scream, Andre leaped on Roger and kicked 
to sit with you. We don't want to speak hlm In the ribs. 
English. This is our hometown. Here we Mayhem. 
speak French." The motel owner was called, the police 
Don slowly stood up to his full 6'3". He were called, the ambulance was called. 
spoke slowly, softly. He ran his finger menac- Ron was treated for cuts and bruises. 
ingly from one end of Andre's face to 
another. 
"Nobody is going to tell me what to 
speak." 
Andre's friend, Gaston, got up excitedly. 
"You big baboon. Don't touch my friend.", 
and then punched Don. 
The three divers looked at each other. 
"These guys are looking for trouble. Let's go 
back to the motel room." 
A half hour later, there was a knock on 
their motel door. Roger, the diver who had 
been sleeping while his friends had gone to 
the bar, opened the door. The four guys 
from the bar were standing there, hands on 
their hips. 
"Hi, guys, come on in. Have a drink." 
Roger didn't know these four guys 
meant trouble. His friends had come back 
too drunk to tell him about the fight. 
Roger suffered more serious Injuries and 
was laid off from work. He decided to sue 
Andre for the loss of his wages. 
Roger winced in pain as he addressed 
the court: "Your Honour, I was only trying to 
break up the fight before it started. I didn't 
know that Don had been hit In the bar 
because he spoke English. I just thought 
that Ron and Don had invited some friends 
down for a beer because the bar had 
closed. Make them pay me for the work I 
lost because of their stupidity." 
Andre replied: "Your Honour, we had 
enough of these English people Insulting 
us. They wouldn't leave us alone and had 
been laughing at us all evening, We 
thought hey wanted a fight, which is why 
Benoit, Gaston, Arcade and I followed 
them. Roger Invited us In. 
When Roger lunged at Arcade, I had to 
Ron came out of the bathroom, saw the protecLbJ0~..~e should've just stayed out of 
guys frdm the bar and laughed." ~'!~ i , iL It's not f.air to make me,~ay when Roger 
. . . . .  5rough~:.t~ ]6jury on hlmsglf. " 'Arcade winced with pain. "You're rnak- *' '~"' " * " 
ing fun of me." He jumped Ron and knocked-V:!, ~ Should Andre have torpay Roger for 
him unconscious, the loss of Wages? 
Roger ran over to pull Arcade away. You Be the Judge. Then Look Below 
Letting out a blood-curdling Jackie Chan for the Decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave. ,  Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Andre, pay Roger his lost wages. He's entitled to it. However, as Roger contributed 
to his own misfortune by inviting drunken people into his room and offering them more 
alcohol, so I'm subtracting 25% from his award." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court cases. Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and the 
law of the province of New Srunswck. If you have a slmllar problem, please consult LINDSEY & GRUEGER. Claire 
Bernsteln Is a Montreal lawyer and syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Haika Enterprises. BIO-9SV 
I / 
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TO THE C IT IZENS OF  THE NORTHWEST,  THE FOLLOWING 
IS A LETTER THAT WAS SENT TO HARRY PAPUSHKA,  
V ICE-CHAIRMAN,  SKEENA cELLULOSE INC.  
pULP, pAPER, & ~NOODWORKERS OF CANADA 
LOCAL 4 
WEST sIXTH AVENUE 150 ' V8J 4P3 
pRINCE RUPERT, BRI'TISH cOLUMBIA 
Telephone: (,250) 624-3777 Fax: (250) 624-6901 
July ~.5, :t997 
skeena Cellulose Inc. 
22i0 Park 
666 Burrard street 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
V6C 2L4 
the present 1 
Dear Sir: 
Thank you for your letter of July 8th. ppWC Local 4 appreciates your concern with regard to see a 
situation in the Northwest. i 
Regarding your request to accelerate the process, ppWC Local 4 can assure you that we also wish to 
resolution as soon as possible. The Union is well aware of the seriousness of the current situation and the ~ii; 
effect that it is havin~ not only on our membershiP but also our communitY and other communities in our 
region, ppWC Local 4 is proceedin~as quickly and responsibly~, as possible. ~i~i I 
It must be noted that the process of resolution is significantly behind where it could be today. Froi~ very early 
in this process, pPWC Local 4 has been requesting access to documents and information so that the Union's 
membership could participate in the formulation of a restructuring plan. These requests were denied. Had the 
Union been allowed participation in the development of the company's current proposal perhaps the situation of 
would be different odaY. 
Your concerns about the potential loss of customers certainlY must be given consideration in the process 
reorganizing the structure of the pulp mill. There certainly must be a market for the product if the companYterm whileiS 
to remain viable. 
To this end ppWC Local 4 asks you to put your influence behind reopening the mill over the short 
the process of insuring stability over the lone term continues- 
pPWC Local 4 believes the recent increases in the sale price of pulp from an average US $520 in March to 
approximately US $600 today makes operation of the mill viable for the short term. The forecast is for this 
trend in price to continue over the near future. 
These price increases must be considered in combination with the recent changes to the Forest Practices 
Code which reduces the cost of Fibre by approximately CDN $90 per ton should allow operation in the st~ort 
have been put at serious risk, 
term. 
Throup=h no fault of their own, our community and others in the Nort~nwest region 
pPWC Local 4 along with the other parties is committed to finding a resolution to the current situation which 
results in the long term viability of our mill, our community, and our region. No one wants to see this situation 
develoP again. What is needed over the short term is a commitment by the owners to these same continue. The above entioned changes in the financial picture ma~e it m any's management team to actively 
so that this process may _ ~he onus is again on the Co P__ continue to be addressed. 
communities to be macle:~ ,,~,,, while t on~ term Issue~ 
possible for this commitment 
lobby the owners, promoting a startUP oT t,~, ............. he I _ 
Mr. papushka, thank you for your consideration in this matter. 
Sincerely, 
On Behalf of 
p.P.W.C. Local 4 
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ROB BROWN 
Fish, not politics 
I n 1898 the Board of the Manage- 
ment of the Marine 
Biological Station of Canada was 
formed to undertake independent 
scientific research on aquatic organisms in 
marine and inland waters, and to provide solu- 
tion to practical and applied problems in the 
commercial fisheries. Twelve years later, the or- 
ganization was given more independence and a 
new name when the Board members and its re- 
searchers complained that the government of 
the day had too much control over its budget. 
Now known as the Biological Board, the orga- 
nization, consisting predominantly of scientists 
nominated fxc~ ~niversities throughout Canada, 
was held in high esteem. In 1937 the organiza- 
tion underwent another structural change 
metamorphosing into the Fisheries Research 
Board (FRB), another highly regarded scientific 
body independent of both government and in- 
dustry. 
In 1972 the FRB was dissolved with the crea- 
tion of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
(DFO). Fisheries cience was thus incorporated 
into a political body for the fast time, an event 
which fisheries scientists, Jeffery Hutchings, 
Carl Waiters, and Richard Haedrich, contend 
has led to some thorny dilemmas. 
In a paper entitled "Is scientific inquiry in- 
compatible with government information con- 
trol?" published this year in the Canadian Jour- 
nal of Fisheries and Aquatic Scientists, Hutch- 
ings, Waiters, and Haedrich suggest that, "The 
present framework for linking fisheries cience 
with fisheries managementhas permitted, inten- 
tionally or unintentionally, a suppression of 
scientific uncertainty and failure to document 
comprehensively legitimate differences in 
scientific opinion. The conservation on natural 
resources i not facilitated by science integrated 
within a political body." 
To fortify their thesis the authors draw heavily 
from two events that brought DFO under in- 
tense scrutiny: the collapse of the Cod Fishery 
and Alcan's Kemano Project. 
The creation of DFO came two years after 
Canada's fisheries jurisdiction was extended to 
two hundred miles. The job of managing one of 
the world's greatest fisheries fell to DFO. h a 
mere fourteen years the largest cod fisher in the 
world had suffered a hundred fold reduction in 
spawning biomass. Despite the huffing and 
puffing and grandstanding of Brian Tobin 
who stirred up considerable jingoistic fervor 
while simultaneously furthering his career 
there is, and was, ample vidence that a cod col- 
lapse was imminent, and it might have been 
averted. 
One of the disturbing things about the paper 
under discussion here is that scientific opinion 
that tended to disagree with what later turned 
out to be over-estimates of cod abundance had 
very little or no affect on official policy and 
subsequent managerial actions until it was too 
late. What we take for scientific onsensus in 
the form of "Stock Status" reports, the authors 
of the paper contend, often do not reflect he 
diversity of scientific opinion. In one example 
Hutchings et al show how a fisheries scientist 
within DFO was issued an official reprhnand 
for stating that what happened to the cod stocks 
was due to overflshing not to gray seals or en- 
vironmental factors, an opinion that was widely 
held by scientists and supported by research and 
published in peer-reviewed scientificj°un|als" 
The sad behaviour of DFO officialdom on the 
Kemano Project is well known and well docu- 
mented on video and in the press. Waiters ct al. 
once again show how DFO disregarded their 
own task force and the needs of the fish they 
were charged to protect in their zeal to appease 
the Aluminum Army. 
This month's issue of Canadian Geographic 
reports on the amazing pre-election decision by 
fisheries minister Mifflin to allow a cod fishery 
in the face of much scientific opinion that the 
species Is endangered. The govemment Com- 
mittee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in 
Canada under Dr. Kim Bell has recommended 
that cod be declared endangered after three 
years of study. There has been considerable 
resistance to this move from DFO. 
The authors of "Is scientific inquiry in- 
compatible with government information con- 
trol?" suggest the way to prevent this kind of 
political interference is recreate apolitically in- 
dependent organization modeled after the 
Fisheries Research Board and to make the con- 
sensus of that body available to the public at the 
same time it is made available to the Minister so 
we may have an opportunity to judge whether 
the decisions flowing from it are sound. It's a 
good idea, and one that shou!d not be confined 
to fisheries cience alone. 
i Barton scores n Richmond 
Several local swimmers in finals 
TERRACE BLUEBACK 
swimmer Jenine Barton 
found success on the fly at 
the BC Age Group Swim 
Championships in Rich- 
moud two weekends ago. 
The 12-year-old picked up 
two medals in the difficult 
butterfly event. 
Barton was one of 10 Ter- 
race swimmers competing at 
the Championships. Several 
of them made it into the 
finals but only Barton 
mcdalled as an individual. 
"I was really happy," 
says Barton. "I think I did 
the best hat I could do." 
Barton raced through the 
100 metre butterfly fatal in 
1:15.51 ~ nearly three full 
seconds off her preliminary 
time - -  to take the bronze. 
"I've got pretty strong 
shoulders," Barton points 
out. "That helps." 
In the 200 metre event 
those shoulders really came 
on strong, helping Barton 
swim to a 2:50.97 fmal thne 
- -  fast enough to get her a 
silver medal. 
"That was completely un- 
expected," coach Mike Car- says Carlyle. "Julic's one of 
lyle says of the medals, our hardest-working kids. 
"We knew she'd make She's always a leader at 
finals, but medalling at practices." 
Provincials is something Thomas Demetzer did 
else." well too, coming very close 
Carlyle says Barton's time to making the finals. Carlyle 
in the 100 should put her in says Demetzer's per- 
the Canadian top 50 - -  and formancc is a good sign for 
she still has another full next year, since he still has 
short course season as a 12- another season to go in his 
year-old. 12-and-under age group. 
"She's accomplished an The Bluebacks also posted 
amazing amount for a some impressive per- 
second-year swimmer," he formances inthe relays. 
says. "It's quite exciting." The 13 and 14-year-old 
Fellow Blueback Brian boys, consisting of Brian 
Palahicky also had a great Palahicky, Tristan Brown 
meet, making it to finals in and two Rupert youths, took 
two events - -  the 100 and second in both the 200 med- 
200-metre breast stroke. Icy and 200 freestyle r lays. 
Palahicky even took six The wins shoqld keep the 
seconds off his 200 time to successful group in Cana- 
finish seventh. Carlyle says da's top five. 
the two seventh-place f'm- The 15 and 16-year-old 
ishes should secure him in girls' group did well too. 
the nation's top 50 as well. The swimmers, consisting 
Julie Vanderlee, 16, also of Terrace's Marina Check- 
made it to finals for her first Icy and Julie Vanderlee, 
time as a Blueback. She along with two Kitimat 
ended up sixth in the 200 fly girls, took fifth in both the 
and eighth in the 800 flee. free and medley relays. 
"That was nice to see," 
BLUEBACK SWIMMER Jenine Barton took home 
two medals from the Provincial Swim Finals in Rich- 
mond. A number of other swimmers also made the 
final round, but just missed medalling. 
Mexico takes on the Nass 
Area team impresses 
international squad 
ARRIBA IARRIBA I  control the ball and pay 
The Mexican youth soccer more a~ntibn to us!n'g the .
-team was enthusiastically head, chest and:,~igh," 
greeted by the village of added Carvanza. 
New Aiyansh on Sunday, Carvanza was ac- 
July 13. compauied with his son 
The New Aiyansh team Jorge and coach Alex Guar- 
played their first game of dado. They will also bc 
the season against the holding a soccer camp on 
Mexicans, losing to team Angust3. 
Cicncias by a slim margin The Northern Soccer 
of 4-3. Academy sponsored the 
The event was organized team from Guadalajara, 
by the New Aiyansh Mexico to play against other 
Y.M.C.A.. Although the northwestern communities. 
club has bccn inactive for But language was hardly a 
the past 10 years, organizer problem for the kids, cx- 
Trcvor Stewart made sure plaincd organizer and Prince 
that the fields were properly Rupert sooccr coach Joc 
marked for the tournament Paolinelli. 
somewhat of a rare oc- "There are no language 
currcnce hc added jokingly, barriers -- the kids just play 
Stowart also said that the soccer," said Paolinclli 
Mexican coaches were quite about the international fan- 
impressed with the per- guagc of fun. 
formance of the 16-and- All the players wcrc 
under team. U'catcd to a big salmon bar- 
"The players are all good, bccue feast after the game. 
but need a bit more prac- Next year, Trevor Stewart 
ticc," said coach 'Nacho' would like to take a team 
Carvanza through translator from the valley down to 
Oscar Zuniga. Mexico. 
"They nccd to learn to 
# 
I I Soccer challenge 
A NUMBER of rivalries are heating up in Terrace Youih Soccer. In the Under-12 
Boys division, the Sockeyes and Cedarland Tire are neck and neck. The Under-9s 
have Surveyors and Westel battling it out for first place and the Under-14 Girls 
AMEXICAN player makes a sliding tackle on a New Aiyansh athlete during an in- 
ternational match in the Nass Valley two weekends ago. The Mexican team beat 
the Nass squad 4-3, but they were impressed with the play of the 16-and-under 
team. Organizer Trevor Stewart says he would like to send the New Aiyansh team 
to Mexico next year for a similar tournament. 
Local youths 
st( rm Skeena 
Junior Open 
TERRACE JUNIOR golfers dominated the Skeena Valley 
Jr. Open two weekends ago, but a Kitimat golfer took top 
prize. 
Overall low gross went to Steven Venman of the 
aluminum city, with a score of 148 m four over par. 
Terrace's Scott Rifler finished just one stroke back of 
the leader at 149. That gave him first low gross in the 
Championship flight, 
First low gross in the A flight went to Kitimat's Jeff 
Scott with 178, while fast low gross in the B flight went to 
Terrace's Craig Walsh with 213. 
Meanwhile, Terrace's Brian Rigler took overall ow net 
with a score of 130 - -  14 below par. 
Stuart Mclssak took first low net in the Championship 
flight with 140, while A flight first low net went to Andy 
McCleary with 144. Both boys hail from Terrace. 
And Sarah Stevens won girls overall ow gross with a 
score of 180. 
Warren Eiehhorst of Terrace snagged second low gross 
in the Championship flight with 182. The A flight second 
low gross went to Simon Hilcove, while the B flight sec- 
ond low gross went to Mike McMyan. 
And second low net was taken by Chris Morsand of 
Smithers in the Championship flight and Terrace's Shawn 
'Fagan in the A flight. 
Finally, most improved, play went to Skylar (Happy Gl l -  
have Ikon and Rossco Ventures going toe-to-toe. This game, in the Under-8 dM- , mour) Andrews, who6e score of 223 showed a 17 stroke 
sion, saw top,ranked Webb's Refrigeration up against Remax, RemaX won 4-2. improvement. 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp|ay, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISI NG DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 c.m. for all d isolav and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advediser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAWANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $1238 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional  coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
TION 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
' For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Uvestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
D 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Tenace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Sewice, and to repay the oustomer the sum paid for the advedisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advedisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send or gins documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errom in advertisements must be received by t;'~e publisher within 30 days after the first pub cation. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability In any event greeter than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Address  
..# of Insertions ..._._Terrace Standard #___Weekend Advertiser 
Expiry Date_~ 
=ER SPACE 
Name 
Phone ..Start Date 
CLASSIF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card No. 
PLEASE Gee=ARE Y PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - 
I 
1 2 3 
e 7 8 
11 12  13  
16  17  18  
8 .75  e .90  7 .05  
7 .55  7 .70  a .oo  
T I [RRAC 
Clip & Mall This Form To: - - 
Terrace Standard S T A N D A R D  
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
r-~ V ISA  Q MASTERCARD 
ONE WORD 
4 
9 
14' 
le  
7 .20  
Q,15  
5 
10,,, 
1,'5 
20  - $6 .60  
7.35  
~.30  
For  longer  ad .  p loaBo  U30 a separate  sh~,~t  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
10 ACRES DEEDED land with 
creek. Two :3 bedroom homes. 
All amenities, large shop, barn, 
greenhouse. 12' dish on Hwy 
37 in Pdstine recreation area 
plus 15 prime acres with unlim- 
ited commercial potential. 1- 
250-234-3299. 
1232 SQ it home, 4 bedrooms, 
2 baths, garage, large deck in 
back. Located on Bimh Hill 
Bench. $189,900, drive by 3306 
Johnstone St. or call 638-1658 
for appointment to view. 
2 - 3 bedroom house on 1.05 
acres in Topley, includes new 
pellet stove satellite dish, wood 
shop plus many extras. Price to 
sell. Ask about the options. 
$59,900. Call 1-250-697-2570. 
2/3 ACRE FENCED and land- 
scaped. Modern 3 bedroom 
rancher in quiet upscale area. 
$239,900. Phone 635-3559.- 
3 BEDROOM bungalow, on 1/2 
acre, with 30 x 24 shop. Close 
to schools, in Thornhill. Phone 
638-0873. 
3 BEDROOM house for sale, 
full finished basement, newly 
renovated, with hardwood and 
ceramic floor, plus 600 sq tt 
shop on one acre lot. Must be 
seen. Asking $150,000. Phone 
635-3476. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE IN excel- 
lent condition, recently renovat- 
ed, newly landscaped yard in 
very clean & quite neighbour- 
hood, close to schools and hos- 
pital, new appliances. Must be 
seen. $123,600. Call 635-1151. 
3 SEAT established deft type 
restaurant for sale. Business lo- 
cated in a busy area of town ful- 
ly equipped kitchen. Phone 
Sandy @ 695-6411 or Maryann 
@ 698-7672. 
ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!ii  : i 
• ~%~:: ..... ~::~i:,~i;~i::iii;~;~  ..... i[!:. 
5403 McConnell Avenue 
White pillars give touch of the old south to this Georgian Colonial 
style home. Spacious foyer leads to sunken livingroom, formal 
dining room, fully equipped kitchen with eating area, and central 
family raom..Master bedroom offers lots of closet space and 
deluxe ensuite. Extras include a full basement, central vac, 
secudty system... $279,000 MLS 
she''a'° e 
635-3004 
of Terrace 
IRE/t~[AX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
638-8198 Res idence  
Call SUZANNE for 
reliable service todayl 
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING UNIQUE 
LOOK NO FURTHER 
! 
3915 Simpson Crescent 
• Post and beam design -Loft master bedroom 
• Open floor plan • Fenced yard 
• Southern exposure with lots of windows 
Offered at $139,900 MLS 
. . . .  . . . . . . . .  
4642 Walsh Avenue 
Great family home within walking distance to town and 
schools. Features three bedrooms, two bathrooms, full 
basement, carport, and an established garden. 
Attractively Priced at $139,900 MLS 
4728 Walsh Avenue 
Excellent starter or rental home. New vinyl siding, new 
twin seal windows, new carpeting, and line. Includes four 
appliances, large 81' x 132' lot zoned R-2. 
Priced at $109,900 MLS _ _  
4 ACRES dverfront property in 
town (Smithers). 3 bedroom 
house, 2 1/2 bathrooms, 
whirlpool tub. Walk in pantry off 
large country kitchen. Built in 
appliances, vacuum system. 
Full basement with shop. 
Satellite dish. $269,500. 847- 
2791. 
5 BEDROOM house on 62 acr- 
es, 1/4 mile Skeena River front, 
Hwy 16 goes through property, 
house is remodeled in/out. 3 
other buildings, 35 fruit trees, 
one of the nicest places on the 
Hwy. 7 mile west of Kitwanga, 
47 mile east of terrace. Asking 
$165,000 obo. Will trade vehi- 
cle, 1-250-849-5458. 
5 BEDROOM house on 62 acr- 
es, 1/4 mile Skeena River front, 
Hwy 16, goes through property, 
house is remodeled in/out. 3 
other buildings, 35 fruit trees, 
one of the nicest places on the 
Hwy. 7 miles west of Kitwanga. 
47 mile east of Terrace. Asking 
$165,000 oba Will trade vehicle 
or R.V. 1-250-849-5458. 
A MUST See View[ Handyman 
BARKERVILLE B.C. Conven- 
ience store with living and 
campsite. Good buildings on 
four lots. Water and hydro. 
Owner retiring. $75,000. Phone 
1-250-994-3201. 
FOR SALE by owner: 5.36 acr- 
es with house, 20 km west of 
Smithers on Highway 16. 
$92,900. Phone 1-250-847- 
9159 or 1-250-697-2586. 
FOR SALE: 220 acres 50 ion 
south of Houston near Owan 
Lake. Hayland, pasture and tim- 
ber. Beautiful view of Nedina 
Mountain. Serious. enqu[rias 
only. Call evenings: 1-250-845- 
3305. 
FULLY SERVICED lot, south- 
side, Mills/Craig, will design and 
build to suit your taste and 
budget. For details please call 
635-0737 ask for Roger. 
HANDCRAFTED LOG shell for 
sale. 30' x 40' with 24' x 24' car- 
port. Log ceiling joist at 10', 
made of spruce logs. 1-250- 
638-8375. 
HEALTH REASONS say selil 
special 1400 sq fl home, large 1460 square foot main floor, full 
loft with full basement. Asking basement., New gas fireplace, 
$135,000. Leave message 635, brick front, raised slate hearth, 
2265,.,BV appolntmentonly; -~  renovated inside and out.' New 
BEAUTIFUL 4~droom 2 ' lifetime co'lor~ metal roof, cov- 
storey house. 2 1/2 baths, large ered RV storage, shed, double 
rec room, natural gas heat and 
water. Close to town and 
school, carport very large inside 
comer lot, fridge and natural 
gas range and dishwasher, 
$115,000 obo. 1-250-632-7757. 
Kitimat BC. 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom home 
in Two - Mile, Hazelton. 1300 
sq fl, with 3 baths, 2 car garage, 
1/2 finished basement on 1 
acre. Phone 842-5808. 
FOR SALE by owner, new, 
1250 sq ft rancher, on Cory 
Drive, fully fenced yard, comer 
lot, new home warranty, asking 
;169,900. Call 635-2208.h 
Lovely 3 bedroom, 11/2 
bath home, modern colors, 
on full basement. Willing 
to consider trades. 
Asking 162,000 
4024 Munroe 638-8639 
i i 
tHE TIME TO 
BUY IS NOW/ 
With Interest Rates near all 
time lows and a great 
selection of homes 
available... Why Wait/ 
4633 Weber- Vinyl siding, new 
windows, garage, 3bedrooms, n/g 
heat and water! $117,9~) 
3786 Valleyvlew - One year'New', 
=rivate lot, mountain views, unique lay- 
out with 10ts of extras! $164,500 
4904 Mills - Excellent s arter on over 
one third acre, 10ts of recent renova- 
tions including roof and windows! 
$123,500 
OPEN HOUSE 
2616 BRAUN 
2-4 pm SATURDAY, JULY 26 
Near new home, still under home war- 
ranty, excellent revenue potenlial, just 
reduced! $119,900 
2710 Molltor - Full basement, seven 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, 60 x 177 
lot, garage, priced to sell $111,500 
#14-4625 Graham- 14' wide In 
Terrace trailer court, new European 
kitchen, sky lights and morel 
3197 ¢msceM • 1/3 acre lot, never 
siding, shingles and windows, great 
workshop, must be seen, ~1~901) 
carport, large raised sundeck, 
beautiful view Babine Lake, fan- 
tasttc fishing. Hall, kitchen, both 
bathrooms line. Rest all quality 
carpet, 4 bedrooms, large living 
dining room, L shaped, Most 
new vinyl windows, all 
screened, Large paneled and 
carpeted rumpus room and den, 
Large shelved storage room. 
Large workshop, benches, 
drawers. Large washroom. New 
gas hot water heater. Comes 
with stove, fridge, washer, dry- 
er, chest deep freezer. Fully 
fenced. Much more,, must see 
to appreciate. Open house all 
July, 42 Fulton Street, Granisle, 
697-2402 or 697-2427. 
HOUSE FOR sale. Please send 
your best offer to Peter Vriend. 
Box 76, Houston, B.C. VOJ 
1ZO, Located at 3811 East Val- 
ley Road, 
HOUSTON AVALON Subdivi- 
sion, cul-de-sac, one level 
1,456 sq ft rech ranch. 81/2 
years old, well kept, 3 bed- 
rooms, 4th extra room, 1 1/2 
baths, electric heat, wood fire- 
place, crawlspace, garage, 
fenced yard, shed, fridge, stove, 
dishwasher and blinds. 
$133,500. Call Houston 1-250- 
845-7032. 
TWO ACRES, three bedroom 
mobile with large addition. Very 
private, set up for horses, Ap- 
pliances included. Asking 
$105,000. Call 638-0352, 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Refin- 
ishin.q. 1-250-638-6388. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Ela ine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal  635-3531 
Ol l l lan 636-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
k~e of us a call. j 
NEW HOUSE FOR SALE by 
builder, protected by new home 
warranty, located on Mills Ave, 
scuthside, 1150 sq It, 3 bed- 
rooms, skylight [n kitchen, patio 
door in livlngroom, carport, n/g, 
still time to make decor choices. 
$139,000 including GST. Re- 
bate to builder. Phone 635- 
0737 ask for Roger, 
PRICED TO selll Well main- 
tained 3 bedroom home on 
quiet, dead end street in Thorn- 
hill. Large insulated porch. 
Large lot with creek running 
through property. $106,000. For 
appointment to view please call 
635-5295. 
PRIVATE LOT about 1/3 acre 
with plum and cherry trees, 2 
bedroom house, solidly built, full 
basement, natural gas furnace, 
fireplace. 32' x 25' attached 
heated 2 bay garage, wired, 
and fully insulated, 12' x 16' 
shed, wired, zoned 
residential/industrial, great fo r  
home based business, 
$143,500. Call 638-1389 
evenin.qs.h 
PROPERTY IN Quesnel for 
sale/lmde: 1.3 acres, 6 bed- 
room, full basement family 
home, 5 minutes to Quesnel, 
185' deep well. New natural gas 
furnace, detached serf con- 
tained 1 bedroom cabin, (Rent 
$400/month). Asking $125,O00 
or trade up/down for waterfront 
acreage. (Minimum 5 acres). 9 
acre 2 bedroom older trailer 
with new addition. 85' deep 
well. Natural gas, storage sheds 
(2) and small shop. Lawn, trees, 
and garden area. Asking 
$69,207 or trade up/down for 
waterfront acreage. (Minimum 5 
acres). Phone/meesage/fax to 
1-250-992-1153, 
SERVICED LOT on bench 60 x 
131. Cloce to schools, $42,500. 
Call 638-0822 leave message, 
SMALL HOUSE, MUST be 
moved. Great lake cabin or 
starter home. Serious enquiries 
only. Leave messaqe 638-0B22, 
TAKEOVER 20 acres in pros- 
perous West Texas U.S.A. 
$9995/$100 per month. Owner 
will finance. Phone 1-800-875- 
6568. 
LARGE EXECUTIVE home, ff 
you wish to own a home that is 
on one floor, no stairs, 4600 sq 
ft with attached two car garage, 
has spacious rooms beautifully 
decorated. 4 bedrooms, excel- 
lent fishing, beautiful view of 
Mountains and river, on 4,92 
acres, pdme waterfront proper- 
ty, 15 mln. frrom Terrace, This 
home is a must see phone 635- 
9475. 
LARGE SPLIT level home, 
1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
fireplace, central vac, deck, fin- 
ished basement, double paved 
drive, double garage/openers, 4
bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
yard, 5 bedrooms. Many other 
extras, asking $184,500, Call 
638-8089. 
LOT FOR sale: 80 x 100 on the 
bench, well treed, country set- 
ling, City services, n/g, on North 
Saprks, Asking $39,900 includ- 
In.cl GST, Call 635-2519, 
MUST SELL: well maintained 
dereistered mobile home, 20 x 
8 addition, new neutral decor, 5 
appliances, 24 x 12 wired and 
insulated workshop, garden 
area on 1/2 acre lot, Located 
across from Copper Mtn, 
Elementary. $87,900 open to 
offers. Phone 638-8335 to view, 
HOUSTON B.C. A 6600 sq ft 
building' lot on Olsson Road. 
$27,500. Phone 845-7679, 
12 X 60 mobile home. Fully ren- 
ovated and decorated. Frldge 
and stove. $15,000 obo, Must 
be moved from Wasa, B.C, La- 
keview Mobile Homes Moose 
Jaw, Sask. Call today.,,1-306- 
694-5455. 
14" WIDE homes as low as 
18,500 in Burns Lakel No tax 
on our B.C. registered homast 
Delivery can be arranged i -  
250-692-3375. 
1973 DOUBLE wide two 
bedrooms, 4 appliances, n/g 
heat, in adult park, no children, 
$25,000. Phone 635-7411. 
1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available. 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
'appliances included, Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered, 
Other's available 1-800-808 
8041 or 1.403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
1982 14 x 70 3 bedroom, 1 
bath, central air, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher. Nice 
price of $25,900. 1985 2 bed- 
room, gyproc walls, $31,900. 14 
x 70 3 bedroom, 2 baths, 
$21,000. 14 x64, $20,000, Free 
Delivery[t[ Blocked and leveled. 
Lakeview Mobile Homes Moose 
Jaw, Sask. Call today,..1-306- 
694-545511 
19962 bedroom 14 x7O mobile 
home, 1086 sqft, 8x 10 addition 
2 bedroom unit in 4 plex. 5 ap- 
pliances, n/g fireplace and mini 
storage. No pets. References 
required. Please call 638-2071 
or 635-4954 eveninqs. 
3 BEDROOM home, one block 
from town, $750 per month, call 
Ted or Derrick 635-6361. 
3 BEDROOM non basement 
home in Thornhill. Asking $700 
per month plus utilities. 2 bed- 
room non basement home near 
hospital. Asking $850 per 
month plus utilities. Both avail- 
able immediately, to view these 
properties, call Gloria at 
Re/Max of Terrace Property 
Management Services 638- 
1400. 
3 BEDROOMS upstairs, fridge 
and stove included, no pets,par- 
ires, and smoking. Call 635- 
.5174 at anytime. 
2 BEDROOM (available August 
15 $700 per month, 4820 La- 
zelle) and 2/3 bedroom suite 
(available September $8251870 
per month, 4822 Lazelle), no 
pets/smoking, fridge/steve, 
washer/dryer/dishwasher, gas 
12 x 29 treated wood sundeck, fireplace, blinds, adult orientat- 
immaculate condition, 5 brand ed, security entrance..,Phone 
new app lances,, included 638-0046. . ,  
$76,000. Call 635-9260 must 
sell. 
1996 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
factured home. 6 year warranty, 
2 bedrooms, 2 full baths incl. 
ensuite with jacuzzi tub. 5 ap- 
pliances, full drape and blind, 
free standing Regency n/g firm 
place. Newly landscaped in 
adult section at Timberland 
Park. $95,000. firm. 635-1821. 
H & S Modular Homes offers 
customized mobile and modular 
homes tailored to your need if 
you can dream it we can build 
it. Offices, daycares, gas bars, 
and much much more. 100% 
aboriginally owned and operat- 
ed. 1-250-563-1862. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
ON southside, bright;" sunny 
and well maintained with dish- 
washer and new kitchen cabi- 
nets. Available August 1, $650 
per month. 635-3333 or 635- 
1417. 
ARE YOU LOOKING for a 
roommate? I'm moving to Ter- 
race September lst]97 for work 
and need a place to live. Call 
Nicola, evenings at 624-9484. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1/97. 
One bedroom basement suite, 
Horseshoe, single working per- 
son. Utilities included. $650 per 
month. Deposit and references 
required. Call 638-8010 after 6 
plTI. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales AVAILABLE AUGUST 1st, on 
located accross from weigh Medeek in Terrace, upper 4 
scales, featuring SRI modular bedroom duplex $850 per 
home and 14 x 70 mobile month, includes stove/fridge 
homes. Call 635-5350. and n/g heat. References and 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- security deposit required. 
vated and as is 14' wide homes. Phone 798-9554. 
Low prices. Will deliver and 
block. Jandel Homes, Edmon- 
ton, Alberta, 1-403-478-1404. 
OWNER MOVING must sell. 2 
bedroom, 2 bath, skylights, mi- 
crowave, in excellent condition, 
adult park. 635-5350. 
PERFECT STARTER 3 bed. 
room 12 x 68 mobile in cul-de- 
sac of Boulderwood. Large 
fenced pad, shed, nicely deco- 
rated, 3 newer appliances, n/g, 
.$30,900 obo. Phone 635-1641. 
SHOW HOME, occupy tomor- 
row, 1997 SRI 14x71 2 bdrm, 
#57 Boulderwood MHP, $5,000 
down, $520/month. For details 
phone Gordon 638-1182, 
TRIPLE E home, 2 bedroom, 2 
baths, deluxe unit, prime pad, in 
adult park. 635-5350, 
TRIPLE E manufactured home, 
2 bedroom, 2 baths, jacuzzl, 
fireplace, plus more, adult park. 
635-5350. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent. 
Close to town, n/d, n/p, non 
smokers, available August 1st. 
Damage deposit and references 
required. Phone 638-8874. 
CLEAN 2 bedroom basement 
suite, washer/dryer hookups, 
fridge, stove, references re- 
quired, $500 month. Available 
Sept 1st. Terri 635-5081. 
FOR RENT immediately small 
four morn house close to town 
end schools no pets. Damage 
deposit required. Call 635-3616. 
FREEPORT MOBILE Home 
Park - pads available for rent, 4 
miles east of Burns Lake on 
Hwy 16. Quiet, family oriented 
park, no dogs, references. 1- 
250-692.3826. 
FREEPORT MOBILE Home. 
Park, pad available for rent, 4 
miles east of Burns Lake on 
Hwy 16. Quiet, family odented 
park, no dogs, references. 1- 
250-692-3826. R23. 
14 X 70 3 bedroom mobile 
home on private lot in Thornhill, 
natural gas heat. $850 per 
month. Phone 638-8084. 
3 BEDROOM basement suits. 
Close to hospital and school. 
Ufilitiss Incl., shared laundw. 
No smoking, no pets. Available 
August 1, $900 per month plus 
security deposit. Phone 638- 
0315, 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
Nke, one bdtaom wllh fir@lace and 
balcony. Available A~ I, 1997 
So,y, non-smoken ant;/and no peh. 
ReJerences and damage depasit 
requited, 
$645/month Idas utmtks. 
Call weekends and evenings for 
Ioforma~on. 
615 -9116 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
Now under New Ownership and New 
Management. 1,2, and 3 Bedroom 
Apartments are immediately available. 
Contact Richard Stanton 
250-635 0039 
I I 
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IMMACULATE 1 bedroom 
apartment with natural gas 
fireplace, large yard, washer & 
dryer included. No smokers, no 
pets, $675/month. Utilities 
included. Phone: 638-0797 
MAIN FLOOR home in Thorn- 
hill. Available August 1st no 
pets, ref's required. 635-6128, 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq fl; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month: 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-260-632-6636. 
ONE AND 2 bedroom apart- 
ments. Available immediately. 
Phone 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $500 per month Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM house for rent 
at Lakelse Lake. Private setting, 
suitable for a bachelor, avail- 
able immediately, F/S, w/d, in- 
cluded. No pets, no parties, pre- 
fer non smoker, references re- 
quired. $550 per month and 
damage deposit, Phone 798- 
2456. 
ONE FOUR bedroom home, 5 
minutes from downtown, 6 ap- 
pliances, quiet rural area. 
$1050. per month plus utilities. 
References required. Call 1- 
250-634-5406 and leave mes- 
sa.cle. Available immediately. 
ONE TWO bedroom home 
close to school and hospital, 3 
appliances, non smoking and 
no pets. Ideal for professional 
couple. $750 per month plus 
futilities. References required. 
Call 1-250-634-5406- and leave 
message. Available immediate- 
Iv. 
RE/MAX OF Terrace Property 
Management Services. We cur- 
rently have tenants who are 
acti'gely searching for a place to 
rent. If you are a landlord look- 
.inn for a tenant, call Gloria Kirk- 
.patrick at 638-1400 to discuss 
• our Placement Service. 
RENTAL IN house area, close 
to town and schools, No pets. 
No smoking. No parties. Incl, 
ifddge/stove. Call anytime 635- 
•5174. 
~ROOM AND board available 
iAuqust 1st. Phone 635-2842. 
ROOM OR room and board. 
Christians, non smokers, non 
drinkers, country living, 7 min. 
from city center. Large room pri- 
vate entrance. Vehicle and work 
inecessaw. Call 635-7768. 
:ROOMATE WANTED to share 
:house at Lakelse Lake. Rent 
$350 plus 1/2 utilities. Damage 
deposit required, non smoker 
preferred. Call Peter at 798- 
2102. 
~ ' FOR ~. )  
MORE LESS 
* On-Site Professional 
Manager 
* We Pay Heat & Hot Water 
* Mini-Blinds 
* Laundry Room Facilities 
* Carpets Throughout 
KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
V IEWPOINT APTS  
632-4899 
KITIMAT, BC 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM BUNGA- 
LOW, in town, close to schools, 
fridge, stove, large yard. Avail- 
able immediately, references 
required and security deposit, 
$530 per month. Call 635-6904. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 
quiet and clean, security en- 
trance, references required, no 
pets, no smokers. Call 635- 
5653, $575 [oer month. 
VICTORIA COURT, 2 bedroom 
apartment, 5 appliances, 2 
blocks to town, $800 per month: 
Phone 635-1764 or 635-0227 
(cell), 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets - 
Call: 635-4478 
40. COMMERCIAL ~ 
SPACE FOR REN~ 
RETAIL SPACE FOR RENTt 
BEST RETAIL space in Ter- 
racel 860 sq ft Lakelse ave. Call 
Rob 638-1162. 
i 
I 450 square feet, $595/month II 
| all inclusive n the i 
I az~ta~atau)mG, I 
| 3215 Eby St, Terrace, BC I 
I 635-7191 I 
Like new deep freeze, 10 cu fl 
$250. Phone 635-6632. 
PLAYER piano in excellent 
condition. Includes approx- 
imately $500 worth of rolls. 
Miscellanious items. $3500. 
1987 Honda accord 5 speed, 4 
door, excellent condition. 
Reduced to $5000. 1-250-695- 
6344. 
1000'S OF comic books for 
sale, most at discount prices. 
For free catalog send to: Pulp 
City Comics 141 - 6200 McKay 
Ave. Suite 556, Burnaby B.C. 
V5H 4M9. 
Blanket l 
Yeliowheadl 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free 
Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes Dislrid 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kitimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communities 
[or four weeks. 
/I ~¢ breach ad.dilional word I [ ]  
/ ~, over 20words. For non- ] [ ]  
/ Call Classifieds at | 
~ 2.1300 sq. ft 
;*~>* . . . .  ~ Totally 
renovated 
Phone: 635-2818 or635-3367 Evenings 
~®~ 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided• Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
16 FT fiat deck, trailer tandem 
also 16 It tri-axle trailer with 
loading ramp $2,000 each. 635- 
4889 L.M. 
4 TIRES with chrome rims. BF 
Goodrich Radial mud terrain 
35x12.5x16.5 Ford 8 bolt rim, 
$1200. Call 638-0640. 
ALTO SAX, $500. Two pairs 
rollerblades, size 6, $20 each. 
Boys 12" bike; $50. All good 
condition. Phone 638-8604. 
AUTOTEL CAR phone, com- 
plete with 30 watt amplifier, an- 
tenna and cables (wider cover- 
age area than cellularl) $500 
obo. Commercial Satellite re- 
ceivers also available 1-250- 
847-3828. 
CLARION AUTOMOTIVE 
sound system; 18 pack CD 
~layer, 300 watt amp. deck with 
remote control, Rockford foe- 
gate, speaker box, all equip- 
ment never been used, sacrifice 
sale $1000 firm. Serious inqui- 
ries only. Call 635-1714. 
FOR SALE: Pre-fabbed wood- 
constr, backyard sheds and util- 
ity bldgs. Do it yourself kits from 
$500. Phone Dirk Bakker @ 
638-1768 after 5 pro. 
HOT TUB 6 to 8 person size, 
good running condition, $3000. 
Call John 635-6183 or 635- 
2820. 
ONE 12.5 K.W. and one 5.0 
K.W, generators, propane or 
n/g. Power Invertor and 3 indus- 
trial deep cycle batteries. Days: 
638-1168 evenin~s: 635-1135. 
ii 
' ~  Skeena " 
Driving 
V School 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
• " Graduat ion ;~ 
Assessments k/~( - S~ 
Prince Rupert ~ 
Tell Free 1-800-665-7998 
PH/FAX 635-7532 
IT PAYS to lose weight. You 
look good, feel great and are 
healthier. With the Herbalife col- 
ode controlled plan, Call Mary 
in Burns Lake 1.250-698-7319 
6 - 9 pro. FREE DELIVERY AN- 
YWHERE. 
NEWII PINE Mushroom Loca- 
tion Maps. For more information 
"Mushroom Maps" Box 18, Site 
27, RR#1, Smithers, VOJ 2NO. 
NUMBER TWO grade Proph- 
lied Round logs. Suitable for 
barns, cabins, shops, equip- 
ment sheds, fences etc. Various 
sizes from 9 inch to 13 inch. 
Random length to 40 feet. $350 
per thousand board feet. Call 
Houston 1-250-845-7510. 
OIL PAINTING of landscape at 
Highland Post, By Ann Marie 
Nehring. 28" x 33" framed, 
asking $2000 firm. Call 635- 
0067. 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MAI"[EIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
~ ,l;:ii, tpl i l~ 
/ ~ ~ t  C~bat ~robuct~ tb. 
WILL BUY DRY PINE 
Paying up to $35.00 M ~ delivered for logs 
with minimum 6" top. No rot. Checks/ 
spiral checks are OK. 
Paying $125.00 per cord delivered for 24" 
length 7" minimum diameter pine blocks. 
No rot. One check or spiral check OK. 
Approved Mark Holders required for 
deliveries. Please call Ceoff Halvorson at 
250-847-5551, 7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday 
to Friday 
I 
I 
-T 
~ ~ ~  ~,t rosa s~... z-s~o,,~ Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems, 
~ ~ ~ - ~  improves air quality, and furnace fficiency and reduces 
~ ~ = ~ - - - ~ - ,  - .` ~;/-.~Z. ..... allergies. 
I I l ~ | | l l ~  ~' ~ -- We also do Septic Cleaning & Wet & Dry Vacuuming 
| ~ l ~ ~ ~  , ,,, Insured and Bonded. We work weekends. 
~ ~ ' ~ . ~ .  ~.~.,~ Serving the Northwest ince 1980. 
• ' "P  h "_.J 
, , , , _= sll  ..... 
Northwest  Plus 
< - . ,  / E~ 
k UPPER FLOOR PLAN 
i' House Plans Available Through 
 erraee 
! 3207 Munroe, Terrace i l l l  
635-6273 
MAIN ILOOP, PLAN nance 
• • • • 0 • i Speaahzmg m'AcoustlcTde Clean ng [ 
I : . . . . . . . . .  *"| 
/Z~ : " Ceiling&Walls ~ ........ 
• Exterior Maintenance I 
• Much More [ 
l~tW. .  Commercial & Residential 
Call Kevin Erickson ,-n,"r" P' 
Phone #: (250) 635-5529 
Home #: (250) 635-2742 u;on,~u.~a ¢;,,,] ~/ 
Toor  
Enterprises 
Ltd. 
Commercial &
Residential 
General Contracting 
NEW r~ HOME 
Ik, y l~!  r I : !±!  ~ i i "m~ 
[~  BIFR!GIDAIRE 
--... i I Panasomc 
e 
. "The Appliance Experts 
~Totem Countrywide Furniture 
~ 1  LakelseAve. 638-1158 1-800-813"1158 
f ~ ~  For aff your decorating needs 
STUMP, REMOVAL IHmekgdm'l • AreaRugs @ - ~ i~  Carpet , Lighting Fixtures 
---I !i ain Co ~ • Linoleum , Hardwood 
l .~f  ......... Services ~ ~  Prit Patti Toor • Ceramic 111es ° Window 
786 ~ i  Coverings I 638-1 Ph.  (250) 564-4330 ® 
• Fully Insured ~ ~  3702 Goheen PI. YOUR DECOR 
• Environmentally I ~ ~ ~  Prince George, B C. 
~ ~  Serving The Northwest 
I V2N 4Z4 
N|  A l l  IrHI ~ I~OIP  YOUII  I IOMl l  I 
,0,,0,0,,cvaG,L, I Free Estimates 
Ph: (604) 635-2801 _J ~ I 
~' ' ~ 7 7 ' ~ ~ 2 ~  ~ ~ : ~  Forally°urdrywailingneedscal'" " ~ ~  C ' J  
pk S KITCHENS 638-7934 
CELLINI,StGNAIURE'CAHAC CABINEIS Ask for Les ~ ~ I/'~ 
I On WARKENTIN CONS RUCTION KRHIfiK I I]Edan Constr =cti 
j2,19,~l:9 ? ~ 
Rob Warkent, n .Hfi$O.RY I ...... ! 
J Specializing in all aspects of • Block ~ I 
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PRE-FAeBED WOOD constr. 
back'yard sheds and utility 
bldgs. Do it yourself kits from 
$500. Phone Dirk Bakker 638- 
1768 after 5 pm. 
ROXTON SOUD maple 11 
piece dining suite. Include buf- 
fet and hutch. 6 ladder back 
and 2 arm chairs, table 40 x 72 
(to 96). Excellent condition, ask- 
ing $3900. Phone 1-250-632- 
5268. 
SLEEP YOURSELF THIN. 
Proven results. Call Linda at 1- 
888-438-1222. 
TANDEM 12ft x8 ft. UtUitytrail- 
er with boat frame and winch. 
(Full width aluminum dry box - 
sell with or without trailer, See 
Tony in the mall or phone 1- 
250-845-3511. 
TRADING CARDS, games, col- 
lectibles at unbelievable prices. 
$3 for catalogue, refundable 
with order. Canadian Collecters 
Club, PO Box 32105 Walnut 
Grove P.O. Langley B.C. V1M 
2M3. 
UTILITY TRAILER, tandem 
axle, $1000. Phone 635-3494. 
WATER CONDITIONING: GMX 
Magnetic water conditioning, 
Salt free lifetime warranty. Infor- 
mation available. P.O. Box 608, 
Houston, B.C. VOJ 1Z0 or call 
1'-250-845-2160. 
Retirement 
Sa le  
• FORD 
Hardware l/:i 
:P lumbing:/  
:: : Elearicat!::? 
Everything 
Discounted 
1986 MAZDA RX-7 GXL 2;<2 
fully loaded, including air, leath- 
er, and all power options, 
$5800. Call Shane 635-7248. 
1992 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass 
Supreme SL -4 doors. Sporty 
luxury features with 3.4L - V6 - 
DOHC - 24 valve engine. Auto 
with overdrive. Fully loaded plus 
power sunroof, seat, leather in- 
terior, remote keyless entry and 
trunk release and much more. 
Too many options to put in ad. 
Hard to find this model. No ac- 
cidents. Mint Conditionl Only 
70,000 kms. Asking $15,900. 
No GST. Serious Inquiries only. 
Phone 638-0050. 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500.00 obo. Phone 635- 
8200. 
1992 FORD Ranger, 2 wd, 
am/fm cassette, new tires, ex- 
cellent condition. $6000. Call 
638-0394. 
1994 DODGE Ram 4x4 1500. 
One owner, only 28,000 kms, 5 
speed standard VS, cruise con- 
trol, chrome rims, warranty, 
many extras. Asking $18995. 
847-9174. 
1994 DODGE Ram 4x4 1500. 
One owner, only 28,000 kms, 5 
speed standard V8, cruise con- 
trol, chrome rims, warranty, 
many extras. Asking $18,995. 
Call 847-9174. 
1994 JEEP YJ (black), alloy 
wheels, low mileage, mint con- 
dition, transferable warranty, 
$15,000 obo. phone 638-6357. 
1995 GMC Commercial van 3/4 
ton, 350 automatic, low. mile- 
age, excellent condition. Call 
635-8860.. 
DODGE CUBE van, 12 foot 
box, dual fuel, new tires, new 
.brakes, good condition, asking 
$4000. Phone 635-7664. 
1993 THUNDERBIRD LX fully 
loaded, a/c, tilt, cruise, p/w, ptl, 
p/m, automatic V6, 66,000 kms, 
one owner, no accidents, well 
maintained, excellent:condition, 
call 635-4447 after 5pro. 
1994 FORD ASPIRE S.E., 
45,000 kms, a/c, abs., still war- 
ranteed, $9500 obo. Stereo, ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 635- 
6208. 
'84 SUNBIRD Pontiac, good 
condition, automatic. $1000 
obo. Phone 635-3824. 
1960 MERCURY 4x4, Chew 
undercarriage, $3000 firm. 
No Exceptions Phone 635-7080. ASk for Gvle. 
1991 F150 4x4, Nite (V8 302) 
canopy, (new) alloi wheels, 
good tires, box, liner, tool box, 
100,000 kms. No rust, 635- 
22.7-6,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1992 DODGE 4X4, 150, with 
canopy, box liner, extra studded 
winter tires, running boards, 
good condition, $13,500. 
Gardening Tools Phone 638-6199. 
~al l  FIBRENEW IND ..... We Repair, 
Restore and Re-dye... leather, 
Ftrst Come First Served vinyl, plastic, and fabrics. Auto- 
All Sales Final motive: cigarette burns in  
leather, plastic/vinyl and carpet, 
cracked and split automobile 
dashboards, door posts, mold- 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, 
armrests and door panels, 
cracked and dry leather car- 
seats, faded fabric car seats 
and cabriolet roofs, broken rub- 
bar and hard plastic bumpers, 
we deodorize all pungent odors, 
rockchips in windows. Com. 
mercial & Residential: homes, 
offices, restaurants, bars, thea- 
tres, transpodation companies, 
scuffed and tern leather desk 
tops an dear tops, scratched, 
DESPARATELY NEEDEDI worn and faded leather furni- 
Single morn with 4 young child- ture, patio furniture, etc. theatre 
ran requires empty truck willing and restaurant seating, doctors 
to haul furniture to Kelowna an- tables, dentists's chairs, aircraft, 
ytime from July 23 to July 31. bus, train, and taxi Interiors, 
Phone 635-2114. Marine & Recreational: boat 
tops, seats and covers, snow- 
mobile and motorcycle seats, 
recreational vehicle interiors. FI- 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. (We do not use potentially 
1977 MONTE Carlo, 2 door, harmful lacquers or lacquer- 
hard top, power steering, power b~sed products). Our dyes are 
brakes, air, cruise, tilt, 4 speed FAA approved for use in air- 
auto, stick shift, 350 cubic inch craft. Flbrenew Technicians to- 
engine, new points, 59,000 cared in Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
original miles. $4700 obo. Smithers. Servicing the entire 
Phone 635-2351. Northwest. Call for free es- 
1980 STOCK Camam Berlinet- timate, in Terrace 638-6197 or 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 call toll free 1-888-624-6214. 
OBO, 635-6200. '91 JEEP Cherokee Sped 4x4 
excellent condition, well main- 
1983 TOYOTA Corolla 4 door tained. P#ced to sell. Call 636- 
station wagon. $1000 obo. 7770. 
Phone 635-9365. 
:IIMPORTS:: 
1985 PLYMOUTH Horizon 
fresh rebuilt, PC, only 76,000 
kms, $1895.1977 Ford LTD sta- 
tion wagon, 400 cu in engine, 
very clean, PC. $1295. Call 635- 
2124, MUST SELL immaculate, 19CA 
1986 HONDA PRELUDE' excel- camper loaded with extras. 
lent condition, standard, sun- Used 3 months, only $13,900 
and no GST. Call 635-9628 to 
roof, phone 638-7608. ~ view. 
-~  I R I~Uld l  1~/1~111,1 ll ,11ll ~I~"Lt/t/ malv .  
24 HR. CREDIT HOTLINE 
1-888-997-9987 
Bown payment may be required ~uuu~ 
*$GO ram. 3K D.P.O.A.C. D1.179'¢7 
1989 BIGFOOT camper. 9 1/2' 
loaded with air conditioner, 3 
way fddge, 4 burner stove, 
oven, furnace, bathroom/show- 
er, In excellent condition, 847- 
9726. 
1991 30 foot Bonair travel trail- 
er, rear bedroom, expando, lots 
of storage, 4 burner stove, 3 
piece bath, micro/fridge, 
$13,500. Phone 635-2784. 
1992 SHASTA 30' travel trail. 
er, slee0s 6, 4 piece bath, air 
condition, furnace, full kitchen, 
excellent condition $17.500 
842-6725 or 842-5271. 
1994 21.5 Wilderness Travel 
trailer. Awning, dual propane 
tank, dual batteries, TV anten- 
ha, vent covers, a]cond, exterior 
slower, queen front bed, rear 
bathroom, c/w tub/shower. Win- 
ter cover. $15,500. Phone days 
635-5639 and evenings 635- 
5109. 
1994 21.5 wilderness travel 
trailer. Awning, dual propane 
tank, dual batteries, "I"V anten- 
na, vent covers, a/cond, extenor 
shower, queen front bed, rear 
bathroom c/w tub/shower, win- 
ter cover. $15,500. Phone day 
635-5639 eve 635-5109. 
ff SOMERSET camper, fibre- 
glass c/w bathroom. Double Ea- 
gle boats in stock 17 1/2' and 
18 1/2' with cuddy. Both c/w 
trailers. Phone Vanderhoof. 1- 
250-567-2937 or 567-2820. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre I-Iwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Internet www.voya- 
ger-RV.com. 
1981 DODGE minihome. 19 ft, 
sleeps four, 4 burner stove and 
oven, 3 way fridge, furnace, 
flush toilet, awning. No rust, in 
very good shape. $7500 Phone 
1-250-845-7744 (Houston). 
1981 DODGE pick up in grc, 
75,000 miles, $2500. 20' South- 
park trailer in good condition, 
$3500. Will sell as a 
combination or separate. Phone 
635-7483. 
1982 - 35 foot fifth wheel Van- 
guard trailer. Brand new fifth 
wheel hitch sleeps 6, air condi- 
tioning, full bath, washer and 
dryer, complete winter package. 
excellent condition. Asking 
$15,000. Call 1-250-628-9963. 
1984 MAPLE Leaf camper, 
8'6". bathroom, 3 burner pro- 
pane stove, 3 way fridge, 
sleeps 4, lights, plug-ins, hook- 
ups. In excellent condition. 
$5900. 847-3797 eves or leave 
message. 
NADINA MOUNTAIN WILDER- 
NESS LODGE: RJrnished ca- 
bins for rent. Rent for two nitss 
: ~md get a thiM-~ nite free. At 
Owen Lake just 20 minutes 
from Houston. Phone: 1-250- 
845-7537 or Fax: 1-250-845- 
7706. 
SNOBIRD 8.9 foot camper. 
Bought new in July, 1995. Im- 
maculate condition, used once, 
loads of storage and cupboard 
space. Forward Queen bed. 
Fold down couch, forced hot air 
furnace, full shower and toilet. 
Must be seen ~o be appreciat- 
El. Call 1-250-845-7289 or 
leave a message. Stored •under 
cover summer & winter. 
1983 HARLY, FLHTC, $9000, 
serious enquiries only. Call 635- 
0105. 
1983 SNAPPY, snazzy YZ 125, 
mint condition, $1295. Call 635- 
2124. 
1984 SHADOW, 750 could use 
rubber and speedo. $2100 obo. 
1981 Yamaha 400 carb, needs 
work $500 obo. Phone 635- 
1674. 
750 HONDA motorcycle for 
sale or trade. Full faring with 
windshield. Value of $1000. 1- 
250-692-7737. 
HARLEY DAVIDSON, 1995 
883 Sporster, on~ 1600 kms, 
$9,500. Phone 635-3494. 
14' MIRRO craft boat. Yamaha 
4 stroke electric start, low 
hours, kicker stand down dg- 
gers, wood floor. Road runner 
trailer. Exo condition, $3500 
obo. Phone 1-250-632-6547. 
16 FOOT: Reinell Deep V, full 
canvas top, 115 Marc and tour 
HP Marc. Ski bar, skiis and ex- 
tras. Call Houston: 1-250-845- 
7142. 
17' FIBERGLASS boat c/w 90 
horse Yamaha and trailer. Very 
fast. $4400. Phone 635-0117. 
18' FIBERFORM Tri-hull fiber- 
glass boat, front centre window 
entry, full canvass. 1986 140 Ip 
oil injection Suzuki 300 - 400 
hrs. E.C.S. steel prop, 15 gal 
inboard tank plus day tank, 
calking trailer. Very safe, excel- 
lent family and SRI boat. $8000. 
Phone days 635-5639 evenings 
635-5109. 
17 1/2' Wooldridge Jet boat, 88 
Evinrude jet, canopy, galvan- 
ized trailer, lots of extras, low 
hours. Consider trade on lake 
boat 18- 20' plus cash. $19,500 
obo. 847-4776. 
18' FIBREFORM TRI-HULL fi. 
berglass boat, front centre 
window entry, full canvass. 
1986 140 hp oil injection Suzu- 
ki, 300 -400 hrs, EC, S. steel 
prop, 15 gal. inboard tank plus 
day tank, calking trailer. Very 
safe, excellent family and ski 
boat. $6000. Phone day 635- 
5639 eve 635-5109. 
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EIGHT YEAR old cadtruck 
spray booth with air makeup 
complete, $25,000 obo. To in- 
Quire phone 1-250-398-8116. 
JD 350 cat c/w bucket/blade, 
$9500. OC 3 c/w buck- 
etJblade/parts, $4500. 12' FG 
Travel trailer, $2250.Marine en- 
gines with volvo legs, $4000 
each. Aluminum boats/trailers. 
1-250-697-2474. 
t978 19' Rinelle 305 Mar cruis- 
er, depth sounder, down riggers 
water skis, life Jackets, c/w 
trailer. $10,000 firm. 1-250-692- 
7892. 
1992 CAMPION 18.5 It, hard- 
top, various guage, radio/tape 
deck, fish finder, 140 hp Evin- 
rude oil injected, c/w EZ loader 
trailer. Asking $16,900 obo. For 
• information phone 1-250-639- 
9717. 
20' ALUMINUM riverboat. 115 
hp mariner jet, c/w trailer. 
$14,500. 846-5210. 
24' ALUMINUM boat,- Built by 
Alicraft in Prince George, B.C. 
4.3 LX Merc, 25 hp Marc kicker. 
Less than 40 hours on power 
train. Cuddy, head, fresh water 
tank, stove, marine radio, 
sounder, downriggers, stereo, 
full canvas from cabin to back, 
duel steering stations and much 
more all on a tandem traiter. 
Asking $30,000. 1-250-847- 
3265 after 6 pro. 
27 FOOT Monk Trawler Sedan, 
comfortable, economic, 500 
mile range, diesel, radar, Dick- 
enson stove, fridge, shower, 4 
bedh, asking $49,500. Phone 
798-9500. 
28 FT Chds craft. Call Ootsa 
Lake for particulars. 1-250-694- 
3510. 
1982 DOUBLE Drop Knight 
Iowbed. 70 ton, 16 wheeler, 
deck - 11ft wide, 28 ft long. New 
deck and briggs. $25,000. 
Quesnel B.C. Call 1-250-992- 
8482 (w) or 1-250-747-4688 
(H). 
1996 D&H Semi U blade c/w 
freespool winch and integral 
arch. 9000 hours. Running gear 
80%. Open to offers. 842-5434. 
Coast Mountain Trail Bike 
Adgenture Tours 
I .otor(ycle, &. 
Equipment Suppl,ed 
Phone: (250) 635-6429 Fax: (250) 635-6345 
Emaih yleblanc@kermode.net 
ONE El_200 Processor, Dennis 
3300 head, comes with measur- 
ing and many extra; pads. 
Ready to go to work. For more 
information call: 1-250-996- 
8916 after 8 pm or fax 1-250- 
998.8047 . . . . . . . . . .  
TIMERJACK SKIDDERS 4808 
Weldco grapple 30.5 x 32 tires 
$45,000. 520 Esco grapple dual 
arch 30.5 x 32 tires $42,500. 
450t line skidder turbo $25,000 
996-8304 or 996-7094. 
JD COMBINE w/14 foot Header 
$3200. 1 HC 620 drill press 
$1800. Buy both for $4000. Call 
Dave 1-250-567-4179. 
CKC REGISTERED Rotweiller 
pups, excellent temperament, 
first shots, vet checked. Show 
and pet quality available. To ap- 
proved homes $700 and up 1- 
250-560-5355. 
HOUSE RAISED toy poodle 
puppies, cream males 9 wks 
old, first shots and dewormed, 
$475. Registered and micro 
chipped $550. Also miniature 
black female poodle puppies, 
first shots and dewormed, 
strong and healthy. Parents can 
be seen. 1-250-567-2378. 
14 YEAR old reg. Morgan/Arab 
mare. Leads well, excellent 
feet, good keeper, pretty. Trail 
horse. For intermediate rider. 
$1500. Call 845-7488 (Houston) 
and leave a messaqe. 
2 PINTO MARES for sale, 14 
, hands, $750 each obo. Phone 
635-1434. 
FOR SALE or trade, 2 yearling 
PB Belgian stud colts. Also one 
3 year old Belgian gelding. All 
sired by Timberland's Tim. San- 
dra Frenzel 1-250-847-2408. 
HORSES TRAINED. Sue Allen 
and Will Lehman of New south 
Wales, Australia, have tamed 
up to provide an excellent horse 
training duo. They are now ac- 
cepting horses to break and 
train, to a maximum of ten per 
month. $450 per month you 
provide feed, $500 per month 
feed provided. For information 
phone Sue at 842-6287. 
REGISTERED 14 year old 
Percheron stallion. Very good 
confirmation. Excellent disposi- 
tion. Experienced driving, pack- 
ing, logging, riding $2500 1- 
250-847-3519. 
Three performers 
going at an tmpresswe rate. 
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*Finance offers are from Honda Canada Finance Inc., and are available for a limited time, O.A.C. 3.8% financing Is available on all 1997 Civic 
Sedans, Accords and Odysseys for 24, 36, 4e or 60 month terms. Finance xample: $20,000 at 3.8% per annum equals $449.79 per month for 
48 months. C.O.B. is $1,589.92 for a total of 21,589.92. Down payment may be required. See Dealer for details. 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE Dealer #~2 638-8171 
BUILT WITHOUT COMPROMISE. 
'When compemd toaverage bank rate financing of8.48% per.annum over 48 months .~  on the $20,.000.~e _c~1. of I~. rro~'ng ust .ng He .nda.~ financing at3.8% per annum over 48 mon~s I $1 t589.92 
versus the bank's total borrowing cost of $3,653.44. Average Dank rate was determtne0 W survey on July 14,1 ~J/oaseo n ~ monln ~xe(] rate ~luest. un approved cronm Por a itmfleo ,me enn] 
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'96 Dodge Avenger 
2 Door Coupe, 5 Speed, 
Cassette/Stereo, 25,000 kms 
$16,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Aut0., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
$18,995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows 
& Locks 
s2o,oe5 
,95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
V-8, Automatic, MC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
~3,m 
'93 Jeep ChErokee 
Country 
4dr, 4 Wheel Drive, 6 Cyl., 
Auto, NO, Tilt, Cruise 
$14,095 
93 Dodge X!:~i~+ot 
A/C, ~ ~ ~ ,  Tilt 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
$15,995 
'90 Grand Voyager 
V-6, Auto, A/C, & morel 
$10,095 
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 now $21,588 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, 28,000 km 
$17,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
6 CyI., Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette- $14,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette - $16,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,005 
'89 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, V-8, XLT Lariat, NC, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
Cruise, Tilt 
was $11,995 now $8,005 
'95 Chew Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 
Silverado 4x4 
Automatic Stere0/Cassette, 
NC, Power Windows 
& Locks, Cruise 
$21,095 
'90 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
Convertible, 4 Cyl Turbo, A/C, 
Automatic, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 
$0,H5 " 
'90 Chev Suburban 
Silverado 4x4 
V-8, Automatic, A/C, Cruise, 
Power Windows & Locks 
$10,095 
'90 Chew Extra Cab 
V-8, Automatic, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt - $15,095 
'89 Chev Celebrity 
6 Cyl.,Auto,,/VC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Stereo - $4,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette, 
$32,095 
'95 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cab, 5 Speed 
$21,885 
'95 Hissan 
Extra Cab 4x4 
6 Cyl., 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
, Cass./Stereo, Canopy, 
Super Clean - $21,095 
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette, 
Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
was $24,995 now $22,895 
'93 Toyota 4 Runner 
4 dr,, V-6, Auto, 50,000 km 
iBO,Wi 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, SRS, 4X4- S?J],0B5 
'91 Toyota 4 Runner 
Auto, NC, Power Windows 
& L0cks- $14,986 
'86 •ssan 21)(~.:~. Turbo 
4 CyI., 5 Sp~4: :~ indows 
& ~:~"G'n  ro0f 
~~,595 
4916 liwy, 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 
DLR. 5958 
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ONE TEAM CLYDE PERCH- 
ERON cross horses 4 & 6 years 
old. 3600 Ibs team of Clyde 
Percheron cross work horses, 
collars, harness, neck yolk, 
double tree, Good for logging or 
farm work. Good with feet, very 
gentle $5000 or will trade for 
hay, cows. Can deliver, 842- 
5302. 
THE TACK Store, Start thinking 
about Spring orders hOWl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
WELL BROKE trail horses for 
sale. For information call 846- 
5159. 
WILD BOARS breeding stock 
and weaner pigs. Breeding 
stock: $200 each. Weaner pigs 
are $50 each. Call 1-250-845- 
7490. 
SATURDAY/SUNDAY JULY 
26 and 27 at 4518 OIson Ave., 
Terrace 9 ann - 3 pro, restaurant 
equipment, household items, 
fabric etc. 
MULTIPLE FAMILY 
GARAGE SALE 
8am-12am 
July 26 /97  
4812 Park Ave. 
FOUND, JULY 14/97 white kit- 
ten at Northern Motor Inn. 
Please call 635-7631. 
FOUND: 10 K gold ring found at 
Overwaltea, July 15/97. Phone 
635-2784. Please call and de- 
scribe. 
To book y00r pard, or, receive 
!~oUr !ur.re6t! Cofo ague c:a I:. 
:/:':!:Un laBangoy :> ::!: 
LOST JULY 13, Blue Mustang 
floater coat at boat launch ~,0 
km west of Terrace. Please call 
638-8010. 
LOST: JULY 11/97. Handmade 
crossstitch of praying hand with 
Lord's Prayer. Last seen 
Skeena Mall be~een creative 
zone and parking lot Sentimen- 
tal value. Fran at 635-9312 or 
take it to the Creative Zone. 
Item was in a green creative 
zone baq. 
DID YOU KNOW THAT...? 
The preborn child drinks his or 
her amniotic fluid before birth - 
more if it is sweetened, less if it: 
is given an unpleasant taste. 
Terrace Pro-Life, Box 852, Ter- 
race 635-9552. 
FINANCIALLY SECURE, sin- 
gle white female, 5 feet tall, 
brown hair, brown eyes, enjoys 
the outdoors, life and traveling, 
dancing, camping, is looking for 
single white male between 43 - 
55 for lasting relationship. 
Please send photo and phone 
number to File 64, cJo Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St. Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho-. 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
OF Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
message. ~ . . . . . . .  
AREYOUSAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places., . 
TERRACE TRANSIT ION 
HOUSE: .  
635-6447. 
24 HOURS A DAY 
Looking for 
A NEW LIFE? 
"I am the Way, 
the Truth and the Life" 
- Jesus Christ 
Phone 
635.3678 pco 
638-1011 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF Pat 
Dirnback. Aug 26, 1959 - July 
29, 1996. It broke our hearts 
lose you, But you never went 
alone, For part of us went with 
you, The day God called you 
home. He has you in his keep- 
ing, We have you in our hearts. 
Loved and missed by Sue, Ma- 
son, Spencer and Rvan. 
PalTick Ross Dirnback 
August 26, 19.59 
July'28, 1996 
oo not stand by my grave and weep 
I am not - there I do not sleep 
I am a thousand winds that blow 
I un a diamond glint in snow 
I am the sunlight on dpened grain 
I an the the gentle autumn rain 
When you awake in the morning, 
hush 
I am the swift upliffing rush 
of quiet birds in drcling flight 
t am the soft staxshino at night 
Do not stand at my 9rave and cP/ 
t am not thara Idid not die 
author unknown 
We love & miss you so much 
, Morn, Dad & Family, 
,,,R =,,, 
TERRACE RP.~.~ NATIONS COUNCIL OF WO~ wish to extend 
their heart felt gratitude to all who made their Second Annual 
Women's Summit a success. 
CIRCLE OF HARMONY KITSUMKALUM OAHD BERTS DEU 
TERRACE WOMENS CENTRE MUHS-KUIVI-AL GIMS 
NORTH WEST COMMUNITY SISTERHOOD SOCIETY B&G STORE 
COLLEGE RN.S.A. & El hERS 
RRST NATIONS ED. CENTRE C.A.W. LOCAL 230 
ELMER & MAE DERRICK KmMAT 
JOE MANDUR; DORIS CHAVAL TERRACE LIONS CLUB 
CHAWATHIO BAND OVERWAnEA 
KERMODEI FRIENDSHIP TERRACE COOP 
CENTRE A&W 
PRINCE RUPERT RESOURCE MR. MIKES 
CENTRE McDONALDS 
PRINCE RUPERT RRST . SUBWAY 
NATIONS WOMENS GROUP MOHAWK 
RRST NATIONS AOULT ED. DENNY'S 
CENTRE TIM HORTONS 
DAIRY QUEEN 
DAYBREAK FARMS 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN 
GUSTO'S WHITE SPOT 
MAGAVINS 
LUCKY DOLLAR 
NORTHERN DRUGS 
"IWN CiTY MEATS 
KATHLEEN & COMPANY 
KERMODE TRADING 
MISTER RIVER BOOKS 
NYCE LADIES DRESS SH( 
DOROTHY DVOLAN 
FRANCIS STANLY 
Special thanks to the people of Kit.sum Kalum for their support, 
donations offood and BBQ. 
To all of our volunteers a very heartfelt thanks, and to anyone 
we may have missed, please accept our apologies and thanks. 
Terrace First Nations Council of Women. 
Thank Yea 
Dear Darer Harold Stephonic end Nurse Kelly Pedemn of the 
Nisgo'o Valley Health Cenlre and ambulance paramodks, do_tiers, 
nurses and staff at Kilimat General flus#to], Bnd Darer Barry 
Phillips, nurses and staff at Mills MemoriGI Hospital, we wish to 
thank you for the wonderful care you gave to our mother, Frances 
Ellen Wells, offer her occident and during her postoperative care. 
Special thanks to Dodor William Redpgflt and the nurses who pro- 
vided personal consideration to our family. Also, a big thank you to 
Brett Weihe in physiotherapy for his kin~ness. Thenk you to Pastor 
Terry Simonson (or his visits to the hoipital and his comforting 
words to our family. Thank you to McKay's Funeral Services for their 
arrangemenb. With all the cutbacks in hospital care there were nev- 
er any shown to our dear Molher. She received suth compassionate 
and dedicated care during her illness, we will always be grateful 
and we Ihonk each and every one of you. 
Shirley and Marlin Kesler and Family 
Harms and Bill Young and family 
Edna Wells and family: 
Heart Of Gold 
Deep in our heBrls 
A wonderful pidure 
More precious than silver or gold 
Is the face of our dear mother 
Whose memory will never grow old 
God mode you very special 
With a heart of gold 
For when he made you 
He threw away the mould 
It takes only a little space 
T9 write hew much we miss you 
But it will take the rest of our lives 
To forget the day we last you. 
. ^ ~-~.~-~-=~ . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ~  
To ~e people that have donated or sponsored towards lhe Boys "C" Division Terrace 
Minor Softball Team. Our C Squirt Softball boys did not make an outstanding tire at the 
provincials but proudly enough our boys were in the top 16 of the Richmond B.C. 
Provincials. 
AI-C's Glass Ltd .  Department of 
All West Trading Ltd. Transportation 
Alpine House Cottedll, Stu 
Atrill Electrical The Crown Council 
Aqua Clear Water Office 
Auto Choice Cycleline 
A&W Denny's Restaurant 
Azorcan Auto Body Elker Auto Supply Ltd. 
Back Eddy Pub Electronics Plus 
B & G Store Elorza's 
alg Red Dist, Fail Gallery 
Bowling Alley Grace Fell Flodsts 
Braid Insurance Finning Tractor 
BC Development Bank Frontline Installations 
Cey, Chuck-Great GERS ; 
West Life Glass Slipper Bridal 
Coastal Welding Shop 
ColumbiaAutohaus Great-West Ufe 
Consumer #1 Roofing Assurance Co, 
Convoy Supply Independent industry 
Copper43 : Home Hardware Stores 
Copper River Motel Images by Kadene 
Coast Tractor Inland Kenworth 
Terrace & Distdct Credit Farmers Market 
Union Dairy Queen 
Hertz Northwest Trading Ltd. 
Inn of the West/Hanky"s Pacific Northem Gas 
ICBC Petro Canada 
Erwin's Jewellers Pit Stop 
J & D Flowem Remax 
John Deem Riverside Disposal 
Kalum Kabs SKB 
Kerfs Marine Skeena Broadcasting 
KFC Skeena Cellulose 
KY Power Skeena Pub 
Marg, acKay Skeena Realty Ud. 
McDonald's Restaurant Skeena Rental Car 
Mr, Mike's Grill Snap On Tools 
Misty River Tackle Specialty Foods 
Mix 590 SpeeDee Pdnters Ltd, 
Moonlighter Customs Sight & Sound 
Dennis Moore Straw's Machine Shop 
Nechako Northcoast Terrace Builders 
Northern Drugs Terrace InR/Gigl's 
Norlhem Motor Inn Terry's Lock Security 
Northern Pub Thomhill Husky 
Mickey's Supply Tim Hortons 
Northern H0maSupply Time Cleaners 
Northern Savings Credit 
Union 
i i 
BRADLEY, JOESEPH CLYDE (Joay) 
Born March 16, 1977 Died 
tragically on July 5, 1997 in Terrace, 
B.C. Joey is survived by his father 
Joeseph, and mother Florence of 
Terrace, brothers Vincent of 
Vancouver, and Christopher of 
Terrace, sisters Veronica of 
Vancouver, and Tommy of Terrace. 
Lovingly missed by girlfriend and 
companion Usa GardJner. 
Joey was born in Toronto, Ontario 
and moved to British Columbia white 
a chgd, and resided in Terrace for 18 
~ears. Joey spent most of his time 
fishing on the river banks, one of his 
greatest passions. He also enjoyed 
his music, especially whan shared 
with friends and family. Ha worked 
locally as a Junior Forest Engineer, 
and had great pride and enthusiasm 
for his job and co.workers. Joey's zest 
for life and wry sense of humor will be 
so sadly missed by his family and 
fiends. 
Our hearts were bent and broken, 
HIs memory we attend 
With time and sweet 
Remembrance, 
Our tattered souls will mend, 
He now files free unfettered, 
To sail the open skies 
He sweeps down among us, 
To wipe the leave we cry 
Love forever Jo~ 
you will never be forgotten 
Funeral services were held July 9, 
1997 at Mackay's Funeral Services. 
Donations gratefugy accepted at the 
Sa]vat[on Army in Joey's memory. 
LENARDT - 
Alwire Anna (Ally) 
Born July 19, 1924 in 
Moorde(ch, Germany, married 
Dec. 29, 1945, immigrated to 
Canada in 1951, passed away 
peacefully at home in Terrace, 
B.C. on July 5,1997. 
Predeceased by her brothers 
Wemer, Helmut and Heinrich 
and her sister Marichen. 
Lovingly remembered by her 
husband Gunter, sister Luise 
Siebelts (Helmut), daughter 
Cora Badr (Samir) son Ralph 
(Barb), and grandchildren 
Sasha, Chelsea, Jared, Roscoe 
and Andrea. 
NoWng can ever take away 
The love our hearts hold dear, 
Sweet memories finger every 
day 
Our rove still keeps you near. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or s ink -  reglaze ill Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-reglaze itl Color chang- 
es and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. 
HOME AND Pet care. Going 
out of town? Call "Keep Them 
Alive." One visit/day $7.00, Two 
visit/day $10.00. Lawns and 
gardens $1O/watering day. Ref- 
erences available, 638-8069. 
30,000 British Columbians 
have epilepsy A third am children 
4 andteens. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 1-888-223"3366 For More Information 
EP ILEPSY SOCIETY  
Absolut%d Pet Care 
/ ~ j~ '~ Call Absolute Pet 
Leav/ng rown / ~ ,~.~i  Care and utlllze 
andstuckfor ~ ~ ' ~  lOyears 
a petsltter? ~ ~ experience In
animal care, 
Jayne Bury 
Ph. 635.9193 
Reasonable Rates Fax 635.0130 
¢ ~ ,=!~;!~ 
xc~ Reduce ~;o~n~ / I  
Recycle Printer~Cash Reglster Ribbons, / I  
Either Inkiet or  ~ubble Jet. .[ 
250 
J ohn  & Heather  Austin 
Dis t r ibutor  
4815 Scott Avenue 
Terrace B.C, V8G 2B5 (250} 635-2365 
Boat Detailing 
Big Rigs and RVVs too! 
Call Peggy 
638-8318. 
Tupperware  ® 
...... Catering Available 
Spec O~gin  European Baking and Cooking 
For more information call 798"9527 
This space could 
be yours. 
CALL NOWt 
Tracey Tomas 
638-7283 
Pacific Cotton Candy 
'.'~,;:!~:~:.'.,:!:K.~:~,' :~f~::; ::" .z;; ::'~'..:.'.. • DockYard ~lrth~ay flarlM 
~]~:.~:~: <: ":~ : :: .::~:~:i • Events 
i:::<:: ..... -: ~:.::!i~ • Fairs 
Fund Rais~rs 
: . . ;  (emmun,yEvents(pdvote/publld 
Canted: Jeff Town 
3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
Pk: (2S0) 635-3259 Fax: (250} 63S-0186 
I Call Stan's Repairs & Services " 
l 
ALARMS.MONITORINGeCCI"V [| 
FredPeters II 
638 8386 li 
L_ 12 Years Experience / : |  
, . . ~ -  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
.... Kell~Slade, B.Mus., B Ed. (c ariffet) ~, 
NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS 
for lhe 1997-1998 school year 
Ph 638-8387 in the evening For inb 
MAKE YOUR OWN SPARKUNG BEVERAGES RIGHT AT HOME 
Offers you bubtYing son drinks, oda water, l~zzy fruit juices, health d~nks. 
and even beer and spazklino wines in your own kitchen. 
oTotelly safe in normal usa ,Free in home delivery 
*Easy to clean and maintain 
Alana 638-1341 
BONUS: RECEIVE SUPPUES TO MAKE 12L OF POP FREI 
• J Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
(~ '~ Phone 6380877 
/t ,,-% ~ Business Image Design • Small Volume Publishing 
/ / )  Computer Tutoring 
Terrace's only locally owned full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Intemet Services 
' . . . .  - . - . . L . J . . . .~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
e & 
i 
www. kermode.net 
• small •internet access 
• web pages • training 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 email: sa les@kermode.net  
WCTOR P. . wFs 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
I 
i 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandecki 
3901 Dabble St. 
635-9434 
• o 
ii 
MAJOR BANK credit cards go 
M.L.M. Approval guaranteed. 
confidential. Ground floor 
opportunity. Call 1-600-893- 
1340. 
NEW IN THE LAKES 
DISTRICT. Infiltrator septic and 
waste system. Health approved, 
wholesale pricing, easy to in. 
stall, no need for drain rock, 
45% more efficient han com. 
mon septic systems. Distributed 
by: S & B Enterprises. For video 
brochure contact Reiner at: 
phone 1-250-695-65160r fax 1- 
250-695-6640. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
it shines like the tub so that day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. 1-250-638-6388. 
* WE FINANCE * 
EVERYONE 
He lure dowm, first lime buyers, Ioo,s 
evadable for bankrupt, bad aodit, no 
credit. IF you ~rk, you rids. 
CallTerd (250) 556-0870 
DLR~841 
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
1-800-990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
AM IMPORT. Small storefront 
business Asian giftware and 
food, 3 years in business. Lo- 
cated in City Centre Mall, Kill- 
mat. Phone evening only 1-250- 
632-4797 or 1-250-632-7758. 
BUS BUSINESS for sale. In- 
cludes clientele and bus. Very 
busy during tourist season. 1- 
800-667-4393. 
EMBROIDERY/T-SHIRT shop 
with computer portrait system. 
Established clientele. Located 
in Terrace's busiest mall. Phone 
635-4388 or 635-9300 even- 
in Qs. 
FOR SALE: Tanning salon. Call 
635-3071. Serious inquiries 
ORIV. 
FOR SALE: Thriving Hardware 
Sporting goods retail sotre in 
Dease Lake. Price negotiable 
with or without stock. Phone 1- 
250-771-4699. 
MUSIC STORE in Northern 
B.C. doing $100,000 per year in 
sales. Dealing Takamine, Pea- 
vey, and Samick. Over $50,000 
in stock, 35 students, phone 1- .... 
250-632-20601 ...... 
START YOUR own business. 
Hotdog cart for sale. Good sec- 
ond or first income. Good tax 
writeoff, outdoors, fun 846- 
5146. 
TERRIFIC FAMILY business in 
high traffic mail location. Key 
cutting, engraving and misc. 
gifts, showing good growth, only 
$49,900. Call Bob Dunn Sal- 
mon Arm Realty, 1-800-890- 
9166. 
WHALE WATCHING, HAR- 
DOUR tour business for sale 
with boat. Vessel is 30 feet 
long, accom. 12 pessengers, 
clientele goes with business. 
Contact 1-800-667-4393. 
Free kit, free samples. 
UntilAugust 1,1997 
Call Now : 
635-7481 or 638-0068 
AUTOBODY REPAIR person 
required full time. Must be an 
experienced journeyman. Ex- 
cellent benefits. Contact Are 
Custom Autobody at 847-9726 
or fax resume to: 847-9456. 
BIDS ARE being accepted for 
Janitorial and Maintenance con- 
tract for a 1 year period begin- 
ning 1SEP97. For further into 
and copy of contract cell 
Woodgreen Condominiums: 
Anna 635-1940, Maria 635- 
3368, Bernadette 635-6456, or 
Joy 635-4858. Applicant must 
be bondable. All bids must be 
submitted by 15AUG97. 
CHILD CARE provider wanted 
for infant, Monday - Friday, 
Sept. on. Mature, reliable, non 
smoker. College/bench location 
preferred. Please reply with 
ref's to File 61, c/o Terrace 
Standard 3210 Clinton St. Ter- 
race B.C. V8G 5R2. 
EXPERIENCED BAR steward 
for Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 249 in Houston. Please 
send resume to P.O. Box 719, 
Houston, B.C. V0J 1Z0. Salary 
neqotlable. 
PARTS PERSON required by a 
heavy duty truck dealership. 
The right candidate will possess 
a minimum of 5 years experi- 
ence and have a good under- 
standing of all aspects of lleavy 
duty trucks. We offer top wages 
and excellent benefit package. 
Please phone or write James 
Western Star, 5239 Continental 
W. ay, Prince George, BC V2N 
2K8 Attention Lynn Pickering. 
1-250-561-0646. 
DENTAL TECHNICIAN. Li- 
censed dental technicians re- 
quired far two locations in 
Northern BC. Candidates must 
have experience and be trained 
in dentures. Please fax 
resumes in confidence to 1- 
800-361-5088 indicating salary 
desired. 
LARGE CENTRAL interior 
trucking company looking for 
experienced log truck drivers 
and highway truck drivers. For 
more information contact J.L. 
Kochel Contracting Ltd. Phone 
1-250-567-2422. Fax 1-250- 
567-2212. Mailing address: Box 
363, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 3A0. 
BUILDING 
MAINTENANCE 
ENGINEER 
DEASE LAKE, B.C. 
B.C. Buildings Corporation, 
a progressive Crown 
Corporation that provides 
accommodation and related 
services to Ministry clients, 
is seeking a Building 
Maintenance Engineer for 
their Dease Lake operation, 
You will be required to 
service and repair 
mechanical systems in 
designated buildings in 
accordance with all relevant 
acts and regulations. A 
critical aspect of this position 
will be the monitoring, repair, 
installation and maintenance 
of various control systems 
(i.e. HVAC, energy 
management, fire alarms, 
and related motor controls). 
Duties will also include 
performing minor building 
maintenance; selecting and 
monitoring contractors, 
ensuring completion to 
Corporate standards; 
participating in operations 
and project budget 
.. p.reP~.aratior) i and related 
documentatiorl processing. 
You should possess the 
mathematical nd language 
R.N. REQUIRED to complete 
mobile insurance medicals on a 
casual basis. IV/venapuncture 
experience an asset. Car re- 
cluired. Phone 1-800-665-7234. 
RESIDENT MANAGER for 
Summit Square apartments. 
Duties to include building main- 
tenance, collecting rent, general 
duties. No phone calls please. 
Mail resume to: Summit Square 
Strata Corp. $1108 - 2607 Pear 
St., Terrace BC V8G 4V5. 
Resumes post -dated by July 
3.1/97. 
TILE SE'rrERS and helpers 
needed for upcoming local pro- 
ject. Please fax personal re- 
sume to 1-250-768-9743. 
TUTOR REQUIRED for Ukra- 
nian/Russian teenage girl. For 
details call 635-1710. 
WANTED, PART - TIME TYP- 
IST. We're looking for a person 
familiar with Macintosh Comput- 
er systems for typing duties. 
General office work is also part 
of the job. This is a part-time 
position of 4 hours one day and 
6 another day. Please submit 
resumes to file #65, The Ter- 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. They can also be 
taxed to 1-250-638-8432. 
WANTED: EXPERIENCED 
driller/blaster for local road. 
Building company comprehen- 
sive understanding of forest 
practices code essential. Reply 
by fax to 1-604-487-4432. 
Attention Jim Massulo. 
EA6Y PHONE sales. National 
Marketing company requires 
mature phone rope. days 9- 3 
pm Monday to Friday or even- 
ings 5 -9 Monday to Thursday 
plus 10 - 3 Saturdays. Must be 
aggressive and have sales abili- 
ty. Guaranteed hourly salary 
and bonuses $8- $15 per hour. 
Company in business 35 years 
licensed bonded members of 
BBB. Call 635-6630 starting 
June 26. 
. -~  • 
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MILLWRIGHT 
AltaSteel Lid,, a steel recycling manufacturer, has open- 
ings for millwrights with an Interprovincial orjourney- 
man's ticket to maintain equipment at its Edmonton A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTIO 
operation. 
This position requires agood knowledge of." 
• hydraulics k pneumatics 
• schematics & blueprints 
and preferred experience in: 
• welding 
CHECK OUT our complete line of Quality First Aid & 
Emergemy Kits. We have all the supplies to restock your 
Ist Aid Kit to WCB standards. 
IS YOUR ANNUAL HEARING TEST OVERDUE??? 
Any time is hearing time! .lust drop in, no eppointment eeded. 
• overhead crane operation 
Our company offers a unionized environment with com- 
petitive wages and an excellent benefit package. 
Interested individuals possessing the required knowl- 
edge and experience can forward resumesby July 31, 
1997 to: 
by mail: AltaSteel Ltd 
P,O. Box 2348 
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 2R3 
by fax: (403) 468-7301 
We thank all applicants fortheir interest but advise that only 
those'seleded forinterviews illbe contacted f 
FIRST NATIONS ACCESS COORDINATOR 
Eastern Region 
Northwest Community College, Eastern Region (serving Smithers, 
Hazelton & Houston, B.C.) is seeking applications for a Rmt Nations 
Student AcceSs Coordinator responsible for providing support services, 
information and assistance to First Nations students. This is a part time 
(60"."$) term position commencing August 22, 1997 and terminating June 
30, 199S. The salary wffl be in accordance with the Collective 
Agreement between the College and B.C.G.E.U. Support Scale (under 
review). 
DUTIES: 
Coordinating oross.cu!tural events for students, staff and the community 
providing career exploration, orientation and student survival 
workshops. Liaison with staff, student associations, bands, high 
schools, communities and local agencies. Initiating, organizing and 
promoting cultural activities and student support groups. Participating 
on First Nations Council. Advocacy for Rrst Nations students and First 
Nations Issues as required. (Travel will be required.) 
qUAURCATIONS: 
Successful completion of a post-secondary program and/or relevant 
work experience, Knowledge of the complexities and intricacies of First 
Nations communities. Demonstrated knowledge and undemtanding of 
the culture and traditions of the Gitxsan, Wet'suwet'en and Carder 
Nations. Familiarity with one or more languages of the Gitxsan, 
Wet'suwet'en and Carrier languages would be an asset. The successful 
applicant will have a valid drivers licence and must be willing to travel. 
SKILLS: 
The successful candidate will have excellent communication skills, both 
oral and written, and a demonstrated sensitivity to cross-cultural issues, 
Knowledge of student funding issues and sources is required, 
Familiarity with College, Provincial and Federal Education policies and 
procedures. 
Northwest Community College is an equal opportunity employer. 
Applications of First Nations Ancestry are encouraged to apply, We 
thank all applicants for their Interest. however, only those selected rot 
an interview will be contacted, Resum6s should be submitted no later 
than July 31, 1997 to: 
Competition 97.048B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
Fax: (250) 635-353.1 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL I FIRST RID (WEB) 
Salurday, July 26 8:00am- 4:00pro ............. $75 
TRRNSPORTRTION ENDORSEMENT (WCB) 
Su,day,'Jaly 27 8:00am. 4:00pro ............. $75 
LEVEL 3 FIRST AiD (WCB) 
Man., Aug. t 8. Fri., Aug. 29 8:00am ~ 4:00pm .=...:: .$595 
FIRE SUPPRESSION 
SaL, Aug. 23 & Sun., Aug. 24 8:00am .4:00pro ........... $200 
WHHIS 
Anytime via computer ..................................... $150 
TRANSPORTATION of DANGEROUS GOODS 
Tuesday, Aug. 26 8:00am. 4:00pro ............. $80 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
Fri., Sept. 26 & Sot., Sept. 27 8:00am.4:OOpm ........... $150 
i 
A LITTLE LOW ON (.ASN? Human Resources Development 
Canada aley assist with the cost dol l  the courses listed below. 
PHOHE: (250) 635-5500 • FAX: (250) 635-5524 
4931-B KEITH AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1 K7 
I.df. i Human Resources D6veloppement des I 1~ I Development Canada ressources humaines Canada i 
National Odd Job Weeks ', 
July 13 to 26 I 
I 
I 
Contacl Natalie or Joelle at I 
the Human Resource Centre I 
for Studenls@635-7134 I 
, local 303 I 
HIRE A STUDENT I 
- TODAY!  I 
" I 
" Network  C lass i f ieds  CO.MUNJT~ N___=~,~ . rE~P~P|RS . . . . . .  , ., . . . . .  . 
ASSOCIAT ION ~ m ' :  - These ads appear in approximately'T00 (~,~ (~ ~ for 25 words To place an ad call 
COl~munaYlc.,. n.w.qn~ners mllB.O.and Yukonl~.~t" ~ . / ~ . / o r e " t ~ h a ~ n  3-mi i0nr a ers I $ 6.00 each this paper or the BCY- British Col.mHa aud Y.kon additional word ]CNA at (604) 669-9222 ana rea n m . I 
skills normally attained 
through secondary school 
graduation. A sound working 
knowledge of HVAC systems 
and their controls is 
essential, as well as 
personal comput0r 
familiarity. A Class B gas 
ticket and valid B.C. driver's 
license are required. You 
must have a high degree of 
interpersonal nd customer 
service skills and feel 
equally comfortable working 
independently oras part of a 
team in a small community. 
A comprehensive benefits 
package is included. Salad/ 
is $3563.68 per month, plus 
isolation allowance and 
housing assistance. If 
interested, please fax or mail 
your resume, quoting 
position #1997-017, by 
August 5. 1997 to: 
1 BC. Buildings Corwati00 
Human Resources Department 
3350 Douglas Street 
B=~C vctoria, B.C. V8Z 3L1 
Fax: (250) 952-8283 
Wb encourage appllcatio,u from 
qualified u~men, men, visible 
mrnorilie$, aborlghlal peoples, a .d  
persons u,itb disabilities, 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
KITSELAS FIRST NATION 
BAND MANAGER 
Duties end Responsibilities: 
The Band Manager is responsible to the Chief and Council for the 
management ofthe operational nd financial ffairs of the Band, Includ. 
ing the supomsion of band staff, program management of Social 
Development, Education, Health, Housing, Cultural, Operations and 
Maintenance, 
The Band Manager provides upport to the Chlef and council for the 
scheduling and recording of minutes of Band Council meetings and 
General Band meetings, and other administrative and support functions 
pertaining toBand operations. 
Knowledge, skills and education: 
• knowledge and understanding ofFirst Nations/public administration, 
supeMsion of personnel, ocal, provincial, and federal governments, 
and budget preparation and management with a minimum of two years 
related practical experience. 
• knowledge of Rrst Nations culture Is preferable. 
• an advanced level of whiten and verbal skills. 
-Degree or diploma in Public Administration r related education and 
training with emphasis on First Nations administration. 
• training in personnel and financial management. 
Salary: 
Salary is negotiable depending upon knowledge and expedenca. 
Closing date: 
Ap#lcatlons: include aresume, expected salary, and three references. 
Mail, fax, or hand deliver to: 
Kitselas Rrst Nation 
4562 Quoensway Drive, Terrace, B.C. V88 3X6 
Phone: t~lS-5084 Fax: 63S.S33S 
AUCTIONS 
BUD HAYNES Premier 
Firearms Auction Aug. 16, 
9 a.m. Holiday Inn, Red 
Deer, Alberta. 750 lots, 
rare Fosbery Victoria 
Cross, 170 Winchesters, 
pictorial catalogue, $28. 
Visa/MC: 1-403-347- 
5855, Fax: 1-403-347- 
7633. 
AUTO 
NEW & USED car/truck fi- 
nancing. No turn downsl 
Good credit, bad credit, 
no credit, even bankrupt. 
No one walks away, 
everyone drives awayl 
Minimum $1500. down. 
Laura 1-888-514-1293. 
TRUCKS - 4X4'S - CAR~, 
Lease or Purchase. All 
makes and models, new 
or used, Free delivery in 
B.C. Access Leasing 
Corp. D#10387. 1-800- 
330-0299, (604)821-1118. 
AUTOCLASSIC COLLEC- 
TOR Car Show & Auction. 
2 Great Salesl Aug.9-10, 
Centennial Theatre, 
N.Van with a BBQ & show 
& shine ($15 Reg) on 
Sunday. And Sept.12-14 
Seaforth Armories 
Vancouver. For consign- 
ment/bidder into call 983- 
2662 or 1-888-883-8853. 
D9614, 
LEASE REPOS. Returns 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys. Take 
over lease. G.M., Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel. Marly Kozak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525- 
0408. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available, For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8866. 
48 YR. OLD Ex President 
Large Corporation gives 
up 18 hrs/day career to 
work 18 hrs/week. Having 
fun and maintaining high 
6 figure income. How? 
Doing what? Details call: 
Ron Bldewell (604)961- 
2624. 
BUSINESS CAREER EM PLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES OPPORTUNITY OPPORTUNITIES 
KWlK KERB- Own your 
own business. Part-time 
or full-time. Installing on- 
site, continuous concrete, 
landscape edging. Total 
equipment, proven sys- 
tem, training. 1-800-667- 
KERB. 
HAVE FUN & make 
money with Greene Flyer 
chi ldren's amusement 
ride. CSA approved, holds 
16 children, standard trail- 
er hitch. Potential of up to 
$2,000/day. (250)997- 
7556, (250)963-9170. 
PREMIUM VENDING 
Routes.,.Rival the best 
RRSP. Ask us to prove it. 
Gary Rawlins. Eagle Profit 
Systems (604)597-3532 
or 1-800-387-2274. 
TELEPHONE COMPANY 
requires referral agents. 
(No sell ing), Receive 
commissions for life by 
simply referring cus- 
tomers. Canada rates are 
10¢ minute evenings and 
weekends, 1/3 less than 
Sprint and local phone co. 
24 Hours 1-800-426- 
1979. 
I MADE over $1 Million 
last year in a Zero stress, 
relaxed, ideal l ifestyle, 
simple home-based busi- 
ness. Now I want to teach 
2 individuals my turn-key 
system, Call 1-886-283- 
0914, 24 hours. 
DEALERS DISTRIBU- 
TORS Needed. Life FIo~ 
water purif ication. 
Patented under sink unit. 
Kills 99.99% of bacteria, 
viruses. Removes chlo- 
rine, Minimal investment. 
Call 1-800.811-8399, Fax: 
(250)751-2986. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
CANADA'S BEST 
Meeting Place for slnglesl 
Talk openly to other 
adults for Romance & 
morel Meet someone in 
the next 5 minutes, 011- 
692-588-758, LD only 24 
hrs, 
PRETTY BLONDES have 
exciting personal photos 
and fantasies to share. 
Discreet into toll-free: 1- 
800-93-KAREN. Or write: 
Karen, Box 670, Kelowna, 
B.C. V1Y 7P8, (Adults 
only). 
WANTED: WILDLIFE 
Enthusiasts. Learn to 
mount Wildlife Trophies 
for yourself and friends. 
For free into package call 
toll-free 1-800-661-9544 
Pen. School of 
Taxidermy, Calgary. 
CAREER TRAINING 
HELl-LOGGING1 Men and 
women - train for an excit- 
ing, high-paying career in 
the forest industryl 
Qualified instruction in rig- 
ging practices, level 1 first 
aid, fire suppression, etc. 
I.H-L. Training Institute 
Ltd. (250)897-1188. 
COMING EVENTS 
PAST LIVES, Dreams 
and Soul Travel. Discover 
your own answers to 
questions about your 
past, present and future 
through the ancient wis- 
dom of Eckankar. 
Experience it for yourself. 
For Free Book call 1-800- 
LOVE-GOD, Ext.401. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month, Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - al 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 
SE A Successful 
writer.,.wrlte for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course, You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing-romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and chil- 
dren's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll- 
free 1-800-267-1829, Fax'. 
1-613.749-9551. The 
Writing School, Suite 
2827 - 38 McArthur Ave,, 
Ottawa, ON, K1L 6R2, 
REQUIRED DRIVERS - 
Class 1, "B" train experi- 
ence an asset. Also heavy 
duty mechanic. Send re- 
sume and recent abstract 
to: B&R Eckels Transport 
Ltd,, Box 6249, 
Bonnyville, AN, T9N 2G8 
or Fax: 1.403-826-4301. 
JOURNEYMAN AUTO- 
MOTIVE technician re- 
quired for large central 
Alberta dealership. Fully 
equipped modern shop 
with excellent benefits, 
top wages. Also opening 
for a trim/accessory In- 
staller. Forward resume 
to: Pioneer Chrysler Jeep, 
3920 - 56 St., Wetaskiwin, 
AN, T9A 2B2, Attention: 
Wayne Pohl or Ron Kary. 
Phone: 1-403-352-2277, 
Fax', 1.403-352-4201. 
EXPERIENCED ROAD 
Foreman position avail- 
able at Horsefly B.C. For 
more information contact 
Caribou Road Services, 
Wil l iams Lake, B.C. 
Phone', (250)392-2939 or 
Fax: (250)392-3580. 
Closing_.da_te J._J~/31. 
EQUIPMENT 
SKIDDERS, EXCAVA- 
TOR, camp trailers, 966 
loader, D6C Cat, HD 
Hayes Iowbed, Hitatchi 
dellmber. First A d van, 
used parts for equipment 
& many misc, items. Call 
David (250)459-7991, 
Clinton B.C. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
Logs into Boards, planks, 
beams. Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where, Free information 
1-800-566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R,R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario POE 
1GO. 
TRAMPOLINES FACTO- 
RY Direct. Splash, 
Bounce, Mega Bounce. 
Parts, repairs. All makes. 
Dealer inquiries. 1-800- 
663-2261. 
MANUFACTURED 
HOMES 
REDUCED TO SELLt 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used single and 
double wides. "We Serve 
- We Deliver". 1-800-667- 
1533, DL#6813. 
CUSTOM HOMES, pro- 
fessionally built to your 
specifications by Western 
Canada's Premier 
• Modular Home Builder, 
Move in this summer. Call 
for our brochure: Real 
Homes (250)770-1067, 
Dealers welcome. 
SNOWFIELD VILLAGE 
Manufactured Home Park 
(under development) Blue 
River, B.C. in the beautiful 
North ThompsOn Valley. 
Call (250)673-6315 (mes- 
sage) E.mail: 
cycp @ mail.netshop,nel. 
Dealer inquiries welcome, 
PERSONALS 
1997 FORECASTI NEW 
Lover, New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Accurate, hon- 
est predictions, Free cal- 
endar. 1-900-451-3776, 
24hrs 18+ $2.99 min 
I.C.C. 
PETS 
CANINE REFERRAL & 
Information Centre. 
Advice on solving problem 
behaviour, referrals, 
puppy training, selecting 
right dog or puppy, gener- 
al inforrnation. Training 
people & dogs since 
1961. 1-900-643-DOGS, 
$2.99/min. charge. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset -S t ra ightwa l l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800- 
565-9800. 
KEEP YOUR construction 
cost down with Pro.engi- 
neered Star/Robertson 
metal buildings. Highest 
quality, best values & war- 
rarities. For sales, erec- 
tion & foundation call :  
Kodiak Steel 1-688-667- 
8335. Archstyle Large selection used 14' 
wide homes. Many totally Quonsets for low cost 
renovated, some as is, shelter to keep your 
View at Plesant equipment & products. 
Manufactured Homes, Sales, erection & founds- 
Spruce Grove, Alberta, tlon call Kodiak Steal 
Call today 1-403.962- Quonset Division 1.88B- 
0238. 662-6260, 
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PART-TIME TYPIST 
We're looking for o person familiar with 
Macintosh Computer systems for h/ping duties, 
General office work is also part of the job. This 
is a part-time position of 4 hours one day and 
6 another day. 
Please submit resumes to file #65,. The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. They can also be faxed to 
250-638-8432. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 (Coast Mountains) 
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR - KITIMAT 
Applications are invited from qualified individuals for the posi- 
tion of Maintenance Supervmor, in Kitimat B.C. 
The School District is located in northwestern British 
Columbia and includes the communities of Kitimat, Terrace, 
Stewart, Kitwanga and the Hazeltons. Educational and sup- 
port services are provided to 6300 students. The 
Maintenance Supervisor will be located in Kitimat, a com- 
munity with modern medical, educational and recreational 
facilities. 
The candidate will have Technical or Vocational School 
Diploma in one of the related building trades and will have 
proven supervisory experience in a unionized environment. 
Other qualifications will include proven experience in building 
maintenance and construction, a knowledge of current build- 
ing codes, standards an(~ regulations, and custodial care. 
Computer literacy is a definite asset. 
The, individual will be responsible for the maintenance and 
custodial departments in the Kitimat area. 
The salary and benefits package will reflect the responsibility 
of the position. 
Applications, complete with resumes and letters of reference 
will be accepted until August 5th, 1997 and to be addressed 
to: 
Mr. H.J. Eberts, Maintenance Superintendent 
School District 82 (Coast Mountains) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Telephone Number (250) 638-4405 
Fax Number (250) 638-4490 
CHEF MANAGER 
Terrace, B.C. 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus has an 
opening for a dynamic and energetic individual to fill an opening in 
our College Cafeteria as Chef Manager, This recurring seasonal 
position commences August 18, 1997 and terminates May 29, 
1998 with automatic re-call for the following Fall semester. The 
salary will be in accordance with the Collective Agreement 
between the College and B.C.G.E.U. Support Staff, Level 9 Scale. 
"Duti.~; 
This position is responsible for the Food Service Division and 
banquet operation. The incumbent must be an innovative leader 
and a team member and will provide support to the Culinary Arts 
Program, as well as be required to have menu planning, effective 
purchasing, labour and food cost control skills. 
Qualifications: 
The preferred candidate will possess a Canadian Journeyperson 
Red Seal Trade Qualification; Canadian Culinary Institute 
Certificate; possess a Food Safe Certificate; have at least eight 
years industry experience with a minimum of 3 years in a 
supervisory position; and, have excellent communication and 
interpersonal skills. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. Resumes should be 
submitted not later than July 25,1997 to: 
Competition 97.053B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
Fax: (250) 635-3611 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
SUNSPUN FOOD SERVICE 
Division of Wesffair Foods Ltd. 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
THE POSITION: 
Sunspun Food Service, a leader in wholesale food distribution to 
the restaurant, hotel and institutional trade is looking for a motivat- 
ed individual to join our growing shopping service division, opening 
soon in Terrace, Based at our Real Canadian Wholesale Club you 
will be responsible to develop and maintain a customer base for 
our product line and will include the selling, assembling, and ship- 
ping of food products. 
THE CANDIDATE: 
We are seeking a bright, energetic individual who has the desire to 
learn the business and succeed in a fast paced industry, You will 
be able to accent challenges, be deadline oriented and have the 
ability to develop and maintain customer contact as well as achieve 
growth in the marketplace. 
OUR REQUIREMENTS: 
Work experience in the restaurant and/or hospitality industry would 
be considered an asset. Candidates with related business back- 
ground or sales experience are also encouraged to apply. Some 
post secondary education in business administration, sales and 
marketing or related course work would be considered an asset. A 
vehicle is required. 
We offer a base salary with an attractive commission plus a benefit 
package. 
Convince us you are this individuaL.please forward a resume 
along with a covering letter to: 
Director, Sunspun Food Service 
322512th Street N.E. 
P.O. Box 300, Station M 
Calgary, Ab T2P 2H9 
email: foodservlces@sunspun.com 
fax: 403.291.7898 
(No later than August 1, 1997) 
ONLY THOSE SELECTED FOR INTERVIEWS WILL BE 
CONTACTED. 
IRLV B IRD 
NOW HIR ING 
Irly Bird is now under new ownership and 
looking for immediate permanent full and 
part time employees, 
Applicants must be able to deal effectively 
with the public, knowledge of building 
supplies an asset but not necessary. 
Please apply in person with 
attention Mona to: 
' 4425 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
a resume, 
Certified Millwright 
We are an integrated forest products company with 
principal operations in British Columbia and Northern 
Alberta. We currently have an opening for a Millwright 
at our Netherlands Division located in Prince George. 
The Millwright is responsible for maintaining the 
planer and related equipment and should have 
knowledge of the Stetson Ross 614 and 612 planers. 
The successful candidate will be a team player with 
Millwright T.Q. Planerman certification and 
experience with hydraulic systems would be an asset. 
If you have the necessary qualifications and are 
interested in pursuing a challenging career 
opportunity, please send a letter and resume before 
August 8, 1997 to R. Lam, Planer Superintendent, at 
the address listed below: 
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 
Nether lands  Div is ion 
P.O. Box 789, Stn "A", Prince George, B.C. V2L 4T3 
Tel: (2501 561-5700 Fax: (250) 561-5744 
CHEF 
(Part-time) 
Terrace, B.C. 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus has an 
opening for a dynamic and energetic individual to fill an opening in 
our College Cafeteria as Chef (part.time) working 20 hours per 
week and reporting to the Food Service Supervisor, There may be 
opportunity for additional hours in this position. This recurring 
seasonal position commences August 18, 1997 and terminates 
May 29, 1998 with automatic recall for the foilwing Fall semester. 
The salary will be in accordance with the Collective Agreement 
between the Collge and B.C.G.E.U. Support Staff, Level 6 Scale. 
ouUes: 
The incumbent must be an innovative leader and a team member 
and will provide support to the Culinary Arts Program, as well as 
be required to have menu planning, effective purchasing, labour 
and food cost control skills. 
Qualifications: 
The preferred candidate will possess a Canadian Joumeypemon 
Red Seal Trade Qualification; Canadian Culinary Institute 
Certificate; possess a Food Safe Certificate; have at least eight 
years industry experience and, have excellent communication and 
interpersonal skills. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, amy those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. Resumes should be 
submitted not later than July 25,1997 to: 
Competition 97.054B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
Fax: [250) 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
JOB POSTING 
The Dze L K'ant Friendship Centre Society requires a 
Northwest Aboriginal Health 
Council Coordinator 
Responsibility is to coordinate the administration of 
Aboriginal Health Council (Family Violence and Alcohol and 
Drug) contracts to Aboriginal organizations in the Northwest 
region. The region covers the north to the Yukon border, 
west to Haida Guaii, east to Nee Tahi Buhn to Kitlope. 
Duties: 
• responsible for contract management of all regional 
funded programs 
• responsible for organization of regional training for 
contractors. 
• responsible for participation in evaluation of program 
• responsible for preparation of program and financial 
reports 
• responsible for case management files 
Requirenlents: 
• excellent written and verbal communication skills 
• good organizational skills 
• must have administrative skills 
• knowledge of contract management 
• knowledge and understanding of First Nations 
Communities and organizations 
• must complete financial statements and spreadsheets 
• must undergo a criminal record check 
• must have a valid drivers licence 
• must have a vehicle 
Qualifications: 
• B.A, or equivalent education and experience 
• training in contract management 
• training in conflict resolution 
• Supervisory Management Skills 
35 hour/week 
Deadline for applications is July 31, 1997 
submit resume to: I JIM Wallace 
Dze L K'ant Friendship Centre Society 
Box 2920, Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Fax: 250-847-5144 
! 
Nights  Al ive 
Program 
Coord inator  
Required to coordinate vol- 
unteers and youth activities 
evehlngs/weekends. Assist 
in planning, developing and 
delivering social and recrea- 
tional activities and events, 
20 hours/wk, $12/hr. Sept 
2, 1997-Aug 31. 1998. 
Grade 12 mln. +2 yrs exp. 
working with youth. Excellent 
interpersonal/ communica- 
tion skills. Current first aid 
cert. Must undergo criminal 
records check. Please col- 
lect full job information from 
Arena or employment center 
prior to applying. 
SUPERVISOR 
Forwest Veneer, a new veneer slicing plant located 
in Terrace, B.C. is seeking an afternoon Shift 
Supervisor. 
The successful candidate will have a minimum 2 
years experience as a supervisor in the lumber/re- 
man Ouslness. Mechanical and electrical aptitude will 
be an asset. 
A competitive benefit and relocation package will 
be offered. Salary based on experience. 
If this position interests you please apply in 
confidence to: 
Brant Kluss, Plant Manager 
Forwest Veneer 
Box 683 - 5402 Hwy 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B8 
Phone: 250-638-7851 
Fax: 250-638-7849 
Louisiana-Pacific 
 lJl" Canada Ltd. 
Louisiana-Pacific Canada Ltd. is a leader in Fully Bleached, TCF, Mechanical Pulping using Zero 
Effluent Discharge technology. We operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
We are accepting applications for the following position within a Union environment at our Chetwynd 
Pulp Mill. 
STORES TECHNICIAN 
QUALIFICATIONS: QUALIFICATIONS: 
* Warehouse Level 1 Certificate * Pulp and Paper experience preferred 
* Minimum Grade 12 or equivalent • Proven strong interpersonal skills 
* Proven excellent safety record 
Applications can be sent to: 
Louisiana-Pacific Canada Ud. 
RO. Box 900 
Chetwynd, B.C. 
VOC 1J0 
Fax (250) 788-7845 
Attn'. Lorraine Ducharme 
'Human Resources Coordinator 
JOB POSTING 
Part-Time Elementary Teacher 
Duties: 
• To Teach Grade 3/4 class in the A,M. only. 
• Under the directions of the Gitsegukla Elementary Principal 
• Implement he Provincial Curriculum at grade level, or other curriculum approved 
by the G.C.E.D.A.A. Board 
• To evaluate students both by informal and formal testing 
• Be willing to participate in extra-curricular activities of the school. 
• To be a school team member; socially and academically. 
Qualifications: 
• A valid B.C. Teaching Certificate 
• D.Ed. Elementary minimum 
• Excellent communication and Interpersonal skills 
Term: 
• The position is .5 from September 2, 1997 to June 30, 1998 
Closing Date: 
• August 8, 1997 
Send Resumes to: 
Sally Jones 
Gitsegukla Elementary School 
21 Seymour Avenue, RR#1 
South Hazelton, B.C. 
VOJ 2RO 
JOB POSTING 
Gitsegukla Youth Support Worker 
Qualification: 
• Grade 12 Completion minimum 
• Post Secondary Training in Education, Recreation, Counselling or Equivalent experience an 
asset. 
• Good Interpersonal Skills 
• Excellent Communications and Resourcefulness 
• Valid BC Drivers Ucence and Vehicle 
• Knowledge about Youth needs 
Duties: 
• Under the direction of the Administrator to encourage students in their Academic work 
• Support students in maintaining regular attendance, punctuality and personaR 
development 
• Facilitate the health and wen-being of students, both physically and emotional, by making 
themselves available to students as a sympathetic listener, offering para-professlonal 
counseling services, and encouraging the maintenance of a healthy lifestyle, including 
positive feelings of self-worth, 
• Promote knowleOge and acceptance of Aboriginal Heritage and Culture. 
Job Position Goal: Create an atmosphere for Gitsegukla Students to excel in developing their 
Educational potential. 
Start: August 25, 1997 
Salary: Negotiable upon Experience 
Send Resumes to: Ray Jones, Administrator 
Gitsegukla Community Education Development Authority Association 
Box 21, Seymour Ave. RR#1, South Hazelton, BC VOJ 2RO 
Ph. (250) 849-5739 • Fax (250) 849-5276 
Closing Date for Applicants: Friday, August 8, 1997 
cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION ~ HIGHWAYS 
North West Region 
Regional Manager, 
Finance Administration 
TERRACE 
s a key member of the senior Regional Management and Region's Chief Financial Officer's team, you 
will be responsible for: • all aspects of financial planning and budgeting • accounting spending/ 
payment authority • financial reporting and contracting including the identification and management or 
long-term financial, administrative and management support priority. You will also act as the Region's 
Chief Administrative Officer responsible for all aspects of information system s and services as well as 
administrative support staff, 
To be considered, you will need a CA, CMA or CGA designation or relevant university degree and a 
minimum of 3 years' related experience; or completion of the third level of the CMA, CGA or a relevant 
diploma and 5 years' related experiencel or an equivalent combination of education and experience, 
Your experience must have been in progressively more responsible positions directing programs in finance, 
systems administration and contracting Including at {east one year in a supervisory capacity, A valid BC 
driver's ticence (minimum Class 5) is also required, 
~ JL IC~=2~.  Prior to applying, please contact Gall McFadden at (250) 638-6454 or 
Merlel Wild at (250) 638-6453 for a complete list of duties and qualifications. Please submit a 
r~sum~ quoting competition #TH97:1327 to: Ministry of Transportation E~ Highways, Manager, 
Human Resources, 400 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC VaQ 1V4i fax [250) 638-6465. 
Closing date: August 13, 1997~ 
The Province of British Columbia 
The Province of Brltlsh Columbia/s committed to employment equity and encourages 
applications from qualified women and men, Including aboriginal peoples, 
persons with disabilities and visible minorities. 
,e  
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330/NOTICES GAS BAR OPERATOR 
We are seeking a Commissioned Agent o operate ahigh volume serf- 
serve station located in Terrace. 
The successful candidate will b0 self-motivated ntrepreneur, seeking a 
challenging and rewarding career in this retail sector. 
Preference will be given te those with proven abilities in personnel 
management and training. 3to 5 years experience ina similar operation 
a definite asset. 
An initial investment isrequlred & we offer a competitive compensation 
package. The successful candidate will commence mployment approx- 
imately Sept. 2,1997. 
We request that you forward your resume, In confidence, pdor to Aug. 
8th, 1997 for consideration to: 
Gas Bar Division: Fax: (403) 291-7898 or 291-7740 
ENGINEER, HOOK tender, dg- 
ging slinger, chaser, wanted for 
90 foot high lead. References 
must be provided. Experienced 
only need apply. Phone 1-250- 
837-9510 or 1-250-637-2644. 
Revelstoke BC. 
ENJOY CHILDREN? Want to 
make a living caring for child- 
ren? Child care providers for 1 
or 2 children as well as those 
wishing to license are needed 
near Terrace schools, Thornhlll 
and Copper Mountain. For more 
information call the Skeena 
Child Care Support Program at 
638-1113 or drop in to 1-he 
Family Place, 4553 Park Ave. 
WORK FROM home. EXPLO-  
SIVE mail order business, I~eed 
help immediately. $500 plus 
part-time per week, 1.604-878- 
7896. 
FULL TIME POSITIOH 
ovailoble for a qualified planer. 
man/utilily persen. ~lliams Leke 
Cedar Products. 
398 - 2212 
Dental Hygiefist 
Progressive ctental prodke reqoiles o 
highly motivated, coring individual, (op 
able of being oteam preyer. . 
(ompetilive wages and be~efil~ b0~ed 
on qualification e d experience, lull. 
time position available f0r Aug0sl 1 g, 
1997. 
~p Y 
l~tlenti0n:- Und0 Lupul 
200.4619 Perk Avenue 
Terrace, B.C VBG 1V5 
Phone: 250-635.7611 
:TER R ACE ;7=z-:zxzzxz=zx:=::;; 
d • >4 
~i Lookmng for H 
~ Child Care? H 
Ii Sk~na child care sup~d I~ 
program can help you make the ~4 a 
~ right choice for your child. For i,~ 
1,4 information on choosing care and ~4 
available options, call • I,~ 
~i Coco at 638-1113. ~| 
A free service provided by the I~4 
Terrace Women's ResourceCentre I,~ 
1,4 and funded by the MinlsW el ~,4 
1,4 Women's Equality. 1~4, 
~A~A~A~A .A~' . ,  
i~ E R RA C E. BARB'S CLEANING has open- 
Ingsl Get your cleaning caught 
up for sum•eft  Occasional 
cleaning welcome. Phone 635- 
6197. 
EXPERIENCED HOUSE sitter 
with references available sum- 
mer/fall to watch your house 
ten/weed garden, feed pets/live- 
stock. Call Lisa 635-2513. 
EXPERIENCED PROFES- 
SIONAL cleaning lady for home 
or office cleaning, references 
available. Call Marsha 635- 
4286. 
UNDA'S HOME Care Service. 
We will watch your pets, ~vater 
your plants, make your house 
look lived in when your net able 
to do so yourself. Reasonable 
rates, references available, 
bondable. Call now to book for 
your holidays 632-6421 ask for 
Unda. 
NEED A handy person? 
Specialized in yard 
maintenance and small 
construction. Lawns, fences, 
sheds, sundecks, concrete. 
Experienced and reliable, Call 
635-3790. 
PACES DAY Care has some 
spaces available for children 
from birth to 36 months, from 
Sept. 1/97. For more informa- 
tion call the Daycare at 635- 
0800 or Judy Scruton 638- 
1963. 
PAINTER 15 years experience, 
For professional work, low 
rates, interior/exterior. Special 
rates for seniors and free 
estimates. Call 635-3783. 
SMITHERS BASED company 
looking for full or partial Iowbed 
loads from any point in Alberta 
or Saskatchewan to any point 
form Pdnca George to Terrace. 
Very reasonable rates 1-250- 
847-4083, toll free 1-888-727- 
2791. 
• i 
J Richard Thernto~ 
Construction 
Fury experienced carpenler eveJl~le 
for construction, renovations orrepairs. 
Call 638-8526 
CAMP CALEDONIA has a few 
spots still available for your 
eager campersl Juniors from 
July 7- 11; Juniors July 24- 28; 
Teens July 30 - Aug 5 for more 
info call Judy at 846-5476 or Ja- 
ckie at 845-7681. 
PIANO LESSONSI Taking reg- 
istration for September semes- 
ter piano lessons, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6, 
adults or children. Call 638-  
1512. 
SHAMES MTN TEA BAR will 
be opening July 6th through 
September 1st on Sundays & 
holidays. 1 pm to 5 pm, Check 
paper for up eominQ events, 
STRAW BALE CONSTRUC- 
TION WORKSHOP.August 15- 
17, S l i thers B.C. Learn tested" 
code based method. $200 per 
person. $350 per couple. Sus- 
tainalbe works. C-5 S-10 R.R. 1 
Winlaw B.C. V0G 2,.10. Tell-fax 
1-250-226-7672. E-mail habibg 
@netidea.com 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
"FROM RECOVERY TO DISCOVERY" 
METAPHYSICAL COUNSELLING- 
Spiritual Crisis- Undetstandi~ Experiences - 
Trauma- Ministerial SaUces. 
Lauret C~egg, Ms~ O. Phd. 
TPJIISFORMATIONAL COUNSELUNG -
C~i~ng - Family Rela~ships 
Seen C~egg, Cou~l~J Cons~I 
3611 Cottom~ In 111on~gl • 635-7"/76 
~X-~ 0~"] [  ][~,X.., 
)O1VI~I~NITY  
c~c.  
Su lay,~=r~ce.~O: 4 5 
Tr ~le ClL~ 
~ ~ .s 
1~. ~-r.~ay 
KOOI[~I" 
Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. SundaY-- 
and Worship 
Minister  
The Rev.  M ichae l  
Hare  
NO11CE TO ROAD 
CONTRACTORS INVmNG 
APPUCATIONS FOR CONTRACT 
E98-20-7755 
Sealed Tenders for the construction of
2,915m, more or less, oF subgrade on 
the Copper-Umonlte Forest Service 
Road will be received by the Distrid 
Manager, Kalum Forest DJslrid, #200- 
5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia, VeG 1LI, up to 11 ;00 a.m. 
on August 8, 1997, and will be 
otoened in public at that ime. 
Tenders are invited from qualified con- 
tractors only. A qualified cenlrador is 
one who has successfully completed 
work o| a similar size and nalure with. 
in I~e past five years, and is in good 
standing with the Registrar of 
Companies and the workers' 
Cc~'npematlon Board. 
Mane may be viewed and/or obtained 
for a non.refundable f e of $25.00 
(plus GST] a~r July 21,1997 from: 
Kalum Forest Olsl~ct Office 
#200-5220 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, British Columble VSG 1L1 
All inquiries hould be directed to 
Srlan Bailey, al the abeve mentioned 
address, Telephone (250) 638.5100 
or Fax (250) 638-5176. 
Bidders are required to subml110% of 
t~e tendered price as o bid bond or 
cash deposit. This will be refunded to 
I~e unsuccessful bidders. In addition, 
• e successful bidder must supply a 
performance bond el 50% of the len- 
dared price or a cash socurily of ten 
(10%] in a form acceptobe re the 
Province. 
No ~der shall be considered having 
on)~ qualifying clauses whatsoever, 
and t~e lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be ~ I ~ ,  
Tenders must be submltted on tha 
fomls and in the enmk~pe tUl::~led, 
Conlract award Is subjed to funding 
being availahle at the time. 
B.D. Dawnio 
Dis~id Manages 
Kolum Foresl Dislrid 
Cedar Shake Mill Eaui©rnent 
Including: Cyclone Blower C/W Motor, Jonserad Resaw, Power 
Cuber, Ford Engine Power Plant, Slgnode Trapper Saw, Saw 
Gummer, 18' H0mebilt Trailer, Misc. 
For appointment toview and for further information please con- 
tact the undersigned, Bids wilt be accepted until the hour of 12:00 
noon Tuesday, August 5th, 1997. The highest offer not necessadly 
accepted, 
Bids must be accomeenled bv e 10% deoosit In the form of a 
bank draft or money order 
Caledonia Bailiff Sewices 
#34554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B0 VSa lS2 
(250) 635-7649 
R, Smith 
i 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
$1.99 per minute. 
To listen to these area singles describe 
themselves and to leave them a message. 
You must be 18 years or older to use this service. 
FAST TALKER 
SF, 18,toll, long hair, easy- 
going, humorous, enjoys 
swimming, working out, 
movies, fishing, walks, 
seeks SM, with similar 
Interests. Ad#.7665 
ANTICIPATION? 
SNC morn, 29, full-fig- 
ured, brown hair/eyes, 
honest, sincere, enjoys 
Bingo, movles, seeking 
kind, mature, faithful SM. 
Ad#.4563 
ACTIVE 
East Indlan SM, 23, 5'8", 
slim, muscular, humorous, 
outgoing, ilkes fishing, 
hiking, the outdoors, 
seeks understanding, 
funny SF. Ad#. 1124 
HAPPY-GO-LUCKY 
SNCF, 25, 5'3", dark 
brown halt, amusing, 
people-person, likes 
sewing, reading, looking 
for honest, fun, effortless 
SM, Ad#.9174 
TAKE A CHANCE 
Humorous SWM, 20, 5'6", 
blond hair, blue eyes, 
hobbles Include 
roUerbladlng, walks on 
the beach, picnics, seeks 
attractive, long-haired 
SF. Ad#.6040 
I PLAY GUITAR 
Blond SWM, 26, 5'7", 
medium build, green 
eyes, outgoing, 
employed, enjoys walks, 
country drives, hockey, 
seeks lively, upbeat, self- 
supportive SF. Ad#.2370 
WHERE ARE YOU? 
SWM, 35, 5'10", slim, 
brown hair, grey eyes, 
shy, easygoing, enjoys 
the outdoors, seeks hon- 
est, laid-back SF. 
Ad#, 1111 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad in Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for today's successful singles. 
Questions? Call customer service at 1-800-647-3782 
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Environmental 
I know what you're 
thinking, "this guy 
wants me to become a 
bubble boy"! Sure I've 
been suggesting that 
many of the day-to-day 
aspects of our lives 
carry with them inher- 
ent hazards. Well, now 
I'm going to wreck 
fruits and vegetables 
for you, two previously 
untouchable 
institutions. 
Most of us have 
heard of Montezuma's 
Revenge or Traveler's 
Diarrhea. With today's 
international trade and 
rapid transportation 
systems we can get 
Travelers Diarrhea 
right at home without 
paying the airfare. 
Many of our fruits and 
vegetables come from 
Third World countries 
where we know (?) not 
to eat raw foods. They 
are often contaminated 
with human sewage or 
chemical pesticides 
that are outlawed here. 
Investigations into 
Health 
iN 
Issues: Forbidden Fruit 
numerous outbreaks 
over the past few 
years have uncovered 
imported produce as 
the culprit. These 
include Salmonella in 
Florida 
a l fa l fa  spouts ,  
Cyc lospora  in 
Guatemalan raspber- 
ries, and Cholera in 
Chilean grapes. How 
do you know that some 
ill raspberry picker 
didn't squat and do his 
business between the 
rows rather than walk 
all the way the 
outhouse? 
The incidence of ill- 
nesses associated with 
contaminated produce 
is actually increasing 
as a growing number 
of us try to heed warn- 
ings to eat five serv- 
ings of fruit or vegeta- 
bles every day to cut 
the risk of developing 
cancer or heart  
disease. 
This is, of course, is 
great, but we need to 
keep in mind that with 
the globalization of our 
food supply, fruits and 
vegetables could carry 
exotic diseases pre- 
viously believed to be 
confined to exotic loca- 
tions. Washing all pro- 
duce should go a long 
way to decontaminat- 
ing them. OK spending 
an hour washing indi- 
vidual grapes with a 
toothbrush might be a 
little much to ask but at 
least give them a good 
rinse and always wash 
your hands after han- 
dling them. 
O 
SHOPPERS - - -  
DRUG MART 
4635 Lakelse Ave. Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitimat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. 
u bscr i  be  Today  
STANDARD 
3K;  ; ' ; t ° ;  ; t r t ;  ~ r r ; c ; ' :  ; i  ' [h :R~;2w'seand83v~:ws ' t  h , t  2 
are important o the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Qual i ty ,News Coverage 
(in our area: Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert, Stewart, and the Nass Valley) 
1 Year .............................. ,$60.99 (GST included) 
(Outside of our area) 
USA and Europe ............... $149.80 (per 6 me.) 
1 Year ............................... `$48.15 (GST included) 
(Sentor Citizens) 
; ; - ' ; i " ; - '  m" ' ; - J ' ; - 'm;  ! "  "- , , ' - - - - , , , - - , ! , -  m 'm,m m'm m m -,  - -  m ,-  , ,  m , , ' , -  , -  m --  • m • , -  • , -  • • • • • • • • • n |  
m clip & mall to ~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , Yes ,  I wou ld  l i ke  to  rece ive  the  ..... " g 
g 1 I 
' STANDARD Ter race  S tandard  every  week .  
l I 
I 3210 CI,nton St . . . .  Te ..... BC v,s,2,=oo, s=,=s3,o.,=,~ore3, Enclosed is $ (GST included) for a one year subscription, z 
I | 
, 3210 
I . Name | 
, C l in ton  S t reet  Address I 
' Ter race ,  B .C .  z Town ' Postal Code z 
m V8G 5R2 Phone ' m 
I m 
m m m m m m m m m l J m m m l m  m m • m m J m m m l  m m m l l m  l m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m i  
Due to the B.C. Day Holiday on August 4 
| TE  R R AC E = 
STANDARD 
will have early deadlines to meet ourpress deadlines. 
All Display And Classified Display Advertising Copy 
and word classifieds for the 
AUGUST 6T"Terrace Standard is 
THURSDAY, JULY 31 at 4:00 p.m. 
PHONE --'=""":"-- 
6387283 ; TANDARD 
638 8432 3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B,C. V8G 5R2 ~ 
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Eat Well, <, 
-~-  _ ~ ~ i ,: ...... ~ 
30th Anniversary Re-Umon 
o.....-..%. Dance ' 
,## ~ "% August 2, :1.997 
OUR PEEWEE girls rep team of Terrace Minor Softball ham it up after winning silver at the Provincial Finals. ~ ~ .  Kitselas Hall (Queensway Drive) 
PeeWees strike silver Doors open at 7:30pm ~11 ~'~',o.#~' $:1.0.O0/ticket* 
OUR PEEWEE girls rep the southern squad a 12-4 started with another 9-8 vic- squad that had managed a ~ ~=~ 
team of Terrace Minor Soft- loss. tory. This time it was over win over the talented Ter- 
ball took second at the Next up was Quadra Is- Ridge Meadows, for their race team. I \~  
Provincial Championships land in a more defensive second win against that And again Vancouver 
in Prince George to battle that ended in a 3-2 club. proved to be too much for r 
weekends ago. victory for Terrace. Terrace received their first the girls, who ended up with 
The girls rocketed through Then the Selects were up loss in a 9-2 trounce by a a 7-15 loss. 
the round robin portion of against Ridge Meadows in a very strong Vancouver Still, the girls' second- 
the tourney, turning aside hit-feet dominated by Ter- team. But they  bounced place finish was an im- 
four teams to end the round race, who finally won 14- back for a 9-2 win over pressive feat for the club. 
undefeated. 11. Nanaimo and a trip to the They joined the local 
Their first match pitted the The girls finished the final round. Bantam squad who also 
girls against Abbotsford, but round robin with a tight 9-8 In the final match, the boasted a silver medal per- 
Terrace bats found their win over Williams Lake. girls were up against Van- formanco in Terrace on the 
mark and the locals handed In the semi-finals, Terrace couver again - -  the only same weekend. 
S_ orts Scope 
Bill Ranford to visit  
WASHINGTON CAPITALS goaltender Bill Ranford 
is coming to Terrace this Saturday. 
Ranford, who is co-owner of the parent company to 
Mr. Mikes Grill is making a guest appearance at the 
new restaurant July 26. He will be signing autographs 
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.. A Capitals jersey will also 
be drawn as a prize after the autograph session. Every- 
one is welcome, and no purchase isnecessary. 
Throne needs new king 
THE SKEENA Valley Runner's Club is holding the 
ammal King of the Mountain footrace this Saturday, 
July 26. 
The race starts at 10 a.m. and the course runs from 
the Terrace arena, up Kalum Street, then north over the 
Terrace Mountain Nature Trail and back to the arena. 
Registration takes place on race day only, starting at 
8:30 a.m. at the arena. Refreshments and awards will 
be presented. 
For more information, call Geoff ]Phillips at 638- 
1802. 
Go.kar ters  meet  
THE NORTHWEST Karting Association is holding a 
general membership meeting Tuesday, July 29 at 7:30 
p.m.. The meeting will be held downstairs from 
Denny's. 
All Nat ive soccer  tourney 
THE NEW Aiyansh YMCA will be hosting an all 
Native soccer tournament inTerrace this weekend. 
There will be two divisions, Senior Men's (with nine 
teams competing) and Boys' 16-and-under (with seven 
teams). 
For more information call Trevor at 633-2946. 
Men's soccer  meet ing 
TERRACE MEN'S Soccer is holdhlg a team man- 
agers' meeting July 29 at 7 p.m. at the library. 
Wesach  Mounta inh ike  
THE TERRACE Hiking Club will be tackling 
Wesach Mountain this weekend. 
Those interested in this moderate-difficult hike 
should meet at the library at 9 a.m. Sunday, July 27. 
For more information call Kelly at 798-2535. 
Chilly Dippers  c lean up 
TERRACE'S DIVE Club is having a clean-up day 
this weekend at Furlong Bay. 
The divers will clean up any garbage found at the' 
bottom of Lakelse Lake's popular swimming area, as 
well as help tidy up the beach. The clean-up is part of a 
global event called Project Aware, which is sponsored 
by PADI Canada. For more information call Robert at 
635-9440. 
THANK YOU 
BC Parks would like to thank the following 
sponsors for making Parks Day 1997 a huge 
Success'. 
Thornhill Motors Ltd. - Subaru 
Overwaitea Foods (Terrace) 
Kermodel Beverages 
Totem Beverages & Distributors Ltd 
Copperslde 
The donations were greatly appreciatedl 
@ 
11 I 
Score Board 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association 
Under 9 
Surveyors 5 Philpots 1 
Centennial Uons 3 Totem Ford 2 
Westel 5 Inland Kenworth 4 
Under 19 Girls 
Richards 4 Pizza Hut 2 
All West 7 K'san 1 
Under 14 Boys 
Kerby and Sons 3 Terrace Builders 4 
N Drugs 3 Brady's FC 2 
Ju~y 16 
Under 12 Girls 
Lazelle Storage 4 McAIpine 0 
Elan Travel 6 Skeena Sawmills 0 
Dairy Queen 3 Rotary 2 
Under 16 Boys 
Tilden 1 Coxford Constr. 0 
McEwan GM 6 Takhar 3 
Under 12 Boys 
HW Hepburn 5 N. Savings 2 
Cedarland Tire 10 Sight and Sound 2 
Sockeye FC 8 Overwaitea 2 
A & W 12 Tolsec 1 
Under 10 
Shoppers 4 Carlyle Shep. 0 
Co-op 8 Skeena Cel 2 
Copperslde 1 Warner Bandstra 0 
Under 14 Girls 
Ikon Office 5 Braids Insurance 0 
Reseed Ventures 3 Crampton B&A 2 
Follow complete 
Soccer Standings, 
Schedules &Game Scores at 
www.kermode.net/soccer 
;ourtesy of Your 
Community 
nternet Provider. 
RGS lnternet 
}~ Services 635-3444 
Terrace & District 
Community Services Society 
Skeena Family Resources 
would like to thank 
Terrace Paving 
for the donation 
of paving to our house at 
4734 Park Avenue. 
THANK YOU 
Your donation and hard work is 
greatly appreciated by Management, 
Staff and Clients 
Come Help T.S.C.A. celebrate 30 
years of racing' and renew old 
friendships! 
ADVANCE TICKET SALES ONLY 
Tickets available at 
Central Gifts and Cedarland 
Tire Service 
or call Margo at 635-6549 
*MUST BE 19 OR OVER TO ATrEND 
It's Simply a Better 
Building System! 
Concrete is the best construction material for durability, security and strength. 
NOW with Quad-Lock forms you can make the most of concrete construction. 
BUILDER FRIENDLY ~ = ~ ~  ~ 
Combines Framing Insulation Sheathing I ~11' i. Ilh., Ill , f l l~ , l i lq  
and vapour/alr bamer Into one easy step. ,~ Pl '11 "" ~ ~  
• Saves time. ' ; I ' " 
• Requires no specia! skilled labor fo rce .  ~ ~  
AFTORDAOLE ' " l ~ ' , l L ~ ~  
Concrete homes are competitively priced. .~~1111111 I:t 
• Guaranteed savings on 4q/"~/~.  ~/ l " [  I I,~111' 
heating/cooling bills. ~ ~ I t~lli' FAST 
superior R-values. .....-~,. ~..~,r.- .~.- ~ ,.~ ,~, ~, _ 
• Saves OUR Natura, . _SIMPLE 
Resources. ,v~~. '~ l  IVII' ACCURATE 
' ~~BUI~DING 
Available at 
Terrace Ready Mix 
4424 BirchHiil 
Terrace 635-4343 
,,i~ I 
x 
:iT~l I 
:~!:iiiiii:!i 
Just  look at . .  ..... these features' 
• Lake front log home 
• Chimney Lake -paved access 
30 km south of Williams Lake 
• 2 -  100 ft. lake frontage lots: 
::::::::~::~ 300 ft. deep 
• One with house/one vacant 
• Best waterskiing lak e in arca 
• 1200 sq. ft. log home 
• Full basement- 90% finished 
• 19 ft. cathedral, open beam 
main floor 
• 1 bedroom main floor 
• 2 loft bedrooms 
• 1 bedroom downstairs 
• Forced air/wood/electric heat 
• 24 X 30 ft. shop c/w floor heat 
' Drilled artesian Well 
$350.000 for the whole package Phone (250) 558,5397 
! 
